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ABSTRACT 

Sporulation in Bacillus subtilis is an alternative developmental pathway that encompasses 

several complex cellular events involving hundreds of genes many of which have poorly 

understood functions. During sporulation, a very interesting and highly-conserved protein 

complex called the SpoIIIA-SpoIIQ (A-Q) complex believed to aid the maturation of the 

forespore by functioning as a specialized secretion system contributes to spore shape, as well 

as the transcription potential of the spore. A lot of questions surround the A-Q complex, 

including what roles its different components play in its overall function. 

The focus of this project was to unravel the functions of SpoIIIL, a recently discovered 59 

amino acids, 9.6kDA protein, transcribed during sporulation under the control of σF, and is 

believed to be a component of the A-Q complex from the forespore compartment. In doing 

so, this project will contribute to new knowledge surrounding sporulation that could 

potentially provide broadly-relevant insight into the creation of strategies for controlling 

spore-forming pathogens.  

Here, we report that SpoIIIL is required for spore shape, functions in the monitoring, 

regulation, and signalling of cortex assembly, and is unlikely a component of the SpoIIIA-

SpoIIQ complex. We propose that SpoIIIL ensures the timely activation of σG in order to make 

sure that all necessary σG-dependent resources required for the normal process of cortex 

assembly such as SpoIVB activation, pro-σK processing, activation of the cortex PG synthases 

SpoVD/E, upregulation of the Mur genes as well as increased precursor synthesis will occur or 

be supplied right on time, to avoid any cortex assembly anomaly. And that the precipitation 

of SpoIIIL from the forespore inner membrane where it is uniformly localized prior to the 

commencement of cortex assembly, into the forespore cytoplasm where it looks like intriguing 

patchy-like structures as the result of a SpoIVB-mediated proteolytic event, is the prime 

indicating signal for the assembly of the cortex. Also, SpoIIIL although predicted to contain a 

patch of hydrophobic residues at the C-terminus, is not surface exposed.  

This work revealed that the proper localization of SpoIIIL depends on SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, 

SpoVD, and SpoVE while the stability of SpoIIIL depends only on SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, as 

well as SpoVID. How cells achieve the coordination between coat and cortex assembly across 

the intermembrane space still remains largely unclear. However, since the LysM domain of 
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SpoVID can bind to the substrate of MurAB, N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) as well as Lipid II, 

and MurAB has been implicated in a very strong cortex assembly relationship with SpoIIIL, we 

strongly suggest that future work should probe this new found relationship trio between 

SpoIIIL, SpoVID and MurAB via more sophisticated protein-protein interaction studies like 

bacterial two-hybrid assays to reveal the nature of their possible interaction in relation to 

cortex assembly. Furthermore, we found that cortex assembly was obliterated in the absence 

of both spoIIIL and the peptidoglycan synthesis gene murAB, and that spores of the ΔspoIIIL 

ΔmurAB double mutant could not become phase bright. The ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant 

spores did not survive the heat kill treatment or sporulation efficiency assay, ultimately 

yielding nil or dead spores compared to either the ΔmurAB single mutant which had ~44% 

sporulation efficiency or the ΔspoIIIL single mutant spores which had ~47% sporulation 

efficiency. Hence, the cortex assembly regulatory and signalling pathways as well as the 

genetic interactions involved has been illustrated in a new light.  

Collectively, the accumulated evidence from this work has provided a significant leap in our 

understanding of spore development through the mid-stages to the later stages of sporulation 

in spore forming bacteria. This is a discovery worth targeting and deserving of further 

investigation. Because, if spore formation can be totally eliminated as is the case in this study, 

whilst allowing the attainment of all the benefits obtainable from diverse applications of 

industrially, medically, and environmentally beneficial spore forming bacteria, and the 

recurrence and transmission of infections by pathogenic spore forming bacteria completely 

prevented, then we have achieved a milestone in the study of cell differentiation in 

prokaryotes.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

BS   Bacillus subtilis 

α    alpha 

A    alanine 

amp    ampicillin 

β    beta 

cat    chloramphenicol resistance gene 

CFP    cyan fluorescent protein 

cfu    colony-forming unit 

D    aspartic acid 

DNA    deoxyribonucleic acid 

DNaseI   deoxyribonuclease II 

DSM    Difco Sporulation Medium 
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et al.    and others 

erm    erythromycin resistance gene 
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γ    gamma 

g    gram (s) 

GCW    germ cell wall 

GFP    green fluorescent protein 

HEPES    4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 
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hr    hour 
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K   lysine 

kan    kanamycin resistance gene 

L    litre (s) 
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m    milli (10-3) 

M    moles per litre 

min    minutes 

MQW    milli-Q purified water 

mYPET   monomeric yellow fluorescent protein for energy transfer 

N   asparagine 

n    nano (10-9) 

neo    neomycin resistance gene 

ODx    optical density at (x refers to wavelength in nm) 

opt    optimized 

P   proline 

p    probability 

Phyperspank   IPTG-hyper-inducible promoter 

PAGE    polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

PBS    phosphate buffered saline 

PBP    penicillin binding protein 

PCR    polymerase chain reaction 

pH    power of Hydrogen 

phleo    phleomycin resistance gene 

PMSF    phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 

R   arginine 

RBS    ribosome binding site 

RNase    ribonuclease A 
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SD    standard deviation 

SDS    sodium dodecyl sulfate 

σ    sigma 

spec    spectinomycin resistance gene 

T   threonine 

tet   tetracycline resistance gene 

TMA-DPH   (1-(4-Trimethylammoniumphenyl)-6-Phenyl-1,3,5- 

Hexatriene p-Toluenesulfonate) 

Tn-seq    transposon sequencing 

Tris   tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine 

U   units (enzyme activity) 

UV    ultraviolet 

V    volt(s) 

v/v    volume per volume 

W    watt 

w/v    weight per volume 
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Y   tyrosine 

YFP    yellow fluorescent protein 
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2 Introduction 

1.1 Preface and the applications of sporulation studies 

The list of large-scale DNA sequenced microorganisms which had previously not included a 

paradigm for industrially, medically, and environmentally beneficial Gram-positive bacteria 

now contains Bacillus subtilis because of how intensely its biochemistry, physiology, and 

genetics have been studied over several decades 1. Bacillus, being one of the most frequently 

employed prokaryotes that is used as an industrial cell factory for the making of vitamins, 

inositol, acetoin, hyaluronan, insecticides, recombinant proteins, and other chemicals, is 

favoured because its cultivation in large-scale production settings at high cell densities is easy 

and usually cost effective; 2–4 and the species B. subtilis can also form complex biofilms that 

can be utilized as living biological materials for the manufacture of many functional 

biomaterials, like surface growth factors, antibiotics, lysozyme, and antimicrobial peptides for 

medical purposes3,4.  

Presently, ~60% of the commercially available enzymes are made by Bacillus species2. 

Recently, it was shown that pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-1 β, 6, 8, 12, 18, and TNF-α 

which are known to be active against COVID-19, are secreted in large amounts when 

neutrophils and monocytes are provoked by biosurfactant producing bacteria like B. subtilis5,6. 

Thus making the possible use of B. subtilis or its biomolecules as antigens (either in the form 

of a vaccine or a therapeutic agent), to trigger neutrophils and monocytes to produce IL-1 β, 

6, 8, 12, 18, and TNF-α, which can act against COVID-19, a promising pursuit. Additionally, 

besides being an well-known multifunctional probiotic, with huge potential for prohibiting the 

growth of pathogenic bacteria and amplifying nutrient uptake, B. subtilis has now been 

applied in astropharmacy, where its space-hardy spore-forming strains are engineered to 

make two pharmaceutical peptides that are vital for astronaut health namely: teriparatide (an 

anabolic agent for fighting osteoporosis) and filgrastim (an effective panacea for radiation-

induced neutropenia)4,7. These and more are benefits accruable from diverse applications of 

spore forming bacteria like B. subtilis.  

Nevertheless, bacterial spores are relevant and incessant food contaminants, and the spore 

forming bacteria are much commonly implicated in food and product safety, as well as in food 

and product quality considerations8,9. It is increasingly disturbing that the shelf life of 

pasteurized milk is chiefly determined by the ubiquity and growth of Gram-positive, rod 

shaped aerobic endospore formers, of which species of the Bacillus cereus group are the most 

far-reaching and the products contaminated include various formats of dairy products, milk, 
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cheese, yoghurt etc10,11. Another very important source of concern is that a recent emergence 

of strains of B. cereus that bring about anthrax-like diseases which result in identical symptoms 

and death toll as those brought about by B. anthracis, have now been reported in mammals 

and humans12. 

However, since new antibiotic resistant bacterial strains constantly emerge and evade counter 

measures via sporulation or otherwise, there is always the need to continuously innovate and 

develop not just nascent antibacterial materials13, but also subtle anti-sporulation genetic 

modifications which would allow the attainment of all the benefits obtainable from diverse 

applications of spore forming bacteria, whilst preventing the formation of its resistant, 

disease-causing, food- or product-contaminating spores. Hence, this project is inclined 

towards the development of ways by which sporulation can be subtly and effectively 

prevented not only in the disease-causing spore-formers, but also in the industrially, 

medically, and environmentally beneficial spore forming bacteria.   

The process of spore formation involves several morphological changes, as well as dedicated 

genetic programs that have been studied beyond 50 years and represent one of the most 

elaborately characterized developmental pathways in modern day molecular microbiology14. 

B. subtilis is a model organism for fundamental research as well as an industrial workhorse 

and studies with B. subtilis gain from the ease genetic manipulation, nevertheless, its 

profound process of sporulation encompasses many cellular events and involves hundreds of 

genes, many of which have poorly understood functions15,16. Cell differentiation however, is a 

basic biological process and spore formation by B. subtilis is a archaic system of cell 

differentiation that has now become an archetype for the investigation of cell differentiation 

in prokaryotes17. 

Bacillus subtilis is a soil-inhabiting, aerobic, Gram-positive rod, classified phylogenetically 

under the group Firmicutes (recently renamed as Bacillota)18, which comprises also of genera 

notorious for entering a developmental pathway termed sporulation1. Sporulation is a process 

whereby actively growing vegetative bacterial cells differentiate into dormant and highly-

resistant cells called endospores (also termed “forespores” or “spores”), in response to 

starvation stress19,20,21. In the event of starvation, B. subtilis ceases to grow and initiates 

certain first aid responses by amplifying metabolic activity just to circumvent its situation and 

these activities include commencement of motility and chemotaxis, making of hydrolases 

(including proteases and carbohydrases) as well as antibiotics in order to persist vegetatively 
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and re-establish normal growth but then continues into sporulation if this first aid attempt 

fails22.  When B. subtilis finally goes into sporulation, the resultant spores can survive harsh 

environmental conditions, such as desiccation, elimination by cell-wall-degrading enzymes, 

increased temperatures, UV radiation, digestion by protozoans, detergents, acids, extremes 

of physical and chemical conditions and even antibiotics17,23,24. Spores can spread and remain 

dormant for many years in a variety of ecosystems ranging from deep into the earth’s crust 

and the oceans, to the stratosphere, as plant or animal disease causal agents, symbionts or 

commensals, or even as part of the human gut microbiota where they could form healthy 

symbiotic and commensal associations upon exposure to nutrients, thus germinating and 

proliferating into vegetatively growing cells, and restoring bacterial populations in the 

environment25–27. 

B. subtilis 168 has a genome of over 4,214,810 base pairs comprising 4,100 protein-coding 

genes that have been completely sequenced22. Out of these, 148 genes have been implicated 

in sporulation and exhibit sporulation defects. Most recently, 24 additional genes which had 

previously not been associated with spore formation were discovered14, including spoIIIL – the 

subject of this thesis. 

SpoIIIL, a 59 amino acids protein, transcribed in the forespore under σF control 28, predicted 

by certain bioinformatics tool (e.g phobius) to contain a patch of hydrophobic residues at the 

C-terminus, was not only found to participate in intercellular signalling pathways during 

sporulation but was also discovered to take part in the activation of the late forespore specific 

sigma factor σG 28. This discovery was made possible via transposon sequencing (Tn-seq), a 

powerful technique usually employed to discover and further characterize novel genes and 

pathways involved in sporulation28. SpoIIIL is thus believed to be an A-Q complex protein28. 

Although a lot is not currently documented in literature about the sporulation gene spoIIIL, it 

still does not fall short of being regarded highly in Bacillus subtilis sporulation studies. 

1.2 Brief overview of the stages of sporulation in Bacillus subtilis 

In laboratory conditions, the B. subtilis sporulation program is completed between 5 to 7 

hours. The sporulation program is controlled by the sporulation regulator Spo0A and five 

known σ factors (σH, σF, σE, σK, and σG) that are activated in a stepwise manner17,29–35. The 

initiation of sporulation is directed by two transcriptional regulators, namely Spo0A and the 

stationary phase σ factor σH 24,28,35–37 resulting in the polar division of the starving cell into two 
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compartments; the smaller forespore, as well as the bigger mother cell which not only 

nurtures the developing forespore but also subsequently surrounds it with two bilayer 

membranes in a process called engulfment38–42. 

These regulators direct the production of proteins which initiate the very early steps of spore 

development: e.g. inhibition of new cycles of DNA replication, remodelling of the 

chromosomes and shifting of the cell division site to one pole of the cell20,43–46(Fig. 1.1). Polar 

division is a hallmark of sporulation and divides the starving cell into two compartments: the 

bigger mother cell and the smaller forespore that develops into the spore within the mother 

cell (Fig. 1.1). The mother cell contributes to forespore maturation, but then lyses 

afterwards24,28,47–49. 

After polar division, the forespore-specific σ factor, σF, becomes activated and drives the 

expression of an array of forespore proteins, including two signalling proteins responsible for 

activation of σE in the mother cell50–53. σE directs the expression of many proteins, some of 

which orchestrate cell wall remodelling of the polar septum and mother cell membrane 

migration around the forespore in a phagocytic-like process called engulfment54–56. Upon 

engulfment completion, the forespore is suspended in the mother cell cytoplasm as a free 

protoplast (or endospore) fenced in by two membranes, an inner membrane gotten from the 

forespore and an outer membrane gotten from the mother cell29,57,58. 

During engulfment, a very interesting and highly-conserved transenvelope protein complex, 

called the A-Q complex, also described as a feeding tube apparatus, is believed to traverse the 

two bilayer membranes, assembling in the membranes surrounding the forespore,14,59,60 

creating a direct conduit between the mother cell and the forespore, and aiding the 

maturation of the forespore by functioning as a specialized secretion system which 

contributes to spore shape, as well as the transcriptional potential of the spore56,61,62.  

This complex is believed to maintain the physiology of the forespore and the activity of the 

late forespore σ factor, σG 14,47,63.  The activitation of σG leads to a signalling cascade which 

then activates the second mother cell transcription factor σK 41,59,60. Furthermore, during 

engulfment, the primordial germ cell wall is synthesized from the forespore side while the 

thick spore cortex peptidoglycan layer is synthesized from the mother cell side25,58,64. 
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Fig 1.1. Sporulation in Bacillus subtilis: showing (A) a-g: The main stages of sporulation and the order of 

sporulation-specific transcription factor activation and (B) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a 

thin cross section of a B. subtilis spore showing the main structures of the spore and a magnified view of the 

spore surface layers on the right panel. Adapted from25. 

 

Proteins made in the mother cell under σE and σK control, are responsible for orchestrating 

the assembly and modification of the cortex, which is present between the mother cell and 

forespore membranes, as well as a multi-layered proteinaceous coat on top the forespore 

surface21,25,65. In the forespore, σG transcribes certain genes which encode several proteins 

that bind and compact DNA in order to protect the spore chromosome, as well as a membrane 

complex that imports dipicolinic acid which aids in spore dehydration14,21,26. Finally, under the 
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mother cell σ factor σK, a group of enzymes degrade the cell wall of the mother cell, leading 

to its death by cell lysis, and release of the fully mature endospore into the 

environment25,46,50,66,67. 

 

1.3 Sporulation in B. subtilis – a Review of the essentials 

Sporulation in B. subtilis is likely the best-comprehended and most productive example of 

cellular differentiation and development for understanding both the expansive themes and 

the molecular fundaments in developmental biology36,43,68. The recognition of successive 

stages of sporulation by Roman numerals thus goes by the convention introduced by Ryter17 

which is now globally adopted. Generally, the nomenclature ascribed to sporulation genes are 

termed according to the morphological stages at which their inherent mutations stop spore 

development68. For instance, mutations in spoII genes arrest advancement at stage II and do 

not permit advancement to stage III whereas, genes whose products are vital for the beginning 

and proper formation of asymmetrically positioned septum are allocated the spo0 initials68. 

1.3.1 Stage 0 - Decision to sporulate and cessation of exponential growth: 

According to Errington, in this stage there is normal proliferation of the vegetative rod-shaped 

cells in a good growth medium like other rod-shaped bacteria cells wherein cells double in 

length and partition centrally to yield two identical daughter cells37, and the main vegetative 

housekeeping σ factor during this phase is σA 17,69.  Although recently, pioneering electron-

microscopic studies have revealed cells in a sporulation medium that have ceased growing 

exponentially and are yet to show overt changes in morphology34,36. Either way, expression of 

a factor known as Sda is induced to truncate sporulation if conditions are not favourable for 

the initiation of DNA replication or if the cell contains actively replicating chromosomes34,36. 

The characteristic morphological remodeling that takes place during sporulation are linked to 

universal changes in gene expression, that are facilitated and carried out by the turning on of 

the alternative RNA polymerase σ factors42. 

1.3.2 Stage I - Axial filament formation and ensuring correct chromosome copy number:  

Phosphorylation of the transcription factor Spo0A oversees the decision to start sporulation 

and spo0 mutants are impaired in the signal transduction structure initiating sporulation 
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9,33,36,42,69. Activation of σH (also acknowledged as the alternative σ factor or the transition-

state regulator) and Spo0A (the response regulator, via Spo0F and Spo0B mediated 

phosphorylation- Spo0A-PO4) in the predivisional cell results in the expression of factors 

important for axial filament formation, asymmetric partitioning, and compartmentalization of 

gene expression including the activation of genes that encode the initial compartmentalized 

σ factors, σF and σE, and their regulators9,17,35,42,44,69. For example, the spoIIA and spoIIG 

operons that encode the prespore- and mother cell-specific transcription factors σF and σE 

respectively, spoIIE encoding a bifunctional protein phosphatase vital for asymmetric 

partitioning and σF activation, as well as racA gene which encodes the effector of axial filament 

formation, are all under the control of Spo0A50, although σF and σE become active only after 

asymmetric division is complete52,62. At the start of sporulation, the cell contains two 

chromosomes: one for the mother cell and one for the forespore40. The duplicated 

chromosomes form a condensed serpentine-like structure known as the axial filament which 

stretches from one pole of the cell to the other40. The RacA protein which is vital for anchoring 

both chromosomes to the cell poles in order to promote proper chromosome segregation, 

affixes to GC-rich inverted repeats close to the origin of replication and localizes to the cell 

poles via its connection with DivIVA, which reciprocally localizes to the two poles of the cell 

via the recognition of highly negatively curved membranes thereby ensuring that each 

daughter cell gets one origin of replication and consequently, one chromosome40. Hence, 

activation or repression of transcription is decided by the binding of Spo0A-PO4 to a 7-bp 

sequence, TGNCGAA, where N represents any nucleotide, in or close to promoters recognized 

by the vegetative σ factor σA as well as the alternative σ factor σH resulting in universal 

variances in gene expression, and changing the expression profile of more than 500 genes 

representing roughly one-eighth of all genes in B. subtilis17,70. However, the degree of Spo0A 

phosphorylation decides the response dynamics of the system as well as a battery of 

physiological outcomes, ranging from the making of biofilms and becoming cannibalistic 

(when Spo0A is phosphorylated at reduced levels), to sporulation (when Spo0A is 

phosphorylated at increased levels)8,40,42,69 and KinA  is the main histidine kinase culpable for 

initiation of sporulation33,42,51,69 although there are several histidine kinases (KinA, KinB, KinC, 

KinD, and KinE) each of which respond to a different stimuli35,40,71. Overexpression of KinA (or 

KinB) during exponential growth or above certain threshold can also induce sporulation 

regardless of nutrient availability36,42,69. Summarily, in this stage, an axial filament of 
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chromatin is formed wherein two copies of chromosomes (or an incompletely replicated 

chromosome) condense and elongate forming a stretched continuum across the long axis of 

the cell17. 

1.3.3 Stage II - Asymmetric septation: 

Asymmetric division which involves the changeover from a medial septum to an asymmetric 

septum, marks the start of this stage dividing the cell at a subpolar site into two unequally 

sized daughter cells; the larger mother cell and a smaller prespore17,37,40,52,61,68,72. This 

transition to a polar septum depends on increased FtsZ levels and the production of SpoIIE 

which somehow recruits FtsZ to polar sites40. Once asymmetric division is complete, SpoIIE 

dephosphorylates SpoIIAA, which binds and sequesters SpoIIAB (an anti-sigma factor holding 

σF inactive) thereby causing σF to assume activity in the prespore, rapidly followed by SpoIIR-

mediated σE activation in the mother cell40,42,50. σE however, is usually produced as an inactive 

pro-σE precursor that needs spoIIGA for processing to its mature form40. Two unusual steps 

are involved during prespore chromosome segregation. Initially, a section of the chromosome 

that is centred approximately on the oriC region (where bidirectional chromosome replication 

is originated) reaches the cell pole whilst making of the sporulation septum traps ~30% of the 

chromosome within the smaller prespore compartment43,50 (Fig 1.2). Afterwards, the rest of 

the chromosome ~70% which is situated farther away from the oriC, is then rapidly pumped 

via the septum by a DNA conveyer known as SpoIIIE which is also required for membrane 

fusion, yielding two cells with dissimilar volumes but similar genomes43,50,72,73. Thus, 

finalization of the specialized spore (polar) septum is the hallmark of this stage17,53 as the 

edges of the septum starts advancing towards the proximal cell pole36 (Fig 1.2). Both σF and σE 

mutants arrest at asymmetric division62. Additionally, recent studies opines that SpoIIIE, 

SpoIIIM, and PbpG work together to manage the synthesis of peptidoglycan around the septal 

pore during chromosome translocation, and as a result, compartmentalization in the event of 

septal peptidoglycan hydrolysis is ensured73. 
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Fig 1.2  Prespore chromosome segregation showing: (A) affixing of Spo0J protein to areas around the oriC 

portions of the chromosome forming a condensed foci vital for optimal chromosome segregation in the 

vegetative cell. The oriC/Spo0J complexes (red) are affixed at about the one-quarter and three-quarter positions 

across the length of the cell. (B) advancement of the oriC regions towards the cell poles whilst being affixed to 

the poles via the combined action of a protein known as Soj (not represented) and RacA (blue), alongside the 

polar anchor protein, DivIVA (purple) at the initial stages of sporulation. (C) trapping of ~30% of the chromosome 

which is affixed to the oriC region in the prespore compartment as a consequence of asymmetric division. (D) 

recruitment of the SpoIIIE protein (yellow) to the leading edge of the septum where it makes a pore through 

which it conveys the left over parts of the chromosome, and thus finalizing prespore chromosome partitioning. 

Adapted from43. 

1.3.4 Stage III - Engulfment: 

The prespore is thereafter engulfed by the mother cell in an operation widely known as 

engulfment and consists of several distinct intermediary steps which involves an initial SpoIIB 

mediated septal thinning of the polar septum whilst the prespore bulges into the mothercell 

and the septal membrane completes its migration around both sides of the 

prespore17,43,61,66,70,74. At the end of the membrane migration around the prespore, the 

membranes join at the cell pole, disjoining from the prespore, liberating and allowing it to 

float freely as a protoplast within the mother cell marking the end of stage III17,55,61. It is 

thought that FisB, a mother cell protein fortified at the regions of membrane fission during 

engulfment and vital for optimal membrane fission is responsible for membrane fission 

towards the end of engulfment40. Apparently, FisB associates preferentially alongside the 

phospholipid cardiolipin that is supposedly fortified across negatively curved leaflets of 

membranes and for membrane scission to occur, FisB would interact in trans with cardiolipin 
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fortified membranes at the leading edge of the engulfing membrane causing an instability of 

the two membranes40. As a consequence of engulfment completion, the free floating 

protoplast is now fenced in by two membranes: its own, termed the inner forespore 

membrane (IFM), as well as a second membrane acquired from the mother cell, termed the 

outer forespore membrane (OFM), and both membranes together sandwich and define the 

intermembrane space74. A third outermost mother cell cytoplasmic membrane however, 

envelops the first two membranes and the forespore55.  Three mother cell hydrolase proteins 

namely SpoIID, SpoIIM and SpoIIP with PG degradation activity form a complex known as 

(DMP) and mediates PG synthesis at the leading end of the engulfing membrane as well as the 

incomplete dissolution of the septal PG to remove steric blocks that could hinder the 

advancement of the mother cell membrane around the prespore36,40,66,75–78. The DMP 

complex is recruited to the polar septum by SpoIIB and without SpoIIB, there is a partial 

mislocalisation of the DMP complex, resulting in a sloppy peptidoglycan hydrolysis and faulty 

engulfment79. SpoIID is a lytic transglycosylase that cuts glycan strands which do not have stem 

peptides, while SpoIIP is an amidase and endopeptidase that cuts out the stem peptides off 

the glycan strands, and SpoIIM is a polytopic membrane protein believed to act as a scaffold 

for the other two enzymes fastened to the membrane 79. By thinning the peptidoglycan layer 

of the polar septum, the DMP hydrolase complex which is also necessary for septal thinning 

to proceed to the ends of the septum, allows the formation of a channel consisting of parts 

controlled by both forespore-specific σF and mother cell-specific σE 55,62,77,79. This renowned 

‘feeding tube’ channel or ‘transenvelope complex’, is composed of σF controlled SpoIIQ, as 

well as σE controlled SpoIIIAA-AH (A-Q complex), and not only connects the mothercell and 

forespore compartments, while serving as a means by which the mother cell nurtures the 

forespore, but also is a requirement for σG activation and maintenance in the forespore38,60–

62,77,80 (Fig 1.3). Technically, there appears to be a need to nurture the forespore in some way, 

because post engulfment, as the forespore is secluded from the mother cell, its metabolic 

capability is diminished40.  

The A-Q complex besides having a zipper-like inter-action between its component forespore 

protein SpoIIQ and its mother cell counterpart SpoIIIAH which is vital for the progression of 

engulfment if the DMP activity is reduced (Fig 1.3), or in the absence of SpoIIB, also possesses 

certain similarites to secretion systems and conveys non-defined mini molecules or 
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substances required for σG activation into the forespore60–62,75,80. Recently, two new proteins 

namely: YrvJ, a putative PG hydrolase, as well as MurAB, a PG precursor synthesis enzyme 

were reported to be required for efficient engulfment if the DMP complex is impaired, while 

MurAB is also required if the SpoIIIAH-SpoIIQ complex is absent79. MurAB is an alternative 

form of the vital B. subtilis protein MurAA, which acts as a UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-

carboxyvinyltransferase, catalyzing the initial devoted action of peptidoglycan precursor 

synthesis; the conversion of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine to UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 

enolpyruvate which happens before the formation of UDP-N-acetylmuramic acid (Fig 1.5)79,81.  

Different lines of gene expression action the engulfment of the prespore by the mother cell 

resulting to the synthesis of the late compartment-unique σ factors82. However, at this stage, 

the membranes enveloping the prespore (now known as the forespore) portray a very 

shapeless outlook owing probably to the absence of the peptidoglycan layer which provides a 

definite form37 even though it is now suggested that the forespore makes two functionally 

redundant class A penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs), namely PbpG and PbpF, that produce a 

slim layer of spore peptidoglycan known as the germ cell wall73,83. 

 

Fig 1.3 Schematic representation of the DMP complex and the SpoIIQ-SpoIIIAH complex in the intermembrane 

space during sporulation: showing the DMP complex (SpoIID, D in green; SpoIIP, P in light blue; and SpoIIM, M, 

in brown) vital for peptidoglycan hydrolysis and remodelling during engulfment (II-IV).  SpoIIQ (blue) traversing 

the inner forespore membrane (IFM) and SpoIIIAH (yellow) traversing the outer forespore membrane (OFM), 

together alongside extra spoIIIA-encoded proteins (unshown) constitute a multimeric ring suggested to fashion 

a channel that permits intercommunication between mother cell and the forespore. The A-Q and the DMP 

complexes participate in engulfment and are vital for sporulation (III-V). Adapted from77 

1.3.5 Stage IV - Initiation of cortex and coat assembly: 

At this stage, following engulfment, σG which drives a nascent transcriptional program 

encoding determinants vital for the activation of the late sporulation sigma factor σK becomes 
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active inside the forespore, while σK, the mother cell specific sigma factor produced as an inert 

pro-σK protein, becomes activated in the mother cell61,62,74,82. σK expression which needs both 

σE and SpoIIID, a σE-regulated transcription factor, also needs proteolytic processing by the 

intramembrane protease SpoIVFB that cuts out the inhibitory pro-peptide off of σK akin to σE 

35,62. SpoIVB can free the inhibition enforced by SpoIVFA and BofA by chopping SpoIVFA at 

multiple sites and by turning on the alternate protease CtpB, which could also cut SpoIVFA 

(Fig 1.4)40,84. Since the activity of SpoIVFB relies upon the σF-/σG-dependent protease SpoIVB, 

the activation of σK in the mother cell is hence tightly linked to the activity of σG in the 

forespore and active σK triggers the expression of genes whose products are vital for the 

synthesis of the cortex and coat62. The unique oval-like shape of the mature spore starts 

becoming obvious as two PG layers namely; the primordial germ cell wall as well as the 

modified form of cell wall layer known as the cortex peptidoglycan or simply cortex, are being 

synthesized in the intermembrane space between the forespore membranes37,42,82,85,86. Thus, 

cortex layer synthesis is the main event of this stage36. A σG mutant can complete engulfment 

but would fail to generate σK-dependent cortex or coat while the σK mutant would also 

phenocopy the σG mutant62.  
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Fig 1.4 Schematic representation of σK activation by SpoIVB during sporulation: showing (A) Following 

finalization of engulfment, a σG controlled signal transduction pathway in the forespore turns σK on in the mother 

cell. σK is firstly produced as an inert precursor protein (pro-σK). Proteolytic processing of pro-σK within the 

mother cell needs the membrane-embedded metalloprotease SpoIVFB designated as B in the figurewhile 

SpoIVFB is being held inactive by two other membrane proteins, SpoIVFA designated as A in the figure as well as 

BofA. SpoIVB, the forespore signalling protein designated as IVB in the figure is produced under σG control and 

released into the area inbetween the mother-cell and forespore membranes (illustrated in gray). The scissors 

represents the serine protease SpoIVB, and protease activity is usually needed in order to free the inhibition 

enforced upon SpoIVFB by SpoIVFA as well as BofA. (B) Pro-σK processing is induced by two SpoIVB-dependent 

pathways. SpoIVB initiates pro-σK activation directly by cutting SpoIVFA at one of two sites as well as indirectly 

by bringing about the activation of the serine protease CtpB. Activated CtpB, reciprocally, ccuts the extra-cellular 

region of SpoIVFA. Adapted from84 
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1.3.6 Stage V - Synthesis of cortex PG, coat assembly, and precursor modification: 

Around similar time-point as the cortex is being synthesized inbetween the forespore 

membranes, the deposition of a protective proteinaceous coat layer on the outside surface of 

the engulfed spore commences37,66,82,85 resulting in the encasement of the mature spore into 

two different concentric shells: an outer shell known as the “coat” consisting of ~70 or ~80 

proteins, and an inner shell known as the “cortex” composed of specialized peptidoglycan40,87. 

Together both shells function to shield the maturing spore away from environmental stress40. 

Peptidoglycan is a large polymer comprising of extended glycan strands made by repeating 

units of N-acetyl glucosamine-N-acetyl muramic acid, that are cross-linked via pentapeptide 

chains, supplies mechanical intergity to the cell encasement, and preserves cell shape76. This 

spore peptidoglycan resides between the inner forespore membrane and the outer forespore 

membrane and is made up of two layers namely: an inner germ cell wall and an outer cortex40. 

The outer cortex is made up of specialized peptidoglycan layer which protects the spore from 

heat and desiccation40. While the germ cell wall is a thin layer bordering the inner forespore 

membrane and is similar in structure as a vegetative cell wall, the cortex however is different 

in structure from the vegetative cell wall in that the repetitiveness of transpeptidation 

between glycan chains and the relative abundance of muramic lactam are both reduced40. 

These structural alterations in the cortex that differentiates it from the germ cell wall are 

brought about by low molecular weight penicillin binding proteins usually harbouring D,D-

carboxypeptidase activity (the eradication of terminal D-alanine residues), as well as the 

hydrolases CwlD and PdaA that function in the manufacture of muramic lactam from muramic 

acid40,88. Germination is blocked in mutants whose cortex is deficient in Muramic lactam but 

this can be remedied by exogenous lysozyme treatment40.  

It is fascinating that the amount of crosslinking allover the cortex is non-uniform, but instead 

increases stepwisely towards the external cortex layers and that the disruption of this 

crosslinking gradient does not seem to confer serious effects on spore core dehydration 

indicating that a wide gradient of cortex crosslinking is supposedly sufficient to ensure the 

dehydration of the spore core40. 

Synthesis of both cortex peptidoglycan and vegetative cell wall transpire through similar 

mechanism. The production and modification of peptidoglycan precursors occur in the mother 

cell cytosol and is effected by the Mur proteins (designated mur(AA)BCDEFG) and mraY which 
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also modify peptidoglycan precursors during the synthesis of vegetative cell wall (see Fig 1.5). 

However, for sporulation, manufacture of Mur proteins is upregulated by σK 40,81,89. MurAA (or 

MurAB) and MurB catalyses UDP-MurNAc synthesis using UDP-GlcNAc and 

phosphoenolpyruvate after which the pentapeptide moiety is then combined in a stepwise 

manner by MurC, MurD, MurE, and MurF which joins L-ala, D-glu, diaminopimelic acid (DAP), 

as well as the dipeptide, D-ala-D-ala respectively81. MraY then catalysis the translocation of 

MurNAc-pentapeptide-1-phosphate into the membrane compartment by creating a covalent 

bond with a membrane embedded undecaprenyl-phosphate molecule thereby forming Lipid 

I. Finally, UDP-GlcNAc derived GlcNAc is then added to the 4-hydroxyl of MurNAc by MurG to 

form Lipid II81.  

After proper modification, the PG precursors are tethered to the outer forespore membrane 

via the creation of lipid intermediary compounds Lipid I and Lipid II and subsequently flipped 

over the membrane into the intermembrane space between the outer and inner forespore 

membrane by a Lipid II flippase 40. Lipid II, which is a disaccharide pentapeptide tethered to 

an isoprenoid, has to go through the membrane in order to be polymerized and as soon as the 

flipping or translocation is done via some undefined process, polymerization of the 

disaccharides commences resulting in the cross-linking of the peptides by the responsible 

penicillin binding proteins (PBPs)90 (see Fig 1.5). The E. coli FtsW protein which is a member of 

the SEDS (shape, elongation, division, and sporulation) group exhibits in vitro flippase activity, 

and SpoVE which is also a SEDS protein is thought to be its sporulation-specific homolog. Also, 

the E. coli MviN/MurJ protein had been proposed to be a Lipid II flippase, and its sporulation 

specific homolog was identified to be SpoVB40. Both SpoVE and SpoVB are suspected to be 

sporulation-specific Lipid II flippases and mutations in either spoVE or spoVB  or even spoVD 

truncates cortex assembly resulting in the buildup of surplus levels of PG precursors in the 

mother cell compartment40,89,90. Following translocation into the membrane space, high 

molecular weight penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs) SpoVE and SpoVD, produce a meshwork 

of PG that constitutes the cortex in the process whereby lipid-tethered precursors are 

compiled into glycan chains through a SpoVE-catalyzed tranglycosylation, while peptide 

crosslinks are formed between the glycan strands via a SpoVD-catalyzed transpeptidation (Fig 

1.5)40. These peptides are then cross-linked in a process whereby a terminal D alanine is 

eliminated by a transpeptidase and a new peptide bond is created between the second D-
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alanine residue from the peptide side chain as well as the diaminopimelic acid (Dpm) residue 

from a peptide side chain in a different glycan strand88. A non vital class B penicillin binding 

protein SpoVD, is reliant upon SpoVE, and SpoVD shields SpoVE away from in vivo 

proteolysis90. Experiments like co-immunoprecipitations or fluorescence resonance energy 

transfer opines that an interaction exists between SpoVE and SpoVD, while experiments like 

co-affinity purification conducted in Escherichia coli showed that the interaction between 

SpoVE and SpoVD is direct90. The cortex PG after synthesis by the synthases SpoVD and SpoVE, 

is now required to undergo certain modifications by the hydrolases CwlD and PdaA which are 

vital in the creation of muramic δ-lactam and the reduction in peptide tethered-linkagess40,91. 

The coat basically, is portrayed as having four distinct layers namely: the basement layer, the 

inner coat, the outer coat, as well as the crust, and proteins within the coat can be subdivided 

into six classes depending on their cellular localization dynamics40 (see Fig 1.1B).  

One of the initial coat proteins to be situated on the forespore externa is SpoVM40,87. SpoVM, 

a small 26-amino acid protein exclusively manufactured in the mother cell compartment, 

recognizes the forespore membrane’s positive curvature (as opposed to the mother cell’s 

negative membrane curvature) and tethers the next coat protein SpoIVA, a soluble 

morphogenetic and structural component of the coats basement layer, to the coat40,87. 

SpoIVA, a static cytoskeletal component, then hydrolyses ATP to catalyse its irreversible self-

assembly on the forespore surface forming the coats basement layer which then serves as a 

scaffold upon which every other coat proteins are deposited40,87 (see Fig 1.5B). 

A knockout of either spoVM or spoIVA truncates the induction of coat assembly and eliminates 

cortex assembly whether or not the coat is spatially disassociated from the cortex by the outer 

forespore membrane, thus suggesting that both coat and cortex assembly are intimately 

linked40,91. Recently, CmpA, a 37-amino acid sprotein encoded by a mother cell peculiar 

sporulation gene was discovered functioning with SpoVM in the coordination of cortex 

assembly although cells undergoing sporulation are also capable of initiating a SpoVM and 

SpoIVA mediated cortex assembly without it40. Another important mother cell produced coat 

protein that describes a comprehensive group of firmicute proteins possessing a characteristic 

N-terminal domain as well as a C-terminal LysM harbouring PG-binding regions is SpoVID, and 

SpoVID drives coat “encasement” in a step wherein coat proteins completely encapsulate the 

developing forespore40,87. SpoVID is a well-characterized protein that is been said to tether 
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the outer layers of the coat to the basement platform generated by SpoIVA, and SpoVID acts 

as the fundamental checkpoint that connects the composing of the coat and cortex87. The very 

mechanism that ascertains the coordinated assembly of the coat and cortex has long been 

unknown but recently, it was discovered that SpoVID guides the degree of polymerization of 

the coat basement layer through a linkage to a functioning intra-cellular LysM region which 

effects the ceasation of sporulation whenever coat assembly is not properly commenced; and 

that the erroneous assembly of the coat uncovers and reveals the SpoVID LysM region, which 

when exposed, segregates and withdraws lipid II in order to arrest cortex assembly87. 

Furthermore, the proper coupling of the distinct layers of the coat usually depends upon one 

main morphogenetic protein that defines it except for the crust which is dependent on two40. 

For instance, knocking out spoIVA causes an improper coupling of the resultant basement 

layer and consequently, all other subsequent layers; while knocking out safA, cotE, or cotZ and 

cotY causes an impaired coupling of the inner coat, the outer coat, as well as the crust 

respectively40. However, it is not yet completely clear how the assembly of both shells are 

intimately coordinated40,91.  

Once the cortex and coat are being properly generated, huge quantities of dipicolinic acid gets 

synthesized within the mother cell compartment while the forespore absorbes the dipicolinic 

acid alongside divalent cations (mostly Ca2+) in a process whereby the engulfed forespore 

becomes dehydrated and mineralized resulting in the phase-bright appearance of the 

forespore82,92. 
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Fig 1.5 Schematic representation of the cortex and coat synthesis during sporulation showing: (A) The 

synthesis and assembly of the building blocks of peptidoglycan occur in a stepwise manner in the cytoplasm; 

after which the linking of the PG building blocks to a membrane-associated undecaprenyl group (generating Lipid 

I) takes places, leading to further modifications with a GlcNAc group (to create Lipid II). Lipid II is then ‘flipped’ 

to opposite side of the membrane. This lipid II which is now situated on the external area of the bacterial 

membrane functions as the substrate that is then utilized for PBPs-catalyzed glycosyltransfer and 

transpeptidation reactions. Adapted from93 (B) A model showing the germ cell wall and the cortex sandwiched 

in between the inner forespore membrane and the outer forespore membrane, as well as a few vital coat 

proteins. Adapted from91.  

1.3.7 Stage VI - Maturation: 

This is also known as the maturation stage and final period of spore development during which 

the spore sequentially develops its characteristic features of resistance to UV and high 

temperatures, dormancy, and germinability with little or no obvious changes in forespore 

morphology36,66,82,94. 

1.3.8 Stage VII - Lysis: 

Upon full maturation of the forespore, the mother cell compartment lysis resulting in the 

subsequent liberation of the fully mature spore unto the environment and marking this stage 

as well as the whole sporulation process as complete61,66,82,94.  It is probably noteworthy to 

state that within the inter-compartment sigma factor regulatory arrangements embeds some 

battery of feedback and feedforward loops which permit the replacement of the functions of 

early sigma factors (σF and σE) by the later functioning sigma factors (σG and σK) in their 

respective compartments62. For example, gene products that are controlled by σE activate σK 

and also down-regulate gene expression controlled by σE in the process, while an anti-σF sigma 

factor controlled by σF in reciprocity enhances the activation of σG 62. Finally, as the liberated 

spore finds itself situated in a nutrient-fortified environment following its eventual release, 

the cortex PG becomes specifically hydrolysed by the cortex-lytic enzymes SleB and CwlJ which 

are not only redundant in function but also exhibits its specificity by recognizing  muramic 

lactam. This results in germination and outgrowth consequently allowing the cell to resume 

its normal vegetative growth cycle8,40,82. 

1.4 Specialized secretion systems and the A-Q complex 

The A-Q complex has been described as a new type of specialized secretion system since its 

components share amino acid sequence and structural similarity to proteins present in well-
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studied specialized secretion systems26,42,60,95. Specialized secretion systems can be described 

as molecular nanomachines which facilitate the ATP-driven transport and movement of 

molecules (proteins, DNA and metabolites) across the bacterial cell envelopes or membranes 

in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria14,21,59. Bacterial secretion systems are classed 

into different types depending on the function, structure and mechanism of substrate 

translocation exhibited. Of particular interest are components of the Type II, Type III and Type 

IV secretion systems which share sequence and structural similarities to proteins of the A-Q 

complex (Fig 1.6). 

 

Fig 1.6 Structural description of the main protein secretion arrangements present in Gram-negative bacteria: 

showing the T1SS, T3SS, T4SS, and T6SS, which transport substrates directly through membranes from the 

cytoplasm and the T2SS, which conveys proteins from the periplasm96. 

1.4.1 Components of the A-Q complex 

During engulfment, the highly-conserved A-Q complex is organized in the forespore 

membranes and appears to establish a channel between the mother cell and the nascent 

forespore14,21,47,63 (Figures 1.3, 1.7 & 1.8).  
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Fig 1.7 Proteins of the SpoIIIA-SpoIIQ (A-Q) complex. The A-Q complex constitutes not less than nine proteins 

including the forespore protein SpoIIQ (transcribed under the control of σF) and at least eight mother cell proteins 

(SpoIIIAA, SpoIIIAB, SpoIIIAC, SpoIIIAD, SpoIIIAE, SpoIIIAF, SpoIIIAG, and SpoIIIAH), all of which are encoded in 

the spoIIIA operon (transcribed under σE). In addition to these proteins, two other factors, namely GerM and 

SpoIIIL, have recently been implicated in the A-Q complex and are transcribed under σE and σF control, 

respectively21. All proteins, except SpoIIIAA, GerM and SpoIIIL are integral membrane proteins. SpoIIIAA is 

cytoplasmatic, GerM a lipoprotein and SpoIIIL of still undefined topology21,38. 

1.4.2 Similarity of A-Q complex proteins to specialized secretion systems 

The A-Q complex proteins share homologies with certain proteins of other secretion systems 

as shown in the Table 1.1. The most common homologies are shared between the T2SS, T3SS, 

and T4SS, which are all present within Gram-negative bacteria. 
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Table 1.1 Homologies of the A-Q complex proteins to proteins of other secretion systems. Adapted from21. 

1.4.3 Localization of A-Q complex proteins 
 

The A-Q complex is organized in the membranes encompassing around the spore, with the 

extracellular domain of SpoIIQ interacting with the extracellular domain of SpoIIIAH to form a 

transenvelope connection betwixt the larger mother cell and the smaller forespore14,21,26,97–

99. Consistent with this interaction, the localization of SpoIIIAH in the forespore outer 

membranes depends on SpoIIQ14,21,63,98. As depicted in Figure 1.8, SpoIIQ localization to the 

forespore septal membrane relies upon both SpoIIIAH and GerM21,46,60. Reciprocally, GerM 

requires SpoIIQ for its localization in the forespore outer membrane21,60. Proper assembly of 
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this protein triad (SpoIIQ, GerM, SpoIIIAH) enables the accurate localization of SpoIIIAG on the 

septal membrane of the larger mother cell, because if any of these three proteins is knocked 

out, SpoIIIAG localization becomes compromised21,60.  

Although the localization of the other components of the A-Q complex is yet to be established, 

the current model is that they all depend on the SpoIIQ/ GerM / SpoIIIAH triad21,60. 

 

Fig 1.8 Illustration of the stacked ring formation of the A-Q complex in Bacillus subtilis: highlighting the 

integral mother cell proteins SpoIIIAG (teal), SpoIIIAH (pink), GerM (green), as well as the forespore protein 

SpoIIQ (purple). The remaining SpoIIIA-SpoIIQ complex proteins SpoIIIAB-SpoIIIAF, depicted as a single complex 

in gray, is also shown to possess a hypothetical membrane pore that is still unproven. The complex proteins are 

assumed to form a channel-like conduit which connects the mother and the forespore by stacking upon each 

other in the form of rings. SpoIIIAA is shown as a hexamer, as a consequence of its resemblance to ATPases of 

some other specialized secretion systems. As already described in literature, the presence of a pore in the 

forespore membrane is already established although the protein culprit remains yet to be identified. Adapted 

from21. It is important to state that the structural arrangements of the proteins in the cartoon above is however 

mostly hypothetical. 
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1.4.4 Phenotypes of the A-Q complex mutants 

Mutants in any of the A-Q complex genes display two characteristic phenotypes: 1) smaller 

forespores with abnormally shaped membranes (Fig. 1.9B), and 2) limited forespore 

transcriptional potential, which results in decreased σG-dependent transcription (see Fig 

1.9A)47,54,99. The data shown in Figure 1.9C suggests that some components of the A-Q 

complex are not absolutely required for sporulation. SpoIIIAA-G mutants have a very severe 

sporulation defect (0.001%, relative to wild type cells)100 as well as SpoIIQ (0.01%)47,75,99. On 

the other hand, the sporulation efficiency of SpoIIIAH and GerM mutants, averaging 3.4%100 

and 4.6%60 spores respectively, suggests that both proteins are less relevant for sporulation 

compared to SpoIIIAA-G. The SpoIIIL mutant produces ~50% spores (this work) and thus this 

protein is less important for sporulation compared to the other proteins in the table. 
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Fig 1.9 Phenotypes of the A-Q complex mutants: showing σG activity and morphological defects (A), forespore 

morphology and membrane defects (B) and sporulation efficiency data (C). (A) Represents fluorescence 

microscopy images of B. subtilis forespore at hour 3 after start of sporulation in otherwise wild-type (WT), 

ΔspoIIIA mutant, ΔspoIIIAB mutant, and ΔspoIIQ mutant, all strains have a forespore reporter (PspoIIQ-cfp; false-

colored blue in the lower panel) for good visualization of the illustrated forespore cytoplasm, the membranes 

(mb) from the same field were visualized using the fluorescent dye TMA-DPH is false colored red in the lower 

panel). Carets illustrates instances of ‘‘collapsed’’ forespores. Scale bar, 1 µm (B) Electron microscopy images of 

B. subtilis forespore at hour 3 after start of sporulation in otherwise wild-type (WT), ΔspoIIIA mutant, ΔspoIIIAB 

mutant, and ΔspoIIQ mutant. Two examples are shown for each strain in the first two columns and the last 
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column is a 5x enlargement of the forespore membranes. The carets show the bulged or deformed membranes. 

Scale bar, 200 nm. (C) Sporulation efficiency data of 36 hr cultures determined as a total number of heat resistant 

colony forming units compared to wild type after 20 min heat treatment at 80°C47,75,80. 

1.4.5 Hypothetical functions for the A-Q complex 

At least two main models have been used to describe the function of the A-Q complex and 

how it contributes to normal spore size and transcriptional potential in the forespore. In the 

first model referred to as the feeding tube model, the A-Q complex forms as a gap-like junction 

through which the forespore is fed mother-cell derived metabolites21,54,99. This model takes 

into consideration the fact that the forespore becomes separated from the external 

environment during engulfment as it is internalized inside the mother-cell, and would 

therefore depend on the mother cell for macromolecule biosynthesis and transcription21,99. 

Interestingly, current knowledge suggests that the complex is still required for forespore 

transcription, even when the forespore still enjoys access to the external environment (for 

example, in mutants impaired in engulfment where the forespore does not become 

internalized within the mother cell). Thus, the A-Q complex functions during spore 

development also whilst the forespore has access to the outside environment21. In the second 

model referred to as the secretion model, the A-Q complex acts to translocate certain yet-to-

be-defined proteins into the forespore21. However, studies using compartment-specific 

fluorescent proteins have failed to observe cross-compartment leakiness of fluorescent 

proteins21,98. Thus, despite these two models, the exact function of the A-Q complex remains 

unclear. 

1.4.6 SpoIIIL and its relationship to the A-Q complex 

spoIIIL is transcribed within the forespore under σF control14. Interestingly, spoIIIL is also 

transcribed as a component of the comG operon, which encodes the competence machinery 

that resembles a Type IV pilus, and is involved in DNA uptake101. The significance of spoIIIL 

transcription within the comG operon is unclear, as is its role, if any, in the competence 

machinery.  

SpoIIIL is partially required for σG activity and a ΔspoIIIL deletion mutant has a sporulation 

efficiency between 30 - 50%14. Furthermore, a subpopulation of cells in the ΔspoIIIL mutant 

produces smaller forespores, with reduced or no σG activity14. Importantly, combining the 

ΔspoIIIL deletion with another mutant of the A-Q complex which exhibits a mild defect (for 
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e.g, ΔspoIIIAH), resulted in severe reduction in sporulation efficiency (0.0004%)14. The 

ΔspoIIIAH deletion results in 1-10% heat-resistant spores, and not all forespores are defective 

in σ activity or spore size14,47. However, when combined with ΔspoIIIL, almost no σG activity 

was seen and all forespores had a notable size change relative to wild-type (see Fig. 1.10)14. 

Although these observations point to the possibility that SpoIIIL is likely an accessory 

component of the SpoIIIA-SpoIIQ complex, it remains unclear if this is really the case. Thus, 

this project is focused on understanding the function of SpoIIIL and determining its 

relationship with the A-Q complex or other processes occurring during spore development. 

 

Fig 1.10 σG activity and sporulation efficiency of ΔspoIIIL mutants: WT, ΔspoIIIL (ΔIIIL), ΔspoIIIAH (ΔIIIAH), and 

ΔspoIIIL ΔspoIIIAH (ΔIIIL ΔIIIAH) double mutant strains were imaged via fluorescence microscopy at hour 3.5 from 
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the start of sporulation. σG activity was visualized using a transcriptional fusion of a σG responsive forespore 

promoter (PsspB) to cyan fluorescent protein (cfp), shown in green in the merge. Sporulation efficiencies relative 

to wild type at hour 30 after the onset of sporulation (T30) are stated on the right. Adapted from14. 

1.5 Thesis aims and approaches at the start of the project 

1.5.1 Aim 1: Defining the extent to which SpoIIIL functions in the A-Q complex 

Although existing σG activity and spore shape data suggest that SpoIIIL is required for the 

function of the A-Q complex14, this data is qualitative and does not provide detailed 

information regarding the genetic penetrance of the spoIIIL mutant defect. Thus, it remains 

mostly unclear to what extent SpoIIIL actually participates in the complex’s role in σG activity 

and spore shape. 

To further define the extent to which SpoIIIL functions in the A-Q complex, I will validate 

existing data and additional mutants using a quantitative imaging approach. Here, I will 

construct a dual-reporter strain that will allow quantitative examination of σG activity and 

spore size in the same cell, using large population of cells (Fig 1.11). This dual reporter strain 

will contain a cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) fused to a σF-dependent promoter that will allow 

the quantification of spore size and a yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fused to a σG-dependent 

promoter that will facilitate the quantification of σG activity. The images will then be analysed 

using ImageJ and the image analysis plugin MicrobeJ102, which facilitates segmentation of the 

fluorescent signals and gathering of single cell data values that include: roundness, size and 

signal intensity. Using this dual reporter strain, it will therefore be possible to quantitatively 

measure and correlate σG activity and spore shape in individual cells within large populations, 

which has not previously been done before14.  

Previous work examined σG activity and spore shape qualitatively in the ∆spoIIIL mutant alone, 

or in combination with the ΔspoIIIAH mutant. For my project, I will repeat these analyses using 

the above approach and test additional mutants, such as the gerM deletion mutant. Like 

SpoIIIL, GerM is only partially involved in the A-Q complex. To further verify SpoIIIL‘s 

contribution to the A-Q complex, I will construct a ∆gerM ∆spoIIIL double mutant and examine 

its effect on σG activity and spore shape, to explore any potential synergy between SpoIIIL and 

GerM, which would indicate a functional role of SpoIIIL that is dependent on the A-Q complex. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (to compare differences in population distributions) as well the 
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chi-squared test (to compare frequencies of certain subpopulations) will be performed to infer 

statistical significance. 

 

Fig 1.11 Illustration of the newly constructed dual reporter strains for the measurement of σG activity and 

spore size: The dual reporter strain will contain a cyan fluorescence protein (CFP) fused to a σF-dependent 

promoter and yellow fluorescence protein (YFP) fused to a σG-dependent promoter. The CFP reporter will allow 

for examination of spore size during development and and σG activity measurements at later stages of 

development. I will induce sporulation of the cells by resuspension method and collect imaging data at various 

time-points as the spores develop, in order to obtain spore size and σG activity data overtime, using fluorescence 

microscopy (available in the Microbial Imaging Facility, UTS): See Fig. 1.12A. 

1.5.2 Aim 2: Identify, validate and characterize genes that may function with SpoIIIL in 

sporulation 

Very little is known about the genetic network of spoIIIL. Because genes rarely function in 

isolation, the genetic network of spoIIIL was probed using a transposon-sequencing (Tn-seq) 

genetic screen of a ∆spoIIIL mutant (unpublished; conducted previously by Dr. Chris 

Rodrigues). Tn-seq is a powerful method that utilizes the ability of transposons, a type of 

mobile genetic element, to insert themselves throughout the genome14. Insertion of a 

transposon into a gene is probably more likely if its disruption does not severely impact 

survival14. Therefore, genes that resist transposon insertion are often biologically significant 

in the genetic background and conditions tested14. Tn-seq involves growing a mariner-based 

transposon library in wild-type cells and any chosen mutant in a sporulation medium, taking 

samples at the onset of starvation (T0), and after sporulation (24 h – 30 h, T24 or T30) and 
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then subjecting the samples to heat treatment at 80°C for 20 min (see Figs 1.12A and B)14. 

Transposon mutants that produces spores harbouring transposon insertions survive the heat-

treatment, whereas transposon mutants that do not produce spores do not14. DNA 

sequencing and mapping of the transposon-insertions onto the genome unmasks genes, 

which do or do not habour transposon-insertions, revealing genes that are important for 

sporulation in different genetic backgrounds (see Fig 4.1 results section). 

Using this approach on wild-type and ∆spoIIIL deletion strains, Tn-seq revealed genes that 

become more important for sporulation in the ∆spoIIIL mutant compared to otherwise wild-

type cells. From the available Tn-seq data, I will firstly identify a list of top 20 genes (geneXtop20) 

using the Sanger Artemis Genome Browser and Annotation tool14, which allows visualization 

of the transposon-sequencing data. Next, I will generate double mutants of ∆spoIIIL 

∆geneXtop20 and perform sporulation efficiency (heat-kill) assays to test if these mutants 

produce fewer spores compared to the ∆spoIIIL single mutant, thus validating the Tn-seq data. 

The sporulation efficiency (heat-kill) assay calculates sporulation efficiency in 24-36 h cultures 

by determining the number of heat-resistant (80°C for 20 min) colony forming units (CFUs) of 

any strain compared to the number of wild-type heat-resistant CFUs. Finally, double 

knockouts with severe sporulation defects (i.e. > 5-fold reduction in sporulation relative to 

∆spoIIIL), will be examined further for defects in σG activity and spore shape, using the same 

image analysis strategy applied in Aim 1. By assaying the sporulation efficiency, σG activity and 

spore shape of ∆spoIIIL ∆geneXtop20 mutants, I will be able to define possible genetic 

relationships and interaction networks involving spoIIIL (see methods section 2.8). 
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Fig 1.12 Illustration of B. subtilis fluorescence imaging (A) and sporulation efficiency (heat Kill) (B) protocols. For 

(A), Cells will be grown in nutrient rich medium at 37°C, and transferred into nutrient poor medium (this is T0) to 

trigger sporulation of the cells. Samples will be collected, concentrated by centrifugation, resuspended in the 

membrane dye TMA-DPH, fixed on 2 % agarose pads and imaged at certain time points after the onset of 

sporulation. For (B), Sporulation will be induced in the cells either by resuspension method14,103 which involves 

transferring the cells to nutrient poor medium or by nutrient exhaustion method14,104 which involves growing the 

cells in a nutrient rich medium until the nutrients in the medium is depleted. Cells will then be incubated at 37°C, 

for 24 – 36 h after which the cultures will be serially diluted, exposed to heat treatment 80°C, 20 min and plated 

on nutrient rich medium to obtain heat-resistant colony forming units (CFUs). 

1.5.3 Aim 3: Define the localization, topology and important domains / conserved residues 

of SpoIIIL  

The localization of a protein in the cell can provide insights into its function105. To determine 

the localization of SpoIIIL, I will construct two C-terminal fluorescent protein fusions to SpoIIIL, 

with green fluorescent protein (GFP) and mCherry, using standard molecular cloning 

techniques (Fig 1.13). The fluorescent proteins will be introduced into B. subtilis cells and then 

examined using fluorescence microscopy to visualize SpoIIIL’s subcellular localization. 
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Fig 1.13 Depiction of C-terminal fluorescent fusions of spoIIIL: showing (A) spoIIIL fused to GFP (B) spoIIIL fused 

to mCherry (C) spoIIIL fused to Hexahistidine (His6). 

SpoIIIL is predicted to contain a C-terminal hydrophobic patch, which may associate SpoIIIL 

with the spore membrane (unpublished observation, C. Rodrigues). If SpoIIIL is indeed 

membrane-associated, defining its topology may help to better understand its function. 

Topology describes the approximate orientation of membrane proteins through the 

membrane by identifying protein domains that are surface-exposed or cytoplasmic. To 

determine the topology of SpoIIIL, I will perform a protease accessibility assay on sporulating 

cells that have been protoplasted. The principle of this assay is that proteins which are surface 

exposed will be accessible to degradation by a proteolytic enzyme (e.g. trypsin), while proteins 

which are cytoplasmic will remain protected60,74. Since SpoIIIL is produced in the forespore, 

and since engulfed forespores would be inaccessible to trypsin digestion, the assay will be 

done using ΔspoIIQ mutants, which are defective in engulfment19. Since we do not have an 

antibody to SpoIIIL, a SpoIIIL-His6 or SpoIIIL-GFP construct will be used with planned detection 

with anti-His antibodies or anti-GFP antibodies respectively. 

A protein might contain certain sequences or conserved residues/domains which could be 

found in related orthologs. These conserved residues and homologous sequences are 

sometimes responsible for certain vital functions of the protein.  For SpoIIIL, it is not yet known 

whether such conserved residues or domains exist in its protein sequence. To identify the 

important domains and conserved residues in SpoIIIL, I will compare SpoIIIL’s amino acid 

sequence with orthologs from other bacilli and other spore-forming Firmicutes or distant 

relatives using sequence alignment tools such as the META server, HHPred, PSI-PRED, 

MODELLER106–110. I will then perform site-directed mutagenesis to introduce point mutations 
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in the genetic sequence of SpoIIIL (in the context of SpoIIIL-His6), that will replace one or more 

highly-conserved amino acids with an alanine. Afterwards, I will then conduct sporulation 

efficiency assays, σG activity assays and spore size/shape assays on these mutants, as 

explained above in Aim 1, to investigate the importance of these mutations and whether the 

mutations affect the function of SpoIIIL. 

1.5.4 Aim 4: Identify SpoIIIL protein-protein interaction partners 

Proteins rarely function in isolation. To identify SpoIIIL’s protein-protein interaction partners, 

I will perform protein pull-down assays by using SpoIIIL-GFP/His6 as the bait.  For the pull-

down assays, cell lysates obtained from sporulating cells will be incubated with GFP/His6 -

antibody coupled resin, washed in buffers, and bound proteins will be eluted and visualized 

on SDS-PAGE gels. The eluted proteins will then be identified by mass spectrometry (at UTS, 

in collaboration with Matt Padula). 

To determine the functional significance of SpoIIIL protein interactions identified by pull-down 

assays, double mutants of potential interacting partners with spoIIIL will be generated and 

characterized through sporulation efficiency assays, complementation assays, and 

fluorescence microscopy to quantify their effects on spore shape and σG activity. 

1.6 Project Significance 

By understanding the function of SpoIIIL in the A–Q complex during spore development, we 

will be able to understand more about the function of the poorly-characterized and 

mysterious A-Q complex, and potentially reveal connections between SpoIIIL and other 

processes occurring during sporulation. Thus, by understanding the molecular function of 

SpoIIIL, and how it participates in other biological processes, we can begin to reveal the 

complexity of how bacteria build spores. More broadly, this project may reveal new 

weaknesses in the sporulation program that may aid in developing ways to prevent 

sporulation in disease-causing spore-formers. 
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2.1 Chemicals, reagents and solutions 

The chemicals and antibodies employed in this study are listed in Table 2.1. The buffers and 

solutions used throughout this work are listed in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.1: Routine chemicals and reagents 

Reagents Source Identifier 

Antibodies   

THETM His Tag Antibody, mAb, Mouse GenScript Cat#A00186 

anti-FtsZ (Hajduk et al., 2019) N/A 

anti-SpoIIIAG (Doan et al., 2009) N/A 

Chemicals   

FM4-64 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#T13320 

TMA-DPH Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#T204 

X-Gal Invitrogen Life Technologies Cat#15520-034 

 

Table 2.2: Routine Buffer and solutions 

Buffers / Solutions Constituents* 

PBS 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10.1 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM 

KH2PO4; pH 7 

Lysis buffer (DNA 

extraction) 

20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl 

1X SMM 1 M sucrose, 40 mM maleic acid, 40 mM MgCl2.6H2O, pH 6.5 

Lysis buffer (SDS-PAGE) 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mg/mL lysozyme, 1 mM 

PMSF, 10 μg/mL DNAse I, 100 μg/mL RNase A 

Sample Buffer (2X) 4% SDS, 250 mM Tris pH 6.8, 20% glycerol, 10mM EDTA, BPB 

(40 μl of 1% stock) 

SDS running buffer (10X) 0.2 M Tris base, 1.5 M Glycine, 35 mM SDS 

Western transfer buffer 20 mM tris base, 0.15 M glycine, 3.5 mM SDS, 20% MeOH (v/v) 

SDS-PAGE loading buffer 62.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 5% (v/v) 2-

mercaptoethanol, 2% (w/v) SDS, 0.1% bromophenol blue; pH 

8.5 
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Hypotonic buffer 20 mM Hepes 8 (Na+), 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM MgCl2, 

1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM PMSF, 0.5 μg/mL leupeptin, 0.7 μg/mL 

pepstatin A; pH 8 

G2 buffer 20 % (w/v) glycerol, 20 mM HEPES, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 

mM PMSF, 0.5 μg/mL leupeptin, 0.7 μg/mL pepstatin A; pH 8 

Elution buffer 2 % (w/v) SDS, 125 mM Tris-HCl; pH 6.8 

TBE 89 mM Tris-HCl, 89 mM boric acid, 2.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.3 

*the solutions listed here used (1X), unless specified otherwise. 

2.2 Bacillus subtilis strains 

The Bacillus subtilis strains employed in this work were all obtained from strain 168 or 

PY7915,111 as well as in the Rodrigues lab and are listed in Table 2.3 below. 

Table 2.3: Bacillus subtilis strains 

Strains Genotype* Source 
bDR2413 
(168) 

wild-type 15 

bPO001 yqzE::erm bCR1236 
bPO002 yycR::PsspB-rbsopt-cfp (phleo), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO003 yycR::PsspB-rbsopt-cfp (phleo), spoIIIAH::spec, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO004 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO005 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), spoIIIL::erm, spoIIIAH (spec) This study 
bPO006 yhcN::kan This study 
bPO007 amyE::PspoIIQ-yfp (JF)(cat) This study 
bPO008 yycR::PsspB-rbsopt-cfp (phleo), amyE::PspoIIQ-yfp (JF)(cat) This study 
bPO009 yycR::PsspB-rbsopt-cfp (phleo), spoIIIAH (spec), amyE::PspoIIQ-

yfp (JF)(cat) 
This study 

bPO010 yycR::PsspB-rbsopt-cfp (phleo), spoIIIL::erm, amyE::PspoIIQ-yfp 
(JF)(cat) 

This study 

bPO011 yycR::PsspB-rbsopt-cfp (phleo), spoIIIAH::spec, spoIIIL::erm, 
amyE::PspoIIQ-yfp (JF)(cat) 

This study 

bPO012 pbpf::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO013 ywnB::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO014 yydJ::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO015 yydI::kan, spoIIIL:::erm This study 
bPO016 acuC::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO017 apt::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO018 rocR::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO019 spsD::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO020 ydhC::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO021 tenI::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
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bPO022 glpD::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO023 adcC::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO024 fbp::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO025 mcsB::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO026 engD::kan, spoIIIL::erm  or yyaF::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO027 ytvI::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO028 thiD::kan, spoIIIL::erm, or yjbV::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO029 yhcN::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO030 yqzE::erm This study 
bPO032 spoIIIL::erm, ctpB::kan This study 
bPO033 spoIIIL::erm, safA::kan This study 
bPO034 spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
bPO035 murAB::erm, spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO036 spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO037 spoIIIAH::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO038 yhdG::Pspank-yqzE (phleo) This study 
bPO039 yhdG::PyqzE-yqzE (tet) This study 
bPO040 yhdG::Pspank-yqzE (phleo) This study 
bPO041 yhdG::PyqzE-yqzE (tet) This study 
bPO042 yhdG::Pspank-yqzE (phleo), spoIIIAH::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO043 yhdG::PyqzE-yqzE (tet), spoIIIAH::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO044 yhdG::Pspank-yqzE (phleo), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO045 yhdG::PyqzE-yqzE (tet), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO046 yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat)  This study 
bPO047 yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat), 

spoIIIAH (spec)  
This study 

bPO048 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 
(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO049 yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat), 
spoIIIAH::spec, spoIIIL::erm 

This study 

bPO050 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet) This study 
bPO051 sigG::neo This study 
bPO052 sigG::neo, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet) This study 
bPO053 SpoIIIL::erm, spoIIB::cat This study 
bPO054 SpoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm This study 
bPO055 spoIIIAG::erm This study 
bPO056 yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan)  This study 
bPO057 yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan) This study 
bPO058 spoIIIAG::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan)]168 This study 
bPO059 yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan), spoIIIAG::markerless  This study 
bPO060 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan), 

spoIIIAG::markerless 
This study 

bPO061 gerM::erm This study 
bPO062 yhdG::spec, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO063 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), SpoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO064 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), SpoIIB::cat This study 
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bPO065 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), SpoIIIL::erm, spoIIB::cat This study 
bPO066 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), SpoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm This study 
bPO067 ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec), spoIIIAG::markerless, 

yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan) 
This study 

bPO068 ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec), spoIIIL::erm, 
spoIIIAG::markerless, yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan) 

This study 

bPO069 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), gerM::erm This study 
bPO070 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), 

SpoIIIL::erm 
This study 

bPO071 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 
gerM(erm) 

This study 

bPO072 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), 
SpoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm 

This study 

bPO073 amyE::PspoIIQ-optRBS-cfp (kan), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet) This study 
bPO074 amyE::PspoIIQ-optRBS-cfp (kan), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), 

SpoIIIL::erm 
This study 

bPO075 amyE::PspoIIQ-optRBS-cfp (kan), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), 
SpoIIB::cat 

This study 

bPO076 amyE::PspoIIQ-optRBS-cfp (kan), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (tet), 
SpoIIIL::erm, spoIIB::cat 

This study 

bPO077 ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec) This study 
bPO078 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec) This study 
bPO079 SpoIIIL::erm, amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-

yfp(spec) 
This study 

bPO080 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs)(cat), ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec), 
spoIIIAG::markerless, yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG (K223E) (kan) 

This study 

bPO081 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec), 
spoIIIL::erm, spoIIIAG::markerless, yhdG::PspoIIIA(2)-spoIIIAG 
(K223E) (kan) 

This study 

bPO082 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-His6(tet), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO083 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO084 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-mCherry(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO085 spoIIQ::tet, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO086 pbpF::kan, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 

(BS)(cat) 
This study 

bPO087 pbpF::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO088 spsD::kan. yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 
(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO089 spsD::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO090 mcsB::kan, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 
(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO091 mcsB::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 
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bPO092 thiD::kan, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-
cfp(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO093 thiD::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO094 ctpB::kan, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-
cfp(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO095 ctpB::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO096 ydcC::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-
cfp(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO097 yhdG::PsspB-opt-RBS-yfp(tet), spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
bPO098 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), yhdG::PsspB-opt-RBS-yfp(tet), 

spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless 
This study 

bPO099 murAB::erm, yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-
cfp(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO100 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), murAB::erm, spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO101 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs)(cat), yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet), 

murAB::erm, spoIIIL::markerless 
This study 

bPO102 spoIIQ::tet This study 
bPO103 sacA::PspoIIQ-cfp-spoIIQ (spec), spoIIQ::tet This study 
bPO104 sacA::PspoIIQ-cfp-spoIIQ (spec) This study 
bPO105 spoIIIL::erm, sacA::PspoIIQ-cfp-spoIIQ (spec), spoIIQ::tet This study 
bPO106 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-mCherry(cat), spoIIIL::erm, sacA::PspoIIQ-

cfp-spoIIQ (spec), spoIIQ::tet 
This study 

bPO107 spoIIQ::cat,  yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-His6(tet), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO108 amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), sacA::PspoIIQ-optRBS-malF 

(TM1,2)-yfp (spec) 
This study 

bPO109 sacA::PspoIIQ-optRBS-malF (TM1,2)-yfp (spec), amyE::PspoIIQ-
cfp(Bs)(cat), yunB::tet 

This study 

bPO110 sacA::PspoIIQ-optRBS-malF (TM1,2)-yfp (spec), amyE::PspoIIQ-
cfp(Bs)(cat), spoIIIL::erm 

This study 

bPO111 spoIIIL(erm), sacA::PspoIIQ-optRBS-malF (TM1,2)-yfp (spec), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(Bs) (cat), yunB::tet 

This study 

bPO112 spoIIIL::erm, cotEΩcotE-gfp (spec) This study 
bPO113 spoIII::erm, spoVIDΩspoVID-gfp (spec) This study 
bPO114 spoIIIL::erm, ycgO::PsafA-safA-mYPET (spec) This study 
bPO115 spoIIIL::erm, spoVMΩspoVM-gfp (spec) This study 
bPO116 spoIIIL::erm, ycgO::PspoIVA-mYPET-spoIVA (cat) This study 
bPO117 pbpF::kan, spoIIIL::erm, cotEΩcotE-gfp(spec) This study 
bPO118 pbpF::kan, spoIII::erm, spoVIDΩspoVID-gfp (spec) This study 
bPO119 pbpF::kan, spoIIIL::erm, ycgO::PsafA-safA-mYPET (spec) This study 
bPO120 pbpF::kan, spoIIIL::erm, spoVMΩspoVM-gfp (spec) This study 
bPO121 pbpF::kan, spoIIIL::erm, ycgO::PspoIVA-mYPET-spoIVA (cat) This study 
bPO122 cotEΩcotE-gfp (spec), spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
bPO123 spoVIDΩspoVID-gfp (spec), spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
bPO124 ycgO::PsafA-safA-mYPET (spec), spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
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bPO125 ycgO::PspoIVA-mYPET-spoIVA (cat), spoIIIL::erm, 
ydcC::markerless 

This study 

bPO126 spoVMΩspoVM-gfp (spec), spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
bPO127 cotEΩcotE-gfp (spec), spoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm This study 
bPO128 spoVIDΩspoVID-gfp (spec), spoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm This study 
bPO129 ycgO::PsafA-safA-mYPET (spec), SpoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm This study 
bPO130 ycgO::PspoIVA-mYPET-spoIVA(cat), spoIIIL::markerless, 

gerM::erm 
This study 

bPO131 spoVMΩspoVM-gfp (spec), spoIIIL::markerless, gerM::erm This study 
bPO132 ycgO::PydcC-optRBS-sGFP(15aa)-ydcC (spec), spoIIIL::erm, 

ydcC::markerless 
This study 

bPO133 safA::kan, ycgO::PydcC-optRBS-sGFP(15aa)-ydcC (spec), 
spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless 

This study 

bPO134 spoVID::kan, ycgO::PydcC-optRBS-sGFP(15aa)-ydcC (spec), 
spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless 

This study 

bPO135 pbpG::kan, ycgO::PydcC-optRBS-sGFP(15aa)-ydcC (spec), 
spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless 

This study 

bPO136 safA::kan, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 
(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO137 safA::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO138 cotE::kan, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 
(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO139 cotE::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp(tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO140 spoIVD::kan, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 
(BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO141 spoVID::kan, spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO142 pbpG::kan This study 
bPO143 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), murAB::erm, 

spoIIIL::markerless 
This study 

bPO144 spoVD::spec, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO145 spoVE::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO146 spoVD::spec, spoVE::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), 

spoIIIL::erm 
This study 

bPO147 spoIII::erm, spoVD::spec, ycgO::PspoVD-mYPET-spoVD (cat) This study 
bPO148 spoIIIL::erm, spoVE::kan, ycgO::spoVE-mYPET (cat) This study 
bPO149 spoIVA::spec, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO150 spoVID::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO151 safA::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO152 cotE::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO153 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO154 spoVM::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), 

spoIIIL::markerless 
This study 

bPO155 cwlD::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
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bPO156 pdaA::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO157 ctpB::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO158 spoIVB::spec, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), 

spoIIIL::markerless 
This study 

bPO159 spoIVCB::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), 
spoIIIL::markerless 

This study 

bPO160 LonB::cat This study 
bPO161 LonB::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO162 LonB::kan This study 
bPO163 spoVD::spec, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp 

(BS)(cat) 
This study 

bPO164 spoVE::kan, spoVD::spec, yhdG::PsspB-rbsopt-yfp (tet), 
amyE::PspoIIQ-cfp (BS)(cat) 

This study 

bPO165 cwlD::kan This study 
bPO166 cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO167 pdaA::kan, cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO168 spoIIIL::erm, pdaA::kan, cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO169 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm, pdaA::kan, 

cwlD::markerless 
This study 

bPO170 murAB::erm, cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO171 murAB::markerless, cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO172 spoIIIL::erm, murAB::markerless, cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO173 pdaA::kan, spoIIIL::erm, murAB::markerless, cwlD::markerless This study 
bPO174 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), pdaA::kan, spoIIIL::erm, 

murAB::markerless, cwlD::markerless 
This study 

bPO175 sigG::neo, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO176 pbpG::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO177 pbpF::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless This study 
bPO178 spoIIIL::erm, pbpG::kan, pbpF::markerless This study 
bPO179 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm, pbpG::kan, 

pbpF::markerless 
This study 

bPO180 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm, ydcC::markerless This study 
bPO181 spsD::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO182 mcsB::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO183 thiD:kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO184 yhdG::PxylA-gfp (tet) This study 
bPO185 yhdG::spec This study 
bPO186 ycgO::cat This study 
bPO187 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (N4A) (cat) This study 
bPO188 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (D5A) (cat) This study 
bPO189 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (Y6A) (cat) This study 
bPO190 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (K8A) (cat) This study 
bPO191 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (T11A) (cat) This study 
bPO192 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (R25A) (cat) This study 
bPO193 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (P38A) (cat) This study 
bPO194 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (F44A) (cat) This study 
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bPO195 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (G45A) (cat) This study 
bPO196 spoIIIL::erm, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-gfp (P48A) (cat) This study 
bPO197 slp::kan This study 
bPO198 wprA::kan This study 
bPO199 yybT::kan This study 
bPO200 lacA::spoIVB(S378A) (tet) This study 
bPO201 lacA::spoIVB(S378A) (tet), spoIVB::spec, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-

sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::markerless 
This study 

bPO202 yhdG::PspoIVB-spoIVB-sfgfp (cat) This study 
bPO203 yhdG::PspoIVB-spoIVB(S378A)-sfgfp (cat) This study 
bPO204 spoIVB::spec, yhdG::PspoIVB-spoIVB(S378A)-sfgfp (cat) This study 
bPO205 yhdG::PspoIVB-spoIVB-sfgfp (cat), spoIVB::spec, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO206 yhdG::PspoIVB-spoIVB(S378A)-sfgfp (cat), spoIVB::spec, 

spoIIIL::erm 
This study 

bPO207 slp::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO208 wprA::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO209 yybT::kan, spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO210 slp::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO211 wprA::kan,yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO212 yybT::kan, yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 
bPO215 yhdG::PspoIIIL-sfGFP-spoIIIL(cat), spoIIIL::erm [isolate B] This study 
bPO216 yhdG::PspoIIIL-sfGFP-spoIIIL(cat) [isolate B] This study 
bPO217 spoIIQ::tet, yhdG::PspoIIIL-sfGFP-spoIIIL(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 

*Antibiotic resistance genes are labelled as the following: erm, Erythromycin; cat, Chloramphenicol; 

kan, Kanamycin; neo, neomycin; phleo, Phleomycin; spec, spectinomycin and tet, Tetracycline. The 

antibiotic cassettes in some strains were looped out using the Cre/lox system leaving the lox72 site 112. 

2.3 Bacillus subtilis growth media 

Vegetative cells (except wild-type) were grown on Luria-Bertani broth (LB) (Lennox) agar 

plates (1.5% w/v) with antibiotics to select for the growth of strains harbouring antibiotic 

resistance cassettes. The antibiotics were used for strain selection, as listed in Table 2.4. B. 

subtilis strains were stored as 1.8 mL glycerol stocks (14% v/v) at –80°C. Sporulation was 

performed using either exhaustion or resuspension method (see section 2.9). 

In the exhaustion method wherein nutrients in the medium are gradually used up over time 

before the cells start sporulating, the cells were cultivated in Difco Sporulation Medium (DSM) 

that was prepared as detailed previously104, whereas the resuspension method involved 

growing the cells in a nutrient deficient Resuspension Medium as described previously113,114 

thereby forcing the cells to immediately enter into sporulation upon inoculation. 
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Table 2.4: Antibiotics used for selecting Bacillus subtilis 

Antibiotic Working concentration (μg/mL)* 

Ampicillin 100 

Chloramphenicol 5 

Erythromycin 1 

Kanamycin 10 

Neomycin 2.5 

Phleomycin 2 

Spectinomycin 100 

Tetracycline 10 

*Stock solutions were prepared by dissolving antibiotics either in ethanol or purified, deionised water (Milli-Q 

water, MQW) and sterilized by filtration (0.2 μm filter). All antibiotics were stored at –20°C. 

2.4 Sporulation efficiency (Heat-kill) Assay 

The sporulation efficiency (heat-kill) assay calculates sporulation efficiency in 24-36 h cultures 

by determining the number of heat-resistant (80°C for 20 min) colony forming units (CFUs) of 

any strain in comparison to the number of wild-type heat-resistant CFUs. Sporulation was 

induced by resuspension at 37°C based on the Sterlini-Mandelstam method or via the 

exhaustion of nutrients usually in the supplemented Difco Sporulation Medium (DSM)104. 

Usually, a single colony was inoculated into a glass tube containing 2 mL of DSM media and 

incubated at 37ºC on a roller drum for 24–30 hours (hrs). After 24 h (T24) or 30 h (T30), the 

cultures were serially diluted in 1X TBase Medium, and exposed to heat treatment at 80°C for 

20 minutes in a water bath in order to kill off any residual non-sporulating cells and allow for 

the selection of only the surviving heat-resistant spores which will subsequently be plated on 

nutrient rich media (like LB Lennox agar plates) and incubated overnight at 37°C. The number 

of heat-resistant spores obtained were then quantified by counting the number of colony-

forming units per ml of culture (cfu/ml) for each strain assayed. Sporulation efficiency of any 

mutant strain was determined as the percentage of spores produced relative to the wild-type. 

2.5 Transformation and storage of B. subtilis strains 

In this study, B. subtilis strains were usually generated by transformation to integrate specific 

genetic material, genomic DNA or plasmid vectors harbouring an antibiotic resistance gene, 
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into the genome via homologous recombination115. The desired genetic material was selected 

on Lennox LB agar plates which always contained the antibiotic of interest. The process of 

transformation involves the following multiple steps: 

A) A single colony from the recipient strain was resuspended in 1 mL solution of 1X MC 

medium [900 µL ddH2O, 100 µL 10X MC medium116, 10 µL tryptophan (2 mg/mL), 3 µL 1 M 

MgSO4] for 4 hrs on a roller drum at 37°C until the early stationary phase in order to induce 

competence117. 

B) 2 µL of genomic DNA (gDNA) from the donor strain or plasmid DNA were innoculated into 

200 µL of the above competent cell culture and then incubated for 2 hrs on a roller drum at 

37 °C. 

C) The 200 µL culture from the step above was plated onto LB (Lennox) agar plates containing 

the antibiotic used to select the gene of interest and incubated overnight at 37°C. 

D) On the following day, the antibiotic-resistant colonies were re-streaked on LB (Lennox) agar 

plates containing the initial antibiotic marker to confirm the successful uptake of the donor 

genetic material and screened for pre-existing antibiotic marker(s) of the recipient strain, if 

any, by streaking on plates containing antibiotics and incubated overnight at 37°C. 

E) Finally, a single colony that acquired the resistance to all expected antibiotic markers (donor 

and recipient) was cultured in 2 mL LB (Lennox) for 2.5 hrs on a roller drum at 37°C and stored 

as 1.8 mL glycerol stocks (14% v/v) at -80 °C for further use. The deletion mutant strains were 

either derived from the Bacillus knock-out collection (Addgene)118, or from pre-existing B. 

subtilis strains found in the Rodrigues laboratory collections, using the above transformation 

approach. 

2.6 Genomic DNA extraction 

To obtain genomic DNA, a standard phenol/chloroform extraction protocol was used. Usually, 

a fresh single colony of the strain of interest was cultured in 2 mL LB broth (Lennox) for 3 hrs 

on a roller drum or rotating incubator at 37°C, until mid-exponential phase. Next, ⁓1.5 – 4.5 

mL of the culture was pelleted by centrifugation on a bench-top centrifuge (11,000 rpm for 1 

min), after which the cell pellet was resuspended in 500 µL of lysis buffer (Table 2.2), 50 µL of 

lysozyme (20 mg/mL) added to the mix, and incubated at 37°C for 15 mins. After incubation, 
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60 µL of 10% (w/v) sarkosyl detergent was added to complete cell lysis and membrane 

solubilization. Then, 600 µL of phenol was added, the mixture vigorously vortexed for 10 

seconds and then centrifuged for 5 mins at 11,000 rpm in order to separate the aqueous and 

organic phases of the mixture. The top aqueous phase was pipetted out of the mixture into a 

fresh tube and 600 µL of 1:1 phenolchloroform mixture was added, and vortexed. The mixture 

was centrifuged as described above and then the top aqueous layer was moved into a fresh 

tube (usually 1.5 ml Eppendorf cup), to which 60 µL of 3 M NaOAc was added to facilitate DNA 

precipitation. In order to precipitate the gDNA into a pellet, 1 mL of 100% ethanol was added 

to the mix and the tube was gentle inverted several times, followed by centrifugation (11,000 

rpm for 1 min). Following precipitation of the gDNA, the supernatant was discarded, and the 

gDNA pellet was re-solubilized in 500 µL of ddH2O and stored at -20°C for subsequent use in 

the lab. 

2.7 General molecular biology methods 

In this study, the DNA fragments were cloned into ectopic-integration, double cross-over 

plasmid vectors using standard molecular biology approaches as described below.  

2.7.1 Polymerase chain reaction 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was employed to amplify DNA fragments (inserts), utilized 

for cloning into plasmid vectors, confirmation of B. subtilis mutants and isothermal assembly. 

The final volume of the PCR reaction was set to 25 µL and was comprised of 10.5 µL of ddH2O, 

1 µL of template DNA (either plasmid or B. subtilis genomic DNA), 0.5 µL of each primer (10 

µM) (listed in Table 2.5) and 12.5 µL of 2X PCR mix (from pre-existing stock in the Rodrigues 

lab). The 2X PCR mix contained 2 mM nucleotides (dNTPs), Phusion DNA polymerase (2000 

units/mL, New England Biolabs), and Phusion polymerase buffer (2X concentration, New 

England Biolabs). Usually, the PCR reaction was incubated in an Eppendorf Mastercycler Nexus 

Thermal Cycler and set to 30 cycles with an annealing temperature of 55°C and amplification 

temperature of 72°C. Based on the size of the amplified DNA fragment, the extension time 

was adjusted. The PCR products used in cloning or isothermal assembly were purified using 

the Isolate II PCR and Gel Kit manufactured by Bioline following the manufacturer’s protocol. 

In this study, the primers employed for PCR reactions are listed in Table 2.5 
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Table 2.5: Primers employed for PCR 

Primer Sequence* 

oPO1 TATCACATTGAAGGGGCAGGC 

oPO2 CTGTTCTTATCCTTTACGGCTC 

oPO3 CTATTGCTGGTAACGCTTTCAAG 

oPO4 GATGAGTACCATGCTCCATTTG 

oPO5 TGTCAGAGGATTCGTTTGAAGC 

oPO6 AGCGCTTCAAGCACAGGTGAA 

oPO7 ACGAAGTGAATATCCCGCCAT 

oPO8 AGTGACGCAAACCTCGACAGT 

oPO9 GCTTCGTATAGCGGTCATTAC 

oPO10 GTAAAGCCTGGAATGGACGGCT 

oPO11 GTGCGTGTTGTACACGTCTAC 

oPO12 TCGCCTCAGTCATCTCTGAATC 

oPO13 GCTGATCAGCCTGAGAAAGCA 

oPO14 GATGTCAGAAAGTGTTGCGAC 

oPO15 TGAAGTCATCGGATGCAGCCG 

oPO16 CCACGGTTCTTTCGAAACTTTG 

oPO17 CACATGGAGCTGACAGATACT 

oPO18 AGACCGACTTCAACGATCGCT 

oPO19 GATGTTCTGAAACAATGATACAATG 

oPO20 TTTTTATTTAGTATGGTTGGGTTAACTGG 

oPO21 ACATAAGGAGGAACTACTATGAGT 

oPO22 CACACAGCAGACTGCTATTTCC 

oPO23 cgcGAATTCatgaaaatggaatctagcaggcatgg 

oPO24 gcgGGATCCttaatggtgatggtgatgatgTTTTTTCCGTTTCAGCCAAAGTCGGAAGCC 

oPO25 cgcCTCGAGttttttccgtttcagccaaagtcggaagcc 

oPO26 cgcGAATTCatcaacttaagagtgtcaacgg (oCR467) 

oPO27 GCTCACAGAGAACAGATTGGTGGTATGGTGAAAACGAATGATTATGTTAAATATATG 

oPO28 ACGGAGCTCTGCTCTTCTACCTTATTTTTTCCGTTTCAGCC 
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oPO29 GAGGTGATCACGTGAAAACGGCTGATTATGTTAAATATATGA 

oPO30 TCATATATTTAACATAATCAGCCGTTTTCACGTGATCACCTC 

oPO31 TGATCACGTGAAAACGAATGCTTATGTTAAATATATGACGC 

oPO32 GCGTCATATATTTAACATAAGCATTCGTTTTCACGTGATCA 

oPO33 ATCACGTGAAAACGAATGATGCTGTTAAATATATGACGCAGC 

oPO34 GCTGCGTCATATATTTAACAGCATCATTCGTTTTCACGTGAT 

oPO35 TGAAAACGAATGATTATGTTGCATATATGACGCAGCAATTTG 

oPO36 CAAATTGCTGCGTCATATATGCAACATAATCATTCGTTTTCA 

oPO37 ATGATTATGTTAAATATATGGCGCAGCAATTTGTCAAATAT 

oPO38 ATATTTGACAAATTGCTGCGCCATATATTTAACATAATCAT 

oPO39 TAGATACTCCGAGAGATGAGGCAAAAGAACGAAAAGAGGTGC 

oPO40 GCACCTCTTTTCGTTCTTTTGCCTCATCTCTCGGAGTATCTA 

oPO41 TGCGGAAAGAAACAAAAACGGCTGTTTCCCAGCAGTGGTTCG 

oPO42 CGAACCACTGCTGGGAAACAGCCGTTTTTGTTTCTTTCCGCA 

oPO43 CGCCTGTTTCCCAGCAGTGGGCCGGTATTTTACCCTATGGCT 

oPO44 AGCCATAGGGTAAAATACCGGCCCACTGCTGGGAAACAGGCG 

oPO45 TGTTTCCCAGCAGTGGTTCGCTATTTTACCCTATGGCTTCC 

oPO46 GGAAGCCATAGGGTAAAATAGCGAACCACTGCTGGGAAACA 

oPO47 AGCAGTGGTTCGGTATTTTAGCCTATGGCTTCCGACTTTGG 

oPO48 CCAAAGTCGGAAGCCATAGGCTAAAATACCGAACCACTGCT 

oPO49 TAG ATA CTC CGA GAG ATG AGG AAA AAG AAC GAA AAG AGG TGC 

oPO50 GCA CCT CTT TTC GTT CTT TTT CCT CAT CTC TCG GAG TAT CTA 

oPO51 GAG ATG AGC GAA AAG AAC GAG ATG AGG TGC GGA AAG AAA CAA 

oPO52 TTG TTT CTT TCC GCA CCT CAT CTC GTT CTT TTC GCT CAT CTC 

oPO54 ATAATCATTCGTTTTCACGTGATC 

oPO55 CGTGAAAACGAATGATTATTCTAAAGGTGAAGAACTGTTC 

oPO56 cgcCTCGAGgccgcttgagcctccagatgatccTTTGTAGAGCTCATCCATGCCGTGCG 

oPO57 cgcCTCGAGGTGAAAACGAATGATTATG 

oPO58 cgcGGATCCttaTTTTTTCCGTTTCAGCCAAAGTCGGAAGCC 

oPO59 GCAATACATACTCGTTCGTTTC 

oPO60 TCGCTCATTCGTTTGATGTGCC 
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oPO61 CTGTTTGAACTTGAGACGATTCCGGG 

oPO62 GCATATGCCCAACGCTCAATG 

*capital letters indicate restriction sites 

2.7.2 DNA agarose gel electrophoresis 

To confirm the size of a PCR product after PCR, DNA agarose gel electrophoresis was usually 

performed. Agarose gels (Bioline) 1% (w/v) were prepared with 0.5X TBE buffer (Table 2.2) 

and contained the GelRed DNA stain (1:10,000, Biotium) to enable the visualization of DNA 

bands. Usually, 2 µL volume of the PCR product was added to 8 µL of ddH2O and 2 µL of 6X 

loading dye (New England Biolabs) for loading onto each of the agarose gel wells. The 2-Log 

DNA ladder (New England Biolabs) was applied to estimate the size of DNA bands. 

Electrophoresis of the DNA agarose gel occurred inside a Mini-Sub Cell GT chamber (Bio-Rad) 

at 120 V for 1 hr (Bio-Rad PowerPac Basic). Finally, the resolved gel was analyzed using the 

Syngene InGenius3 software. 

2.7.3 Restriction digest 

To digest DNA (plasmid or PCR product), the final volume of a restriction digest reaction was 

set to 30 µL comprising of 4 µL of DNA, 3 µL CutSmart buffer (10X concentration, New England 

Biolabs), 1 µL of each restriction enzyme (100,000 units/mL, New England Biolabs), and 21 µL 

of MQH2O. After preparing the mixtures, the digestion reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2 

hrs to allow for enzyme activity after which the digested products were run on an agarose gel 

as described above. Subsequently, the DNA bands were excised from the gel using a scalpel 

on a UV light panel and the DNA from the gel excision fragments was purified using the Isolate 

II PCR and Gel Kit (Bioline) based on the manufacturer’s protocol. 

2.7.4 Molecular cloning of plasmid vectors into Escherichia coli 

The ligation reaction containing the insert and vector was adjusted to a final volume of 10 µL 

with 3 µL of insert DNA, 1 µL of vector DNA, 1 µL of T4 DNA ligase (400,000 units/mL, New 

England Biolabs), 1 µL of 10X T4 DNA ligase buffer (New England Biolabs), and 4 µL of ddH2O. 

Also, two control reactions were prepared: a vector only control that contained ddH2O instead 

of the insert to check for vector self-ligation, and a vector only without ligase control where 

the insert and T4 DNA ligase were replaced with ddH2O to check for undigested vector. The 

three ligation reactions were incubated at room temperature (RT) for 30 mins and then 
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incubated with 100 µL of chemically-competent E. coli cells (rubidium chloride, RbCl) 

(unpublished Rodrigues laboratory protocol) for 15 mins on ice. Next, the cells were 

heatshocked at exactly 42°C for 90 seconds to allow for uptake of ligated plasmids after which 

the tubes containing the heat-shocked cells were kept on ice for 5 mins. Then, 900 µL of LB 

broth (Lennox) was added to each tube, followed by incubation at 37°C for 20 mins. The cells 

were then centrifuged (11,000 rpm for 1 min) and 900 µL of the supernatant was removed. 

The pellet was resuspended in the remaining 100 µL of the supernatant. Alternatively, after 

adding 900 µl LB to each tube, incubation could be done with shaking at 37°C, 200rpm for Ihr 

to allow enough time for the cells to recover, and the spinning down of cells step skipped. 

Usually, if this alternative step is followed, then the whole cell suspension ~1000 µl could be 

plated on LB agar which contained ampicillin (100 µg/mL), and incubated overnight at 37°C 

(two plates each for the controls and the test reaction). 

Finally, the resuspended cells were plated on LB agar (Lennox) plates containing ampicillin 

(100 µg/mL), and incubated overnight at 37°C. On the following day, 4 colonies from the plate 

containing the vector and insert reaction were patched on LB agar (Lennox) plates containing 

ampicillin (100 µg/mL) and separately inoculated into LB broth (Lennox) with ampicillin (100 

µg/mL) for overnight growth on a roller drum at 37°C. The following day, plasmid extraction 

from the 4 cultures was performed using the Bioline Isolate II Plasmid Mini Kit according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol and the purified plasmids digested as described above to confirm 

the presence of inserts. Sequencing of plasmid inserts was performed through AGRF 

(Australian Genome Research Facility Ltd) to ensure that the desired inserts devoid of 

mutations were present. E. coli isolates containing the correct insert were stored as 1.8 mL 

glycerol stocks (14% v/v). The plasmids generated in this study are listed in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: Plasmids list of the generated constructs. 

Plasmid Description Source 

pPO01 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(phleo) This study 

pPOO2 yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet) This study 

pPO03 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-His6(tet) This study 

pPO04 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat) This study 

pPO05 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-mCherry(cat) This study 
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pPO06 ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec) This study 

pHC055 His6-SUMO-spoIIIL (amp)  This study 

pPO07 yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-mEos4b (cat) This study 

pPO08 yhdG::PspoIIIL-sfGFP-spoIIIL(cat), spoIIIL::erm This study 

2.7.5 Plasmid construction 

pPO001 [yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp (phleo)] was generated in a three-way ligation with EcoRI-

XhoI PCR product containing the PsspB sequence/region (oligonucleotide primers oPO19 & 

oPO20 and 168 genomic DNA as template), XhoI-BamHI PCR product containing optRBS-yfp 

(phleo) (oligo nucleotide primers oPO21 & oAT093 and the plasmid pJL009 as template), as 

well as qAT079 digested with EcoRI and BamHI. qAT079 (yhdG::phleo) is an ectopic integration 

vector for double cross over integration at the non-essential yhdG locus (C. Rodrigues – 

laboratory stock). 

pPO002 [yhdG::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(tet)] was generated in a two-way ligation with EcoRI- BamHI 

PCR product containing the PsspB-optRBS-yfp gene sequence using pPO01 as template and 

pBB281 digested with EcoRI and BamHI. pBB281 (yhdG::tet) is an ectopic integration vector 

for double cross over integration at the non-essential yhdG locus (C. Rodrigues – laboratory 

stock). 

pPO003 [yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-His6(tet)] was generated in a two-way ligation with EcoRI- 

BamHI PCR product containing yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-His6 sequence (oligonucleotide primers 

oPO24 & oPO26 and the plasmid pCR218 as template) and pCR218 digested with EcoRI-

BamHI. pCR218 [yhdG-PyqzE-yqzE(tet)] is an ectopic integration vector for double cross over 

integration at the non-essential yhdG locus (C. Rodrigues – laboratory stock). 

pPO004 [yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-sfGFP(cat)] was generated in a two-way ligation with EcoRI-

XhoI PCR product containing PspoIIIL-spoIIIL gene sequence (oligonucleotide primers oPO25 

& oPO26 and the plasmid pCR218 as template) and pCR227 digested with EcoRI-XhoI. pCR227 

[yhdG-PgerM-gerM-sfGFP(cat)] is an ectopic integration vector for double cross over 

integration at the non-essential yhdG locus (C. Rodrigues – laboratory stock). 

pPO005 [yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-mCherry(cat)] was generated in a two-way ligation with EcoRI-

XhoI PCR product containing PspoIIIL-spoIIIL gene sequence (oligonucleotide primers oPO25 
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& oPO26 and the plasmid pCR218 as template) and pCR228 digested with EcoRI-XhoI. pCR228 

[yhdG-PgerM-gerM-mCherry(cat)] is an ectopic integration vector for double cross over 

integration at the non-essential yhdG locus (C. Rodrigues – laboratory stock). 

pPO006 [ycgO::PsspB-optRBS-yfp(spec)] )] was generated in a two-way ligation with EcoRI-

BamHI PCR product containing PsspB-optRBS-yfp genetic sequence (oligonucleotide primers 

oPO19 & oAT93 and the plasmid pPO01 as template) and qAT001(pKM083) digested with  

EcoRI-BamHI. pKM083 (ycgO::spec) is an ectopic integration vector for double cross over 

integration at the non-essential yhdG locus (C. Rodrigues – laboratory stock). 

pPO007 [yhdG::PspoIIIL-spoIIIL-mEos4b (cat)] was generated in a three-way ligation with 

EcoRI-BamHI PspoIIIL-spoIIIL PCR product containing the PspoIIIL-spoIIIL genetic sequence 

(oligonucleotide primers oPO25 & oPO26 and 168 genomic DNA as template), mEos4b PCR 

product containing the mEos4b gene sequence (oligonucleotide primers oHC158 and oHC159 

and mEos4b gBlock as template), and pCR228 digested with EcoRI-BamHI. 

pPO008 [yhdG::PspoIIIL-sfGFP-spoIIIL(cat)] was generated in a three-way ligation with EcoRI-

XhoI PCR product containing PspoIIIL-sfGFP gene sequence (oligonucleotide primers oPO26 & 

oPO56 and 168 gDNA, as well as pPO04 as templates), XhoI-BamHI PCR product containing 

spoIIIL gene sequence (oligonucleotide primers oPO57 & oPO58 and 168 gDNA as template), 

and pCR227 digested with EcoRI-BamHI. The EcoRI-XhoI PCR product containing PspoIIIL-sfGFP 

was initially a Gibson assembly product comprising of two pieces: (a) EcoRI-PspoIIIL- PCR 

product (oligonucleotide primers oPO26 & oPO54 and 168 gDNA as template), and (b) sfGFP-

XhoI PCR product (oligonucleotide primers oPO55 & oPO56 and pPO04 as template). 

2.7.6 Enzymatic isothermal assembly 

In this work, enzymatic isothermal assembly was used to join two or more DNA sequences119. 

The DNA fragments were designed to have terminal sequence overlap of ~20-25 base pairs 

(bp) in order to allow for covalent joining of fragments. The final volume of the isothermal 

assembly reaction was adjusted to 20 µL and comprised of 6 µL of ddH2O, 2 µL of each DNA 

piece (plasmid or gDNA), and 10 µL of 2X Isothermal mix (unpublished, Rodrigues Laboratory 

protocol). The reaction was usually performed on an Eppendorf Mastercycler Nexus Thermal 

Cycler at 50°C for 30 mins119 after which, DNA agarose gel electrophoresis was employed to 

ascertain the size of the covalently combined DNA fragments. 
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2.8 Transposon insertion sequencing 

The magellan6x transposon libraries were constructed as described earlier for WT (bDR2413), 

and ΔspoIIIL formerly known as yqzE libraries28,120,121. About 750,000 transformant colonies 

from each library were harvested, aliquoted, and frozen. The aliquots were thawed on ice, 

resuspended and washed in DSM, and diluted into 50 mL DSM at an OD600 of 0.05. Samples 

were collected at the onset of starvation (T0) & 24 hrs later (T24), when most cells had 

developed into spores. The sporulating cultures (T24) samples were heat-killed at 80°C for 20 

mins to eradicate any existing vegetative cells, non-mature spores and mutants that failed to 

develop into heat resistant spores. After the heat-kill treatment, the spores were plated on LB 

agar to allow for germination. About 750,000 colonies from germinated spores from each 

assayed time point were harvested and resuspended in LB broth (Lennox). A 30 μL aliquot of 

this cell suspension was used for genomic DNA extraction. Subsequently, the genomic DNA 

was digested with MmeI enzyme to cut the MmeI restriction site inserted at the inverted 

repeat sequences of the magellan6x transposon. Barcode adapters were ligated onto the 

MmeI digested DNA and the transposon-chromosome junctions were amplified in 16 cycles 

of PCR. Agarose gel electrophoresis was employed to separate the amplification products 

while the band of interest was purified and posted for sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq 

platform using TruSeq reagents (Tufts University, TUCF Genomics facility). The transposon 

insertions or reads were mapped to the chromosome of B. subtilis 168 (NCBI NC_000964.3) to 

identify sites that accepted >1 read at each TA site. Genes whose reads were statistically 

underrepresented were ascertained using the Mann Whitney U test, while genes whose reads 

were statistically overrepresented were identified via a sliding window Mann Whitney U test 

using a 13 TA site window size across every TA sites that registered ≥ 1 read in the control 

experiments. Furthermore, transposon insertion profiles were visually inspected using the 

Sanger Artemis Genome Browser and Annotation tool. 

2.9 Microscopy techniques (Fluorescence microscopy) 

For the live-cell fluorescence imaging employed in this work, , cells were usually grown in 

nutrient rich medium at 37°C, and transferred into nutrient poor (resuspension) medium at 

37˚C (this is time-point 0; T0) to trigger sporulation of the cells according to the method of 

Sterlini-Mandelstam113 described above. 200 µL of the sporulating cells were collected at 

certain time points after the onset of sporulation (T0), and concentrated by centrifugation 
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(11,000 rpm for 30 seconds) and resuspended in 10 µL of the semi-permeable membrane dye 

TMA-DPH (1-(4-trimethyammoniumphenyl)-6-Phenyl-1,3,5-Hexatriene p-toluenesulfonate) 

(0.05 mM) spread  and fixed on 2% (w/v) agarose gel pads which were prepared with 

resuspension medium, and subsequently set using a (Bio-Rad) Gene Frame. Next, a coverslip 

(0.13-0.16 mm thickness) was used to seal the Gene Frame. Images of the fixed cells were 

acquired via classic epifluorescence microscopy employing a Zeiss Axioplan 2 Microscope 

already equipped with a 100x objective (N/A 1.4). The DAPI filter was employed to excite the 

TMA-DPH membrane dye usually with an exposure time of around 400 milliseconds. CFP, GFP, 

and YFP filters were employed with exposure times of 600, 800, and 1000 milliseconds, 

respectively.  

2.10 Immunoblot analysis 

Whole-cell lysates from sporulating cells (by resuspension) were fashioned in the Rodrigues 

lab as previously described73,85,91,97. At defined time-points, the sporulating cells were 

collected and pelleted by centrifugation (4000 rpm for 5 mins), after which the pellets were 

lysed using SDS-Lysis buffer (Table 2.2) and incubated at 37°C for 10 min after which 50 μL 

SDS-Sample buffer containing 10% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol was added. Thereafter, the 

samples were heated usually for 15 mins at 50°C before sample loading. Equivalent loading 

was based on OD600 at the time of harvest. Samples were separated on a 17.5% polyacrylamide 

gel and transferred to a Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane (BioRad). Membranes were 

usually blocked with 5% non-fat milk (Coles) with 0.5% Tween-20 for 1 hr. Blocked membranes 

were probed with anti-GFP (1:5000) (BioRad), anti-His (1:4000) (Genscript), anti-SpoIIIAG 

(1:10000)85 or anti-FtsZ [1:30000]122 primary antibodies diluted in 1X PBS with 5% (w/v) non-

fat milk and 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20 at 4°C overnight with gentle rocking. The primary 

antibodies were detected using horseradish-peroxidase conjugated anti-mouse or anti-rabbit 

antibodies (BioRad) and detected using Western Lightning ECL reagent (ChemiDoc XRS+ 

imaging system) (BioRad) based on the manufacturers instructions. 

2.11 Protease accessibility assay 

For this work, protease accessibility assays were done on sporulating cells (by resuspension) 

lacking the SpoIIQ (Q) protein to make sure that the membrane proteins present in the inner 

and outer forespore membranes would not be artificially inaccessible due to protoplast 
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engulfment75,123. 25 mL of sporulating cell culture was harvested by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 

for 5 mins) at 2.5 hrs after the onset of sporulation, washed, and resuspended in 2 mL 1X SMM 

buffer (Table 2.2) after which the cells were then protoplasted using lysozyme (5 mg/mL final 

concentration) for 10 mins with gentle agitation. Harvesting of the protoplasts was done by 

centrifugation and later resuspension in 1 mL of 1X SMM. Next, 100 μL of protoplasts were 

incubated with either trypsin (30 μg/mL final concentration) (Worthington), trypsin and Triton 

X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, 2% final concentration), or 1X SMM for 30 mins or 60 min at 30°C. The 

reactions were ended by the incorporation of 100 μL 2X SDS sample buffer and incubation for 

5 mins at 95 °C. ~ 5 - 10 µl from each reaction were assayed by immunoblot. 

2.12 Quantification and statistical analysis 

2.12.1 Sporulation Efficiency Analysis 

All the obtained sporulation efficiency data are the average (± SD) of 3 biological replicates. 

All obtained microscopic images were processed by adjusting the image brightness and 

contrast using the Fiji software102,124. All the quantifications were done using the manual 

counting tool within the Fiji software, and the raw data were then exported into Excel for the 

purpose of data collation and generation of graphs. The criteria described below, as well as in 

the results and legends, were employed to quantify each phenotype. 

(a) Quantification of SpoIIIL-GFP uniform vs patchy phenotypes (Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 5.2, 

5.4): 

based on TMA-DPH membrane staining, any engulfed forespores showing normal uniform 

& regular SpoIIIL-GFP localization pattern around the forespore membrane (fluorescence 

signals false-coloured green) was classified as uniform localization, while any abnormal 

looking forespores with non-uniform, irregular, or mislocalized patterns often presenting 

as green fluorescent patches or zig-zag stripes in the forespore cytoplasm, are considered 

patchy phenotypes. The percentages of each phenotype (average frequency ± SD of 3 

biological replicates) were calculated based on the total number of engulfed forespores 

assayed at T3.5 & T5.5. n>300 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. 

(b) Quantification of phase bright vs phase dark phenotypes (Figures 4.3 & 5.7) 

based on TMA-DPH membrane staining and brightfield microscopy, any forespores whose 

cytoplasm have become either completely or partially light gray or somewhat whitish in 

colour was classified as phase bright, while any forespores devoid of these light gray or 
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whitish cytoplasmic patterns often presenting as a completely dark cytoplasm, are 

considered non-phase bright or phase dark phenotypes. The percentages of each 

phenotype (average frequency ± SD of 2 biological replicates) were calculated based on 

the total number of forespores assayed at T4, T7, T9, & T30. n>400 per replicate, per time-

point, per strain. 

(c) Analysis of σF dependent PspoIIQ-CFP and σG dependent PsspB-YFP signal intensity 

for spore size & σG measurements respectively (Figures 3.1 & 3.2):  

The MicrobeJ plugin fashioned for the Fiji software was used to detect the signal intensities 

of the σF dependent PspoIIQ-CFP and the σG dependent PsspB-YFP fluorescence which 

translated as the spore size & σG measurements respectively. The actual steps involved 

were as follows: 

 Open Image J, from Plugins tab open Microbe J 

 Open your CFP and YFP pictures, hovering around the Image with the Mouse, on a 

blank part of the Image, get the value of the background e.g 5.0 

 Go to process, Subtract background, type 5.0. or use CTRL P 

o Click Preview and Sliding background for windows 

 In ImageJ, goto plugins, open microbeJ. From Images tab, in MicrobeJ, goto 

Channels, choose yfp channel 1 and cfp channel 2 (or the other way round). Merge 

both pictures (using the rectangular folder-like tab on the right). Then close 

previous yfp and cfp images leaving only the merged image open. 

 To change unit to microns after merging: In ImageJ, Goto Image, properties, in unit 

length delete inch, write microns. In pixel width and pixel height, type 0.064935. in 

voxel depth delete everything. Tick global and click okay. 

 In MicrobeJ, click Images Tab, click the arrow at Im, select the image youre working 

on. 

 In MicrobeJ, goto Bacteria, load Presets by clicking the folder at the bottom left 

hand side of the dialog box. Load presets. 

 Once loaded, tick intensity on the right (if not ticked). Optional: Modify your preset 

settings to include or exclude certain cells, spores, or weird shapes. 

 In MicrobeJ, In Bacteria, choose smoothed or medial. 
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 Click the yellow pencil at the bottom right to see the appearance of the image. The 

spore should look encircled in green, with a few having red circles. You can zoom 

in and out the image holding down CTRL, and scrolling the mouse. 

 For manual editing (e.g selecting each spore, deleting, or splitting joint spores into 

separate spores), use the edit panel on the right of the ImageJ software. 

 After manual editing, get results by clicking the coloured square at the bottom 

right(far end) of the MicrobeJ dialogue box. Note: Optional: To analyse only a 

portion of the image, from ImageJ, click the square tab. And draw out the region 

of interest on the merged image. 

 A new dialogue box opens up, “ResultsJ 5.131(20) beta. In this new dialogue box, 

click bacteria. A spreadsheet opens up. In shape column, right click the + sign and 

click roundness (optional: or aspect ratio or area, or length). 

 For results: click the save tab on the top right to save, results as .res files. Then, 

right click on the spreadsheet to save the table as .csv files. These .csv files are the 

raw data that gets displayed on the MicrobeJ results table, and are then exported 

into Excel for data collation, further analysis and the generation of graphs. 

Optional: to save presets as .xml files, in MicrobeJ, click the save button in the 

middle, down below on the MicrobeJ interface.  

The percentages of each phenotype (average frequency ± SD of 3 biological replicates) were 

calculated based on the total number of forespores assayed at T2.5, T3, T3.5, T4, T4.5, & T5. 

n>800 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. 
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3.1 Disclaimer 

This is to acknowledge that Dr. Chris Rodrigues and Dr. Helena Chan oversaw the stage 1 and 

stage 2 assessment documents from which this Chapter derives. But Helena and Chris were 

not involved in compiling, editing, or reading this chapter as it is, in this thesis. Dr. Chris 

Rodrigues, Odika Chimezie Progress, and Ms Salwa Souka planned the experiments to make 

the ten different single mutations (N4A, D5A, Y6A, K8A, T11A, R25A, P38A, F44A, G45A, and 

P48A) in SpoIIIL ORF found in section 3.3.6. Ms Salwa Souka constructed the ten different 

single mutations (N4A, D5A, Y6A, K8A, T11A, R25A, P38A, F44A, G45A, and P48A) in SpoIIIL 

ORF, and Salwa did the first biological replicate of the heat-kills and first biological replicate of 

the imaging data found in section 3.3.6. Although the imaging data done by Salwa is not in this 

thesis. Dr. Helena Chan has contributed to the work presented in this chapter, by doing the 

fluorescence microscopy imaging of MalF-GFP and SpoIIIL-GFP presented in Figure 3.3.5. 
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3.2 Introduction to Results 

As previously stated, SpoIIIL is believed to be an A-Q complex protein28. Here however, we 

present data which suggests otherwise. Furthermore, we provide certain striking findings 

which in addition to the findings previously published28, also strongly suggest that SpoIIIL does 

actually take part in σG activation as previously reported14, albeit in a manner which ensures 

the timely activation of σG. However, during this spoIIIL-mediated σG activation, SpoIIIL 

localizes uniformly on the forespore periphery and inner membrane but later undergoes some 

proteolytic processing resulting in a change in its localization pattern from the initial uniform 

peripherial localization to a subsequent patchy-like cytoplasmic localization. It is suspected 

that this second localization pattern of SpoIIIL which appears as patches in the forespore 

cytoplasm is the conformation required to interact with σG conferring an inhibitory effect upon 

σG (Fig 3.1 D) thereby actively ensuring the down regulation of σG activity. This is because we 

observed that the time point (T3-T4; Fig 3.3 A & D) during which the localization pattern of 

SpoIIIL begins to change coincides with the time point during which σG activity begins to 

decline (Fig 3.1 D) in the wild type. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 SpoIIIL is required for spore shape and the timing of σG activity 

It has been previously reported that in the absence of SpoIIIL, the forespores appear rounder 

and with reduced σG activity, resulting in approximately 50% heat-resistant spores (relative to 

WT)28. In order to confirm and reproduce these previously reported findings quantitatively, 

and to re-validate these phenotypes, we utilized a dual-reporter strain containing two 

fluorescent reporters: PspoIIQ-cfp, and PsspB-yfp, under the control of forespore promoters 

recognized by the early and late forespore sigma factors σF and σG, respectively (Fig 3.1 A). σF 

is active in the forespore before σG, so σF-dependent CFP fluorescence serves as a proxy for 

identifying the forespore using image segmentation (see Materials and Methods) and 

measuring forespore shape (more precisely, “roundness”). The σG-dependent YFP 

fluorescence allows for quantification of σG activity. To compare forespore shape and σG 

activity in WT cells and the ∆spoIIIL mutant, we examined PspoIIQ-cfp, and PsspB-yfp signal during 

a sporulation time course.  Roundness in MicrobeJ goes by the heading “round”, and can be 

defined by the following equation thus: 4A/(pi*Major Axis2), where A = area and Major Axis = 

the major axis of best fit ellipse which is the longest distance or length between two points on 
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the circumference of the object being measured (in this case, “spore”) that also cuts exactly 

across the centre of the object125,126. A value of 1.0 designates perfect roundness. Therefore, 

forespores with values closer to 1.0 are rounder and less oblong than forespores with values 

closer to 0. Additionally, roundness is also the inverse of Aspect Ratio (AR). 

In terms of forespore shape, in WT cells, consistent with previous reports28,38,123 the 

developing forespore became less round (i.e. more oblong) over time and most forespores 

developed an oblong appearance (less roundness) at later stages of development: at T5, the 

average forespore roundness in WT forespores was 0.74 ± 0.076 (Fig 3.1 E). In comparison, in 

the ∆spoIIIL mutant, a majority of the developing forespores became rounder than WT 

overtime. At T5, the average forespore roundness in the ∆spoIIIL mutant was 0.82 ± 0.084 (Fig 

3.1 E). Statistical analysis indicated that the forespore shape differences between WT 

and ∆spoIIIL mutant at T5 were statistically significant (P<0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). 

While 46.9% of WT forespore had a roundness between 0.7-0.8,  only 19.6% of ∆spoIIIL mutant 

spores fell within this same range of roundness (Fig 3.1 F). Conversely, 54.4% of ∆spoIIIL 

mutant forespores had roundness values between 0.8 – 0.9 as opposed to just 16 % of WT 

forespores in this same range of roundness. These results confirm that SpoIIIL is indeed 

required for the correct formation of forespore shape. 

σG-dependent YFP fluorescence in the ∆spoIIIL mutant forespores was 18.7 ± 22.2 a.u and at 

T5 it was 40  ± 25 a.u (Fig 3.1 D). These results suggest that while spoIIIL is required for the 

proper timing of σG activity it is not required for maintaining σG activity late into development. 

To gain more insight into the relationship between σG activity and forespore shape, we 

examined σG activity and forespore shape at an individual cell level, utilizing scatter plots 

populating σG-dependent fluorescence against forespore roundness at T.3.5 and T4.5 (Fig 3.1 

B). In WT, comparing T3.5 and T4.5, there is a shift towards forespores becoming oblong (less 

round) and harbouring low σG activity later in development. To facilitate comparisons, and 

given the trend of the WT population shown in Fig. 3.1B, we determined the fraction of 

forespores at T.4.5 that harbour σG fluorescence below average as well as roundness below 

mean average (denoted by the grey shaded area on Fig. 3.1B - roundness >= 0.75 and σG-

dependent fluorescence <= 28.7). Mean average is similar in different strains. We considered 

these forespores to be over-representative of the WT phenotype in that they are more oblong 
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than average and harbour less σG activity than average: 44.9% of the WT forespores had these 

characteristics. 

 

Fig 3.1 Defects of the ΔspoIIIL single mutant in forespore shape (roundness), and σG activity. (A) 

Representative fluorescence microscopy images describing two fluorescent reporters: (PspoIIQ-cfp, false-

coloured green in merged images and PsspB-yfp, also false-coloured green in merged images, under the control 

of forespore promoters recognized by the early and late forespore sigma factors σF and σG respectively). Cell 

membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged 

images. (B) Scatter plots populating σG-dependent YFP fluorescence against forespore roundness at T.3.5 and 

T4.5 for wild type (WT), or (C) for ΔspoIIIL strains. (D) σG activity overtime for WT and ΔspoIIIL strains, (E) 

forespore roundness over time for WT and ΔspoIIIL strains, (F) Frequency distribution histogram of forespore 

roundness for WT (blue) and ΔspoIIIL single mutant (red) strains at T5, n>800. Error bars for D) and E) represent 

standard deviation of the population. 
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In terms of σG activity, in WT cells σG-dependent YFP fluorescence increased overtime, peaked 

at T3.5 and then declined between T4 and T5 (Fig 3.1 D). At T3.5, the average σG-dependent 

fluorescence in WT forespores was 30.2 ± 25 a.u and at T5, it was 11.5 ± 15 a.u (Fig 3.1 D). 

Interestingly, contrary to the idea that SpoIIIL plays a role in σG activity, in the ∆spoIIIL mutant 

forespores σG-dependent YFP fluorescence increased slightly later compared to WT, and on 

average remained at higher levels for a longer period of time (Fig 3.1 D).  

For comparison, only 5.9% of the ∆spoIIIL forespores were within these same WT parameters 

(Fig. 3.1C). Interestingly, in the ∆spoIIIL mutant alone, comparing T3.5 and T4.5, a number of 

forespores maintain their roundness and high-levels of σG-dependent YFP fluorescence as they 

develop (27.9%, green shaded area on Fig. 3.1C - corresponding to forespores with roundness 

>= 0.83 and σG-dependent fluorescence >= 41.7). For comparison, only 9.8% of the WT 

forespores were within these same ∆spoIIIL parameters (Fig. 3.1C). That the ∆spoIIIL mutant 

harbours rounder forespores with high levels of σG activity runs against the idea that SpoIIIL is 

in the A-Q complex genetic pathway, because A-Q complex mutants are characterized by low 

σG activity and rounder forespores. 

Collectively, the time course and single cell data suggest that SpoIIIL may not function in the 

A-Q complex genetic pathway, as it retains σG dependent fluorescence well into development, 

and some of its forespores are rounder with high σG activity. 

3.3.2 SpoIIIL does not synergize with the A-Q complex mutants in a similar manner 

The above data in section 3.2.1 suggest that SpoIIIL may not function in the A-Q complex 

genetic pathway. To explore this possibility further, we performed synergy studies with spoIIIL 

and other A-Q complex genes because synergistic phenotypes are expected for the double 

mutant of spoIIIL and any of the A-Q complex proteins if the role of spoIIIL in maintaining 

forespore morphology as well as σG activity is related to the same role of the A–Q complex123. 

As discussed in the Introduction (Section 1), deletion of A-Q complex genes is known to result 

in decreased σG activity, rounder forespores and reduced sporulation efficiency. If SpoIIIL 

participates in the A-Q complex pathway for σG activity and forespore shape, as hypothesized 

in the literature28, then one might expect double mutants of ∆spoIIIL with A-Q complex 

mutants to exhibit synergistic defects both in terms of σG activity and forespore shape. So, to 

test this idea, we took advantage of three A-Q complex mutants, ∆spoIIIAH, ∆gerM and 
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∆spoIIIAG* (SpoIIIAGK223E, a mutant of SpoIIIAG that is defective in oligomeric ring formation 

and exhibits reduced sporulation efficiency, impaired σG activity, as well as smaller 

forespores)38,41,56,80,123. Unlike deletion of other A-Q complex genes, these mutants are 

partially defective in σG activity and forespore shape, and result in relatively mild defects in 

sporulation efficiency. The reported sporulation efficiency of ∆spoIIIAH is 5% or 3.4% 38,123 and 

4.6% for ∆gerM 127 while ∆spoIIIAG* produces 22.3% spores123. We combined these A-Q 

complex mutants with the ∆spoIIIL mutant to generate ∆spoIIIL ∆spoIIIAH, ∆spoIIIL ∆gerM and 

∆spoIIIL ∆spoIIIAG* in the context of the dual-reporter strain described above in section 3.2.1. 

With these strains we then examined sporulation efficiency at T30, as well as σG activity and 

forespore shape at T4.5, at a single cell level. As controls, we examined sporulation efficiency, 

σG activity and forespore shape in the ∆spoIIIAH, ∆gerM and SpoIIIAG* single mutants alone 

(otherwise WT for spoIIIL). 

In the ∆spoIIIAH single mutant, consistent with previous data28,38,67 and when compared to 

WT, a large proportion of the forespores (88%) were rounder and had less σG activity (green 

shaded area on Fig. 3.2 B – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence 

<= 12.5 and roundness >= 0.74) while only about 2.8% of the forespores had the roundness 

and σG activity similar to WT (gray shaded area on Fig. 3.2 B – corresponding to forespores 

with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence <=12.5 and roundness <= 0.74). Furthermore, consistent 

with previous data, the ∆spoIIIAH single mutant had low sporulation efficiency (1.3%, Fig. 3.2 

E). In the ∆spoIIIL ∆spoIIIAH double mutant, when compared to the ∆spoIIIAH single mutant, 

there was an obvious shift towards forespores becoming rounder (closer to perfect roundness 

1) and harbouring low levels of σG-dependent YFP fluorescence: 61.7% of the forespores 

(green shaded area on Fig. 3.2B – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP 

fluorescence <=5.8 and roundness >= 0.88), whereas only 6.7% were rounder while also 

retaining the most σG activity (orange shaded area on Fig. 3.2 B – corresponding to forespores 

with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence >=5.8 and roundness >= 0.88). The green shaded area 

highlights the category of double mutant forespores that become more extreme in terms of 

A-Q complex mutant phenotypes (i.e. much rounder spores with least σG-dependent YFP 

fluorescence) while the orange shaded area highlights the category of double mutant 

forespores that are much rounder but retain σG activity. The forespores of this double mutant 

also had a much lower and drastically reduced sporulation efficiency of 0% (Fig. 3.2 E). 
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In the spoIIIAG* single mutant, consistent with previous data123 and when compared to WT, a 

large proportion of the spores (82%) were rounder and had less σG activity (green shaded area 

on Fig. 3.2 C – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence <= 13.4 and 

roundness >= 0.75) while only about 2.4% of the forespores had the roundness and σG activity 

similar to WT (gray shaded area on Fig. 3.2 C – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent 

YFP fluorescence <=13.4 and roundness <= 0.75). Inconsistent with published data123, the 

forespores of this mutant had a low sporulation efficiency of 2.15% (Fig. 3.2 E) similar to that 

of the ∆spoIIIAH single mutant. In the ∆spoIIIL ∆spoIIIAG* double mutant, when compared to 

the spoIIIAG* single mutant, there was also an obvious shift towards forespores becoming 

rounder (closer to perfect roundness 1) and harbouring low levels of σG-dependent YFP 

fluorescence as seen in 64.4% of the forespores (green shaded area on Fig. 3.2 C – 

corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence <=6.9 and roundness >= 

0.88 ), while only 9.3% were rounder and also had the most σG activity (orange shaded area 

on Fig. 3.2 C – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence >=6.9 and 

roundness >= 0.88). The green shaded area highlights the category of double mutant 

forespores that become more extreme in terms of A-Q complex mutant phenotypes (i.e. much 

rounder spores with least σG-dependent YFP fluorescence) while the orange shaded area 

highlights the category of double mutant forespores that are much rounder but retain σG 

activity. The forespores of this double mutant also had a much lower sporulation efficiency of 

0.0003% (Fig. 3.2 E). 
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Fig 3.2 Synergistic defects of the ΔspoIIIAH, ΔspoIIIAG*, ΔgerM single mutants and their double mutants with 

ΔspoIIIL in forespore shape (roundness), σG activity and sporulation efficiency. (A) Scatter plots populating σG-

dependent YFP fluorescence against forespore roundness at T4.5 for wild type (WT), or (B) for ΔspoIIIAH single 

mutant and ΔspoIIIAH ΔspoIIIL double mutant strains or (C) for ΔspoIIIAG* single mutant and  ΔspoIIIAG* ΔspoIIIL 

double mutant strains or (D) for ΔgerM single mutant and ΔgerM ΔspoIIIL double mutant strains. (E) Average 

sporulation efficiency data for WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔspoIIIAH, ΔspoIIIAG*, ΔgerM single mutants and the ΔspoIIIAH 

ΔspoIIIL, ΔspoIIIAG* ΔspoIIIL, ΔgerM ΔspoIIIL double mutants. Sporulation efficiency assays and microscopic 

image analyses were done as stated in the materials and methods section of this work. Error bars represent 

standard deviation of three biological replicates. (F) Representative fluorescence microscopy images at hour 4.5 

(T4.5) after the onset of sporulation showing the intensity of σG-dependent YFP fluorescence for WT, ΔspoIIIL, 

ΔspoIIIAH, ΔspoIIIAG*, ΔgerM single mutants and (G) for ΔspoIIIAH ΔspoIIIL, ΔspoIIIAG* ΔspoIIIL, ΔgerM ΔspoIIIL 

double mutants. σG-dependent YFP fluorescence was visualised using a YFP-fused σG-responsive forespore 

promoter (PsspB-yfp, false-coloured green in merged images). Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH 

fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 

In the ∆gerM single mutant, consistent with previous data127, and when compared to WT, 

almost 50% of the spores (48.4%) were rounder and had less σG activity (green shaded area 

on Fig. 3.2 D – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP fluorescence <= 13.4 and 

roundness >= 0.75) while only about 4.5% of the forespores had the roundness and σG activity 

similar to WT (gray shaded area on Fig. 3.2 D – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent 
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YFP fluorescence <=13.4 and roundness <= 0.75). Similar to published data127, the forespores 

of this single mutant also had low sporulation efficiency 0.79% (Fig. 3.2 E). In the ∆spoIIIL 

∆gerM double mutant, when compared to the ∆gerM single mutant, there was also an 

obvious shift towards forespores becoming rounder (closer to perfect roundness 1) and 

harbouring low levels of σG-dependent YFP fluorescence as seen in 78.8% of the forespores 

(green shaded area on Fig. 3.2 D – corresponding to forespores with σG-dependent YFP 

fluorescence <=26.7 and roundness >= 0.84 ), while only 15.5% were rounder and also had the 

most σG activity (orange shaded area on Fig. 3.2 D – corresponding to forespores with σG -

dependent YFP fluorescence >=26.7 and roundness >= 0.84). The green shaded area highlights 

the category of double mutant forespores that become more extreme in terms of A-Q complex 

mutant phenotypes (i.e. much rounder spores with least σG-dependent YFP fluorescence) 

while the orange shaded area highlights the category of double mutant forespores that are 

much rounder but retain σG activity. The forespores of this double mutant also had a much 

lower and drastically reduced sporulation efficiency of 0% (Fig. 3.2 E). 

Summarily, neither the percentages of the forespores (61.7%, 64.4%, 78.8%) in the green 

shaded area for the A-Q complex double mutants assayed (∆spoIIIL ∆spoIIIAH, ∆spoIIIL 

spoIIIAG*, ∆spoIIIL ∆gerM) respectively are all similar nor the percentages of the forespores 

(6.7%, 9.3%, 15.5%) in the orange shaded area for the A-Q complex double mutants assayed 

(∆spoIIIL ∆spoIIIAH, ∆spoIIIL spoIIIAG*, ∆spoIIIL ∆gerM) respectively are all similar (Fig 3.2 B, 

C & D). This phenomenon of inconsistent synergy is also seen in the sporulation efficiency data 

(0%, 0.0003%, 0%) respectively of the A-Q complex double mutants assayed (∆spoIIIL 

∆spoIIIAH, ∆spoIIIL spoIIIAG*, ∆spoIIIL ∆gerM) (see also Appendix I, Figure S3.2, S3.3, & S3.4). 

Collectively, these results therefore support the idea that SpoIIIL is unlikely to function in the 

A-Q complex pathway. However, another case scenario could be the possibility that SpoIIIL 

functions in the pathway of some but not all the A-Q complex mutants resulting thus in the so 

called inconsistent synergy. 

3.3.3 SpoIIIL localizes uniformly in the spore membrane and changes overtime 

To further determine if SpoIIIL is a component of the A-Q complex, we examined its 

localization pattern in the forespore. A-Q complex proteins have been shown to localize to the 

engulfing membranes of the developing forespore91. If SpoIIIL is part of the A-Q complex, then 
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we might expect it to also localize to the engulfing membranes of the forespore, from the 

forespore side. To do this, we first constructed and validated a C-terminal GFP fluorescent 

fusion to SpoIIIL: SpoIIIL-GFP (see Materials and Methods). To test if SpoIIIL-GFP is functional, 

SpoIIIL-GFP was inserted at an ectopic locus (yhdG) in a strain harbouring a deletion of spoIIIL, 

and the sporulation efficiency of the resulting strain was examined using the heat-kill assay. 

SpoIIIL-GFP was fully functional as the sole source of SpoIIIL, as it complemented the spoIIIL 

mutant and produced 93% heat-resistant spores (relative to WT, Fig. 3.3 E). Having validated 

SpoIIIL-GFP, we then examined its localization during a sporulation time course. 

As shown in Fig. 3.3 A, we did not observe SpoIIIL-GFP localization at the engulfing membrane 

at early time points (between T2 and T3), as the GFP signal was not seen forming a curved 

pattern that follows the engulfing membrane. Instead SpoIIIL-GFP appeared to localize 

uniformly throughout the forespore membranes, with some cytoplasmic signal. Thus, the 

localization of SpoIIIL-GFP is different from what has been reported for the A-Q complex 

proteins38,80,127–129. 

Interestingly, at T3.5 we noticed a change in SpoIIIL-GFP localization: although most 

forespores harboured uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization at the membrane, a subset of them 

appeared to display SpoIIIL-GFP as “patches” in the membrane or in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3.3 

B). Strikingly, at a later time point (T5.5), most forespores harboured the patchy SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization. These results suggest that SpoIIIL-GFP undergoes a change in localization at later 

stages of development. Consistent with this idea, quantification of the uniform and patchy 

localization of the SpoIIIL-GFP at T3.5 and T5.5 suggests a dramatic change in localization: at 

T3.5 90% of forespores had uniform localisation of SpoIIIL-GFP and 10% had patchy 

localization, whereas at T5.5 17% spores had uniform and 83% spores had patchy localization 

(Fig. 3.3 C). Thus, SpoIIIL initially localizes uniformly in the forespore membrane and then 

undergoes a change in localization as the forespore matures. 

The above localization data suggest that SpoIIIL does not become enriched in the engulfing 

membrane, and therefore is unlikely to be a component of the A-Q complex. 
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Fig 3.3 SpoIIIL-GFP localization in sporulating cells. (A) Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP during a 

sporulation time-course. GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were 

visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 
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2 μm. (B) Close-up of SpoIIIL-GFP localization at time-points T3.5 and T5.5, and wider view of a T5.5 merge, after 

the onset of sporulation. Fluorescence signals are false-coloured as in (A). Scale bar = 1 μm. (C) Quantification 

histogram showing proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 3 biological replicates) with uniform (blue) and patchy (red) 

SpoIIIL-GFP localization in wild-type cells at T3.5 and T5.5 after the onset of sporulation. n > 300 per replicate, 

per time-point, per strain. (D) Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating WT cells collected 

every hour between T2.5 and T5.5. As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T2.5 & T5.5 from 

a WT strain that does not contain GFP, and a cell lysate collected at T2.5 & T5.5 from a strain expressing 

cytoplasmic GFP were included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of 

SpoIIIL-GFP (~36.9 kDa) and GFP (~27.3 kDa) are indicated. (E) Average sporulation efficiency data for WT, 

ΔspoIIIL single mutant, and a ΔspoIIIL single mutant containing SpoIIIL-GFP at an ectopic locus. Sporulation 

efficiency assays were done as described in the materials and methods section of this work. Error bars represent 

standard deviation of three biological replicates. (F) Immunoblot analysis of GFP-SpoIIIL in cell lysates of 

sporulating WT cells collected every hour between T2.5 and T5.5. As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating cells 

collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP, and a cell lysate collected at T5.5 from a strain 

expressing cytoplasmic GFP were included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The 

position of GFP-SpoIIIL and GFP (~27.3 kDa) are indicated. 

3.3.4 The C- and N- terminal GFP fusions of SpoIIIL localizes in the same manner and are 

both not membrane exposed 

The above data suggests that SpoIIIL initially localizes uniformly in the forespore membrane 

before undergoing a change in its localization. However, it was not clear whether this change 

was a consequence of the fusion of GFP to the C-terminal end of the SpoIIIL ORF since the 

microscopic imaging data obtained so far has been with the C-terminal fusion of GFP to SpoIIIL. 

We therefore hypothesized that perhaps, a fusion of GFP to the N-terminal of end of the 

SpoIIIL ORF could yield a different result. In order to determine whether the change in SpoIIIL 

localization from uniform to patchy localization was not just the consequence of the fusion of 

GFP to the C-terminal end of the SpoIIIL ORF, we constructed an N-terminal fusion of GFP to 

the SpoIIIL ORF and imaged this strain under a fluorescence microscope hourly between 

timepoints T2.5 and T6.5. To test if GFP-SpoIIIL is functional, GFP-SpoIIIL was inserted at an 

ectopic locus (yhdG) in a strain harbouring a deletion of spoIIIL, and the sporulation efficiency 

of the resulting strain was examined using the heat-kill assay. GFP-SpoIIIL was fully functional 

as the sole source of SpoIIIL, as it complemented the spoIIIL mutant and produced 83% heat-

resistant spores relative to WT (Appendix I, Figure S3.1). 
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Interestingly, the microscopic data obtained from this experiment suggested that both the C-

terminal and N-terminal fusion of GFP to the SpoIIIL ORF behaved similarly under the 

fluorescence microscope. Thus, the change in SpoIIIL localization from the initial uniform 

localization pattern observed around T3.5 to the patchy localization pattern observed at later 

timepoints around T5.5 after the onset of sporulation, was consistent both in the C-terminal 

fusion, and in the N-terminal fusion of GFP to the SpoIIIL ORF (Fig 3.4 A & B). 

 

Fig 3.4 The C- and N- terminal GFP fusions of SpoIIIL localizes in the same manner. Fluorescence localization 

of SpoIIIL-GFP (A) and GFP-SpoIIIL (B) during a sporulation time-course, T2.5, T3.5, T4.5, T5.5, & T6.5. GFP signal 

is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 
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membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. SpoIIIL-GFP & GFP-SpoIIIL are 

both not surface-exposed and thus are not accessible to digestion by trypsin. Immunoblot analysis of 

protoplasted sporulating cells using anti-GFP antibodies. Cells expressed SpoIIIL-GFP (C), or GFP-SpoIIIL (D) as the 

sole source of SpoIIIL in strain ΔspoIIQ ΔspoIIIL (bPO85) or (bPO217) respectively. Cells were treated with trypsin 

in the presence and absence of the detergent Triton X-100. Consistent with the prediction that SpoIIIL is not likely 

membrane-anchored but might contain some transmembrane segments, it was not susceptible to trypsin 

digestion in the absence of Triton X-100. As controls, the immunoblot was performed for a membrane protein 

with an extracellular domain (SpoIIIAG) and for a cytoplasmic protein (FtsZ). 

Furthermore, our bioinformatics analysis of SpoIIIL suggested that it contains a patch of 

hydrophobic residues at the C-terminus as shown by the bioinformatics tool phobius 

employed for the prediction of transmembrane topology from the amino acid sequence of a 

protein130 (see Figure S6.2). But It was not certain whether this segment is definitely 

transmembrane or cytoplasmic or some sort of amphipathic helices. It might be noteworthy 

to state that amphipathic helices have separate hydrophobic and polar residues between two 

interphases of the helix which allows the helices to adsorb at polar and non-polar interfaces 

such as the lipid surfaces of cellular organelles. Since the topology of SpoIIIL was not yet 

reported anywhere in literature, and considering the initial fluorescence microscopy imaging 

data of SpoIIIL (Fig 3.3), we therefore predicted that SpoIIIL could be anchored in the forespore 

membrane via its hydrophobic segment, while its mostly non-cytoplasmic N-terminal region 

would be suspended within the forespore cytoplasm. To test these bioinformatic predictions, 

we investigated the topology of SpoIIIL using a protease accessibility assay131.  

Usually in the protease accessibility assay, cells are protoplasted so that proteins displayed at 

the cell surface would be directly accessible to the protease Trypsin, and then digested. But, 

if the protein in question resides in the cytoplasm, it would be inaccessible to protease 

digestion unless the membrane is solubilized by a detergent that solubilizes the membranes 

but does not interfere with trypsin proteolysis; in our case Triton X-100. To perform this assay, 

we expressed either SpoIIIL-GFP or GFP-SpoIIIL as the sole source of SpoIIIL in ΔspoIIQ ΔspoIIIL 

sporulating cells to ensure that the membrane proteins present in the inner and outer 

forespore membranes, probably including SpoIIIL, would not be artificially inaccessible as a 

result of protoplast engulfment75. Three reactions were included in the assay. The first 

reaction did not include the addition of any reagents to the protoplasted cells, while the 

second control reaction included the addition of trypsin to the protoplasted cells in order to 
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digest any surface-exposed proteins. Finally, in the third reaction, protoplasts were incubated 

in the presence of trypsin and Triton X-100. 

In this experiment, we employed two control reactions using a cytoplasmic protein FtsZ as 

well as SpoIIIAG, a protein previously shown to have a surface-exposed domain123. By 

immunoblotting with anti-FtsZ antibodies, we showed that FtsZ could only be digested by 

trypsin when Triton X-100 was added to the reaction (Figure 3.4.C & D; Appendix I, Figure 

S3.5). Since SpoIIIAG is a membrane protein with an extracellular domain, immunoblot 

analysis using anti- AG antibodies to the SpoIIIAG extracellular domain showed that it was 

accessible to the protease trypsin and was digested in the reaction devoid of Triton X-100 

(Figure 3.4 C & D). For either SpoIIIL-GFP or GFP-SpoIIIL immunoblotting, we used anti-GFP 

antibodies.  

Consistent with the bioinformatics predictions that SpoIIIL is not likely membrane-anchored 

but might contain some hydrophobic segments, and unlike the control SpoIIIAG, both SpoIIIL-

GFP and GFP-SpoIIIL were not susceptible to trypsin digestion in the absence of Triton X-100. 

This result indicates that SpoIIIL is not a membrane-embedded protein regardless of whether 

it contains a patch of hydrophobic residues anywhere in its ORF or not. Thus, this conclusion 

does not rule out the fact that SpoIIIL may contain hydrophobic residues which are 

amphipathic in nature, and could explain why SpoIIIL localizes close to the forespore 

membrane like a peripheral membrane protein. 

3.3.5 The C- terminal GFP fusion of SpoIIIL localizes differently from the C- terminal GFP 

fusion of a classical membrane protein, MalF 

Since we are certain that SpoIIIL localizes uniformly around the forespore membrane at early 

timepoints after the onset of sporulation and changes to a patchy-like phenotype at later 

timepoints after the onset of sporulation, we hypothesized that may be this phenomenon was 

not unique to SpoIIIL alone afterall. We reasoned that may be, other classical membrane 

associated proteins could exhibit this similar phenomenon as SpoIIIL. 

In order to ascertain that the characteristic localization phenotype of SpoIIIL wherein it 

localizes uniformly around the forespore membrane at early timepoints and subsequently as 

cytoplasmic patches in the forespore at later timepoints after the onset of sporulation was 

unique to SpoIIIL alone, we took advantage of a strain in the Rodrigues lab wherein GFP was 
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already expressed at the C-terminus of a classical membrane protein MalF, and imaged it 

hourly between T3 & T7, alongside SpoIIIL-GFP under a fluorescence microscope, after the 

onset of Sporulation. 

While MalF-GFP localized uniformly around the membrane surrounding the forespore across 

all timepoints assayed, SpoIIIL-GFP on the other hand retained its characteristics uniform 

localization at early timepoints after the onset of sporulation around T3 and changed to a 

patchy phenotype later around T5 after the onset of sporulation (Fig 3.5).  

 

 

Fig 3.5 The C- terminal GFP fusion of SpoIIIL localizes differently from the C- terminal GFP fusion of a classical 

membrane protein, MalF. Fluorescence localization of MalF-GFP (A) and SpoIIIL-GFP (B) during a sporulation 

time-course, T3, T4, T5, T6, & T7. GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were 

visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are then false-coloured red in merged images. Scale 

bar = 2 μm. 

Therefore, this data confirms that the change in SpoIIIL’s localization pattern from uniform 

around the forespore membrane at early timepoints after the onset of sporulation, to patchy-
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like patterns within the forespore cytoplasm at later timepoints after the onset of sporulation, 

is a special feature of SpoIIIL.  

3.3.6 Ten different single mutations (N4A, D5A, Y6A, K8A, T11A, R25A, P38A, F44A, G45A, 

and P48A) in the SpoIIIL ORF do not disrupt normal SpoIIIL localization pattern 

Site-directed mutagenesis is a molecular genetics approach that assists in deciphering protein 

structure-function relationships and fathoming protein-protein interactions, and involves the 

substitution of single non-alanine residues with alanine to generate mutant libraries for 

functional testing. This tool facilitates the discovery of residues in a protein ORF that are not 

only essential to a proteins’ function and structure but also critical in the proteins interactions 

and behaviours within its native milieu132. 

The data above (section 3.3.4) indicates that SpoIIIL is not a membrane-embedded protein 

although it was predicted to also contain a patch of hydrophobic residues at the C-terminus 

of its ORF among other residues. Recall, It was not certain whether this hydrophobic residues 

containing segment constitutes amphipathic helices in the SpoIIIL ORF. Since amphipathic 

helices have separate hydrophobic and polar residues between two interphases of the helix 

which allows them to adsorb at polar and non-polar interfaces such as the lipid surfaces of 

cellular organelles, one might suspect that the predicted amphipathic nature of the SpoIIIL 

ORF may contribute to the ability of SpoIIIL to localize around the forespore membrane.  

We therefore hypothesized that particular residues in the SpoIIIL ORF may be responsible for 

certain characteristic functions or features of SpoIIIL such as its localization around the 

forespore membrane (as seen in section 3.3.5), and that altering or disrupting the native 

structure or conformation of SpoIIIL by replacing one or more conserved residues of the 

SpoIIIL ORF with a physicochemically innocuous residue like alanine, could result in a 

significant change in SpoIIIL’s phenotype and function. 

In order to ascertain whether any single amino acid residue in the SpoIIIL ORF is responsible 

for the observed SpoIIIL phenotype, we constructed and localized 10 different single 

mutations of the SpoIIIL ORF by replacing 10 different conserved amino acid residues133 in the 

SpoIIIL ORF with alanine (see Figure S6.3) and imaged the 10 different strains under a 

fluorescence microscope at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization, after 
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the onset of sporulation (Fig 3.6 A & B). Before the imaging, we tested whether the 10 different 

single mutation harbouring strains of SpoIIIL-GFP were functional, by inserting each SpoIIIL-

GFP ORF harbouring a single amino acid residue substitution with alanine, at an ectopic locus 

(yhdG) in a strain harbouring a deletion of spoIIIL, and examining the sporulation efficiency of 

the resulting strains via heat-kill assay (see methods section). In all ten single mutation strains 

assayed, SpoIIIL-GFP appeared fully functional as the sole source of SpoIIIL, as it 

complemented the spoIIIL mutant and produced mostly ~ 100% heat-resistant spores (relative 

to WT, Fig. 3.6 C) except for the G45A mutation where glycine was replaced with alanine at 

the 45th amino acid position of the SpoIIIL ORF, which yielded ~ 70% heat-resistant spores. 

Glycine to Alanine switching has been predicted to bring about moderate and localised 

structural alterations, alongside a heightened dynamic in the backbone and modifications to 

the hydrogen bonding style of the protein134. This may suggest that a certain measure of 

flexibility or rigidity in the structure of SpoIIIL is required for its optimal function and 

localization around the forespore inner membrane. 

However, the data obtained revealed no significant alteration or change in the localization 

pattern of SpoIIIL across all the 10 single mutations assayed when compared to wild type (Fig. 

3.6 A & B). It is not clear whether the effect of the substitution of a single amino acid residue 

in the SpoIIIL ORF with alanine was too negligible to elicit a significant structure-function 

defect in SpoIIIL or whether the cell successfully compensated for alterations resulting from 

the site-directed mutagenesis of SpoIIIL.  
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Fig 3.6 Ten different single mutations (N4A, D5A, Y6A, K8A, T11A, R25A, P38A, F44A, G45A, and P48A) in the 

SpoIIIL ORF do not disrupt normal SpoIIIL localization pattern. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP in 10 

different single mutations in SpoIIIL ORF at T3.5 (A) and at T5.5 (B) after the onset of sporulation. GFP signal is 

false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye and are then false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. (C) Average sporulation 

efficiency data for WT, ΔspoIIIL single mutant, and 10 different single mutation strains of the SpoIIIL ORF. 

Sporulation efficiency assays were done as described in the materials and methods section of this work. Error 

bars represent standard deviation of 2 biological replicates. 

3.3.7 The change in SpoIIIL-GFP localization is due to proteolysis 

The above data suggests SpoIIIL undergoes a change in localization. We hypothesized that this 

change in localization could be the result of proteolytic processing or cleavage of the GFP 

portion of SpoIIIL-GFP (these hypotheses are not mutually exclusive). To further investigate 

the change of SpoIIIL-GFP localization from uniform to patchy during spore development, we 

conducted immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating cells collected 

every hour between T2.5 and T5.5. As controls, we included a cell lysate from sporulating cells 
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collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP. Anti-GFP antibodies were used 

to detect SpoIIIL-GFP in the immunoblot.  

As shown in the immunoblot data in Fig. 3.3 D & F, a band corresponding to green fluorescent 

protein (GFP, ~27.3 kDa) was observed in the control lysates containing cytoplasmic GFP at 

T2.5 & T5.5 in the N-terminal fusion and C-terminal fusion of GFP to SpoIIIL. 

For the wild-type lysates containing SpoIIIL fused to GFP, at T2.5 – T5.5, when counting 

downwards from higher molecular weight to lower molecular weight, four bands 

corresponding to the size of SpoIIIL-sfGFP (~36.9 kDa) were detected (see Fig 3.3 D&F). These 

four bands were not detected in the control lysates. At T2.5 and T3.5, all the visible bands 

(usually the first and topmost band, the second band, and the bottom or fourth band) 

appeared fainter compared to bands seen at later time points. At T4.5 and T5.5, all the visible 

bands were bolder except the top most or first band corresponding to full-length SpoIIIL-GFP 

which was usually observed to become fainter. Also, the third band was always observed to 

increase its intensity with time. Generally, the intensity of the full-length SpoIIIL-GFP band 

decreased over time, while the intensity of SpoIIIL-GFP cleavage products increased with time. 

This pattern is suggestive of the accumulation of SpoIIIL-GFP’s products of proteolytic 

processing at later stages of spore maturation. This was consistent with the hypothesis that 

the patchy phenotype of SpoIIIL-GFP observed at later time points in spore development (Fig. 

3.3 B) might be the direct result of some form of proteolytic processing or degradation. 

The data presented so far suggests that the change in SpoIIIL-GFP localization from uniform 

to patchy during development is the result of proteolysis. To begin to understand the 

mechanism of SpoIIIL proteolysis, we hypothesized that SpoIIIL-GFP proteolysis may require a 

specific protease in the forespore. The forespore harbours three known proteases, SpoIVB, 

LonB, CtpB under σF control. SpoIVB is a serine protease that participates in pro-σK processing 

in the mother cell and in CtpB cleavage84. Although this protease is transcribed in very low 

amounts under σF control, a large portion of its transcription in the forespore is σG-

dependent84,114,135. CtpB shares certain similarities with SpoIVB in that it is also a serine 

protease which takes part in pro-σK processing and functions in the intracellular space 

between the mother cell and the forespore24,84,136. CtpB is transcribed under the control of 

both σE and σG 84.  
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Fig 3.7 SpoIIIL-GFP proteolysis depends on SpoIVB. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP in WT cells as well 

as in the absence of three forespore proteases LonB, CtpB and SpoIVB at T3.5 when most forespores harbour 

uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization 

(B).  GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH 

fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm.  (C) Immunoblot 

analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating WT and ΔspoIVB single mutant strains collected every hour 

between T2.5 and T5.5. As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that 

does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of 

SpoIIIL-GFP and GFP are indicated. 
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LonB on the other hand is a Lon-like ATP-dependent protease that functions in protein quality 

control, and has been shown to localize in the forespore membranes early during spore 

development and in the entire forespore at later stages of spore development137,138. We 

reasoned that one or more of these forespore proteases may be involved in SpoIIIL proteolysis 

and the change in localization pattern from uniform to patchy. 

To test this we localized SpoIIIL-GFP in the absence of these proteases at T3.5 when most 

forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization. If our hypothesis is correct, then we would expect to 

observe less forespores with patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization at T5.5, compared to WT, in one 

or more of the protease mutant backgrounds. 

In the ∆lonB mutant or ∆ctpB mutant background, there was no obvious difference in the 

localization pattern of SpoIIIL compared to WT. Like WT, in these two mutants, most 

forespores harboured patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization at T5.5. Strikingly, in the ∆spoIVB 

mutant, most forespores retained the uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization observed at T3.5, at 

T5.5 (Fig 3.2.7 A & B). In contrast to WT forespores, quantification of the number of forespores 

with uniform and patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization in the ∆spoIVB mutant revealed that 36% 

were patchy and 64% were uniform at T5.5 (Fig 3.8). Therefore, the change in SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization from uniform to patchy is connected to the forespore protease SpoIVB (Fig 3.7 A 

& B) but not to LonB or CtpB. 

Interestingly, when the Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating WT 

strains as described earlier in this same section was repeated for the ΔspoIVB single mutant 

strain, when counting downwards from higher molecular weight to lower molecular weight, 

it was observed that the third band was absent at all time points. This was however in contrast 

to what was observed for the wild type immunoblot results where all four bands were always 

present (Fig 3.7 C).  In summary, these results suggest that the protease SpoIVB is particularly 

required for the proteolysis of SpoIIIL. 

3.3.8 The forespore protease SpoIVB, and its catalytic site (SpoIVB*) are required for 

SpoIIIL localization & stability 

The above data (section 3.3.7) suggests that SpoIVB is required for the proteolysis and change 

in localization of SpoIIIL. Now that we know that the forespore protease SpoIVB is largely 
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responsible for the proteolysis of SpoIIIL, we wondered whether the catalytic site of SpoIVB is 

actually responsible for the observed change in the localization pattern of SpoIIIL from uniform 

localization at early time points T2.5 and T3.5 after the onset of sporulation, to the patchy 

phenotype observed at later time points T4.5, T5.5, and T6.5 after the onset of sporulation. 

Hence, we took advantage of a ΔspoIVB* strain that is defective only in the catalytic site of 

SpoIVB, and imaged it under a fluorescence microscope at T3.5 and T5.5 after the onset of 

sporulation. Thus, in the ΔspoIVB* mutant, the SpoIVB protein is present but cannot carry out 

its protease activity139 and consequently may not be able to elicit the proteolysis of SpoIIIL-

GFP which had resulted in the SpoIIIL’s patchy phenotype observed at T5.5 (Fig 3.7 B) 

If our hypothesis is correct, then we would also expect to observe much less or no forespores 

with patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization at T5.5 as was observed in the ΔspoIVB mutant, compared 

to WT. As hypothesized, spores of the ΔspoIVB* mutant behaved like those of the ΔspoIVB 

mutant, showing much less or no cytoplasmic patches at T5.5 compared to WT (Fig 3.8 A - F). 

In contrast to WT forespores where 83% were patchy and 17% were uniform at T5.5, 

quantification of the number of forespores with uniform and patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization 

in the ∆spoIVB* mutant revealed that 30% were patchy and 70% were uniform at T5.5 (Fig 3.8 

D-F). And this ∆spoIVB* mutant quantification data was consistent with the ∆spoIVB single 

mutant data where 24% spores were patchy and 75% spore were uniform at T5.5 h after the 

onset of sporulation. 

To further investigate whether the catalytic site of the SpoIVB* mutant particularly mediates 

the resultant patchy-cytoplasmic phenotype observed in WT as well as the hypothesized 

accumulation of SpoIIIL-GFP’s products of proteolytic processing at later stages of spore 

maturation (Fig 3.3), we conducted an immunoblot assay of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of 

sporulating ΔspoIVB single mutant, and ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutants strains at T3.5 when most 

forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (Fig 3.8 G). As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating 

cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-GFP 

was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies, and its position on the blot is indicated 

accordingly. 
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Fig 3.8 SpoIVB, and the SpoIVB*catalytic mutant influences SpoIIIL localization. Fluorescence localization of 

SpoIIIL-GFP in WT cells, ΔspoIVB single mutant, and ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutants strains at T3.5 when most 

forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy 

SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B). GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were 

visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 

2 μm. (C) Schematic description of the predominant SpoIIIL-GFP uniform and patchy (non-uniform) localization 

patterns in WT cells, ΔspoIVB single mutant, and ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutant strains at time-points T3.5 and T5.5 

after the onset of sporulation. (D) Quantification histogram showing proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 3 biological 
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replicates) with uniform (blue) and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP localization in WT cells at T3.5 and T5.5 after the 

onset of sporulation. n > 300 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. (E) Quantification histogram showing 

proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 3 biological replicates) with uniform (blue) and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization in ΔspoIVB single mutant strains at T3.5 and T5.5 after the onset of sporulation. n > 300 per replicate, 

per time-point, per strain. (F) Quantification histogram showing proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 3 biological 

replicates) with uniform (blue) and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP localization in ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutant strains at 

T3.5 and T5.5 after the onset of sporulation. n > 300 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. (G) Immunoblot 

analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating ΔspoIVB single mutant, and ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutants strains 

at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization. As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a 

WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. 

The positions of SpoIIIL-GFP bands are indicated. 

Consistent with our hypothesis, Immunoblot analysis of the ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutant (Fig. 

3.8 G) was similar to the immunoblot data obtained for the ΔspoIVB single mutant (Fig. 3.7 C, 

& Fig 3.8 G). The immunoblot data which would always show four bands in WT scenario at 

T5.5, only showed three bands for both the ΔspoIVB single mutant and the ΔspoIVB* catalytic 

mutant. In both the ΔspoIVB single mutant and the ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutant, when counting 

downwards from higher molecular weight to lower molecular weight, the top most SpoIIIL-

GFP band was most faint at T5.5, while the intensity of the second and fourth bands increased 

at T5.5. 

Generally, in the WT, when counting downwards from higher molecular weight to lower 

molecular weight, there appears to always be an increase in the intensity of the second, the 

third, and the fourth SpoIIIL-GFP protein bands, while the intensity of the first SpoIIIL-GFP 

band decreases over time as seen in the previous western blot images (like in Fig. 3.2). But in 

the ΔspoIVB single mutant and the ΔspoIVB* catalytic mutant, the third band is absent at all 

time points assayed, while there is an observed increase in the intensity of the second and 

fourth protein bands at T5.5.  

In summary, these results suggest that the catalytic site of SpoIVB as well as the protease 

SpoIVB itself, are both particularly required for the characteristic localization pattern and 

stability of SpoIIIL. 
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3.3.9 SpoIIQ, and consequently the engulfing membrane is required to maintain the 

stability and proper localization pattern of SpoIIIL  

It is a well known fact that during engulfment, a transenvelope complex, called the A-Q 

complex, assembles in the membranes surrounding the forespore14,59,127 (see introduction). 

Upon engulfment completion, the forespore becomes suspended in the mother cell cytoplasm 

as a free protoplast (or endospore) surrounded by two membranes, an inner membrane 

deriving from the forespore as well as an outer membrane deriving from the mother cell29,57,58. 

The A-Q complex assembles in these membranes enveloping the spore, with the extracellular 

domain of SpoIIQ interacting with the extracellular domain of SpoIIIAH to establish a 

transenvelope connection between the mother cell and the forespore14,21,26,97–99. Consistent 

with this interaction, SpoIIIAH localization within the forespore outer membranes depends on 

SpoIIQ14,21,63,98. It is believed that the A-Q complex proteins localize to the engulfing 

membranes and are required to maintain or mediate the physiology and transcription 

potential of the forespore, as well as the activity of the late forespore σ factor, σG14,47,63. Hence, 

the A-Q complex which is primarily stabilized by the SpoIIQ-AH interaction, is also required for 

the stability of the membranes encompassing around the forespore. 

To determine if SpoIIQ and the membranes surrounding the forespore are required for the 

proper localization of SpoIIIL, we imaged SpoIIIL-GFP hourly on a time course under a 

fluorescence microscope from T1.5 to T6.5 after the onset of sporulation, both in WT 

condition and in the absence of SpoIIQ.  

As hypothesized, the proper localization of SpoIIIL was significantly disrupted in the absence 

of SpoIIQ (Fig 3.9). The normal WT localization phenotype with SpoIIIL localizing uniformly 

around the forespore beginning at early timepoints T2.5 and also localizing within the 

forespore as patches at later timepoints beyond T3.5 was evident, but this was not the case 

in the SpoIIQ mutant. In the SpoIIQ single mutant however, SpoIIIL-GFP was seen as single or 

multiple green fluorescent foci or dots within the forespore cytoplasm. This data however 

prompted us to consider the possibility that SpoIIQ and consequently the membranes 

surrounding the forespore may also be influencing the stability of SpoIIIL. 
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Fig 3.9 SpoIIQ is required for the stability and proper localization of SpoIIIL. Fluorescence localization of 

SpoIIIL-GFP in WT cells (A), and ΔspoIIQ single mutants (B), during a sporulation time-course. GFP signal is false-

coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane 
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dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. (C) The A-Q Complex integral protein 

SpoIIQ and consequently, the engulfing membrane, influences SpoIIIL stability. Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-

GFP in cell lysates of sporulating WT cells as well as ΔspoIIQ single mutant strains at T3.5 and at T5.5. As controls, 

a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. 

SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of SpoIIIL-GFP four bands is indicated. 

To further determine whether SpoIIQ and consequently the membranes surrounding the 

forespore are required for the stability of SpoIIIL, we performed Immunoblot analysis of 

SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating WT cells as well as in cell lysates of ΔspoIIQ single 

mutant strains at T3.5 and at T5.5. As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at 

T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immuno-

detected using anti-GFP antibodies.  

Generally, in the WT immunoblot at T5.5, when counting downwards from higher molecular 

weight to lower molecular weight, four SpoIIIL-GFP bands are always present. In the ΔspoIIQ 

single mutant however, all four bands usually observed in WT condition were either absent or 

too negligible to be noticed, at all time points assayed.  

In summary, these results suggest that SpoIIQ and consequently the membranes surrounding 

the forespore are required for the proper localization pattern as well as the stability of SpoIIIL. 

This summary does not exclude the fact that the absence of SpoIIQ might be eliciting a much 

wider spectrum of cellular effects upon the forespore and that SpoIIIL may just be one of the 

recipients of this much wider spectrum of cellular effect. 

3.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, building upon our hypothesis that SpoIIIL is required for σG regulation, 

forespore morphology, and undergoes proteolysis within the forespore, we found that SpoIIIL 

contributes to the timely regulation of σG and that the σG dependent forespore resident 

protease SpoIVB and its catalytic site are required for the change in localization as well as the 

stability of SpoIIIL. We also found that the manner of localization of SpoIIIL is inconsistent with 

the characteristic localization pattern of the A-Q complex proteins thereby supporting our 

hypothesis that SpoIIIL is unlikely to be a component of the A-Q complex. 

Furthermore, microscopic analysis revealed that the localization pattern of SpoIIIL remained 

consistent when either the C-terminal or N-terminal fusion of GFP to SpoIIIL ORF was analysed. 
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Also, site directed mutagenesis of the SpoIIIL ORF at 10 different sites also did not affect the 

localization phenotype of SpoIIIL. In summary, protease accessibility assay of both the C-

terminal and N-terminal GFP fusions of SpoIIIL revealed that SpoIIIL is not surface exposed 

suggesting that SpoIIIL is inaccessible from the intermembrane space. 
 

3.4.1 What is the role of SpoIIIL 

Our data so far suggests that the role of SpoIIIL revolves mainly around spore shape and σG 

regulation (Fig 3.1 D & E). How SpoIIIL contributes to shape is not yet clear but may likely 

depend on its interaction with certain spore coat and cortex proteins since spore envelope 

composition and dynamics is strongly linked to shape91. Therefore, future work will investigate 

the relationship between SpoIIIL and key envelope proteins as well as proteins involved in 

envelope synthesis in order to reveal the exact mechanism by which SpoIIIL influences spore 

shape. Additionally, since spoIIIL is required for the proper timing of σG activity, but not for 

maintaining σG activity late into spore development (Fig 3.1 D), a possible role for SpoIIIL could 

be that it is involved in the regulation of σG activity. How SpoIIIL manages to contribute to the 

regulation of σG activity is also not completely clear. However, a possible explanation could be 

that a certain amount of indirect interaction of SpoIIIL with the forespore DNA, is important 

in order to ensure timely σG activation as well as timely σG downregulation. Interestingly, this 

inference is deduced from the observation that at T3.5 when SpoIIIL localized uniformly 

around the forespore membranes (Fig 3.3 A) and probably furthest away from the forespore 

DNA, σG activity was highest in the WT (Fig 3.1 D) and at time points around or after T5 when 

SpoIIIL started localizing as patches in the forespore cytoplasm, probably closer in proximity 

to the forespore DNA, that σG activity was also decreasing further. Future work encompassing 

SpoIIIL-DNA interactions as well as protein-DNA co-localization studies could reveal the 

possible underlying mechanisms of interaction and effects of proximity of SpoIIIL with the DNA 

during spore development. 

3.4.2 What is the significance of SpoIIIL’S localization and SpoIVB mediated proteolysis 

The localization pattern of SpoIIIL differs from the localization pattern of the A-Q complex 

proteins as already previously mentioned above because SpoIIIL is not enriched at the 

engulfing membrane. Certain Bacillus subtilis proteins which affect spore shape like SsdC 

localizes as a ring-like structure in the peripherial mothercell membrane towards the mother 
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cell proximal pole of the forespore91. Since SpoIIIL affects shape and shape is strongly linked 

to the spore envelope, some integral envelope proteins like SpoIVA, SpoVM and SpoVID have 

therefore been compared to SpoIIIL. These envelope proteins appear to closely follow the 

mother cell membrane as it engulfs the forespore and sometimes form an almost complete 

ring of fluorescence as seen with SpoIIIL140. Our data however does not suggest that SpoIIIL is 

an envelope protein considering the fact that it localizes in the cytoplasm at later stages of 

spore development and has not been implicated in successive scaffold formation like the 

envelope proteins.  

An interesting question that remains unanswered is why the significant change in SpoIIIL 

localization from uniform localization around the membrane surrounding the forespore to 

patchy-like localization in the forespore cytoplasm. It is common knowledge that certain post-

translational modifications of a protein often result in new or modified biological activities141. 

Although our data suggest that the forespore resident protease SpoIVB and its catalytic site 

are required for this change in localization as well as the stability of SpoIIIL (Fig 3.3 & Fig 3.7 A 

& B, & Fig 3.8), it is yet to be clearly established whether the change is directly related to 

SpoIIIL’s function. Therefore, future work will seek to establish the link between the 

posttranslational modification of SpoIIIL and its consequent biological activity. Furthermore, 

highly sophisticated microscopic tools will be employed to reveal possible similarities between 

the localization pattern of SpoIIIL, the shape-influencing envelope proteins, as well as any 

sporulation protein that may localize in similar manner as SpoIIIL. 

3.4.3 SpoIIIL is unlikely to be a component of the A-Q complex  

In this study we have been able to show that the 59 amino acid, 9.6kDa forespore resident 

protein called SpolllL, that is transcribed under σF 28 and has a ~50% sporulation efficiency (Fig 

3.2.E & 3.3E) is unlikely to be a component of the A-Q complex. Similar to what was obtained 

in this study (Fig 3.2 E), the reported sporulation efficiency for the A-Q complex single mutants 

is around 0.001 – 0.003% except ΔspoIIIAH and ΔgerM with ~5% 38,127, or ΔspoIIQ with 0.01% 
127. That the ΔspoIIIL single mutant shows a sporulation efficiency of ~50% clearly indicates 

that it really does not impact the cell as much as the other A-Q complex proteins do and 

therefore cannot be said to be as vital for sporulation as the other A-Q complex proteins. 
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Furthermore, the unquantified phenotypes of the A-Q complex proteins as previously 

reported also includes rounder & irregular forespores, as well as reduced σG activity 
28,38,62,67,80,123,127,129. In this work however, the roundness phenotype of the forespore as well 

as the σG activity has been quantified for SpoIIIL and for three select A-Q complex proteins 

namely SpoIIILAH, SpoIIIAG* and GerM (see section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). Generally, spores of the 

ΔspoIIIL single mutant became rounder than WT overtime (Fig 3.1 E&F) but not rounder than 

the spores of the A-Q complex single mutants (Fig 3.2 A-D). Also, the defect in σG activity 

observed for the A-Q complex is generally more severe than that observed for SpoIIIL (Fig 3.2 

A-D). It is common knowledge that the A-Q complex maintains the transcription potential as 

well as σG activity of the spore80. Our results suggest that while spoIIIL is required for the 

proper timing of σG activity, it is not required for maintaining σG activity late into development 

(Fig 3.1 D). 

Summarily, the reported localization pattern of the A-Q complex proteins 38,80,127–129 is not 

consistent with the observed localization pattern of SpoIIIL (Fig 3.3 A & B). While the A-Q 

complex proteins are enriched in, and follow the engulfing membrane, SpoIIIL was not 

observed to behave in a similar manner. Instead, SpoIIIL was observed to localize uniformly 

around the forespore membrane at a time point that coincides with the completion of 

engulfment and changed its localization later in development to look like intriguing patchy-

like structures in the forespore cytoplasm (Fig 3.3 A & B). The reason for the change in 

localization for SpoIIIL from uniform-membrane localization to patchy-cytoplasmic localization 

is not yet entirely clear. However, this manner of localization which is inconsistent with the 

characteristic localization pattern of the A-Q complex proteins only seem to further support 

our hypothesis that SpoIIIL is unlikely to be a component of the A-Q complex. This result 

chapter successfully leads us to the next result chapter where we see more of the connection 

between spore shape, cortex assembly and peptidoglycan precursor biosynthesis as well as 

the involvement of a strong genetic partner alongside SpoIIIL in the spore shape 

determination pathway. 
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4 Chapter Four 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SpoIIIL and MurAB are strongly required 

for cortex synthesis and sporogenesis 
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4.1 Disclaimer 

This is to acknowledge that Chris Rodrigues, has contributed to the work presented in this 

chapter, by developing the Tn-seq screen on the SpoIIIL mutant and for providing all the Tn-

seq data that was then used to identify potential hits in the spoIIIL mutant background.  
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4.2 Introduction to results 

According to the data presented so far (in results section 3 above and in Meeske et al,28), 

SpoIIIL seems to be significantly involved in the spore shape determination pathway as well as 

in σG regulation pathway, although it was not clear whether SpoIIIL was more involved in 

either pathway than the other. In cells lacking SpoIIIL, the forespore becomes smaller and 

rounder, and σG activity is improperly regulated (Fig 3.1). 

It is well documented that the development of the spore is intimately tied to the 

morphogenesis of its multi-layered envelope and the maintenance of bacterial shape is linked 

to the organization, assembly and remodelling of the cell envelope and sacculus91,142–145. 

In this chapter, following the transposon-sequencing data obtained by C. Rodrigues, and via 

microscopic and immunoblot analysis, we investigated the possible genetic pathways and 

essential genetic partners of the poorly-characterized gene renamed as spoIIIL (previously 

known as yqzE) during sporulation. Hence, we discovered that murAB is required for 

sporulation in cells lacking spoIIIL although MurAB is not required for the stability and 

localization of SpoIIIL. Finally, our data illustrated the strong synergy that exist between SpoIIIL 

and MurAB in the cortex assembly genetic pathway during sporulation in B. subtilis. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Tn-seq rationale and the identification of MurAB 

To get a clearer understanding of which pathway to better categorize SpoIIIL, a transposon 

sequencing (Tn-seq) experiment was performed28,97. Tn-seq is an analysis that is done to 

discover potential genes that become essential in a mutant background. This is indicated by 

the amount of transposable elements or transposons inserted by a transposase enzyme into 

the genetic sequence of the discovered genes. Thus, the discovered genes could reveal vital 

genetic interaction partners of SpoIIIL and the cellular pathways they are required in (see 

materials and methods section 2.8)28,146–148. 

 

Fig 4.1: Transposon sequencing reveals genes that are important for sporulation in the absence of spoIIIL. (A) 

Tn-seq profile at the murAB genomic loci (shaded region) showing many transposon insertions in WT (bDR2413) 

and none in the spoIIIL mutant (bCR1236). Tn-seq profiles were prepared using the genome browser and 

annotation tool (Artemis) for all libraries after 24 hrs growth and sporulation in exhaustion medium. Height of 

vertical red or blue lines represent the number of transposon-sequencing reads at each position. Shaded regions 

illustrate the significant reduction in sequencing reads at the murAB loci.  
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For example, when a WT strain and a mutant strain like ΔspoIIIL are exposed to the same 

transposons or the same transposase enzyme which incorporates transposons into 

susceptible genes, the transposons are then incorporated into certain genes in both the WT 

strain and the ΔspoIIIL strain. If transposons are incorporated into a hypothetical “gene A” in 

the WT strain, but not incorporated into the same “gene A” in the ΔspoIIIL mutant, then “gene 

A”, also refered to as a Tn-seq hit, is therefore considered to be essential for sporulation only 

in the ΔspoIIIL strain (see materials and methods section 2.8).  

The analysis of the Tn-seq data identified a set of potential genes that appear to be required 

for sporulation specifically in the absence of spoIIIL. For instance, (in Fig 4.1 above), murAB 

accepts transposon insertions in the WT background.  

Interestingly, validation of the Tn-seq screen revealed that murAB neither tolerated nor 

accepted transposon insertions in the ΔspoIIIL mutant strain when compared to the wild-type 

strain. Since transposon insertions were largely underrepresented in the ΔspoIIIL mutant 

especially at the murAB foci, murAB was therefore considered vital for sporulation in the 

ΔspoIIIL mutant background but not in the wild-type background. 

4.3.2 The other Tn-seq hits SpsD, McsB, SsdC, PbpF, discovered alongside MurAB, neither 

synergizes strongly with SpoIIIL nor influences SpoIIIL localization 

The Tn-seq data obtained so far (section 4.3.1) suggests that MurAB is required for sporulation 

in the absence of SpoIIIL. Considering the fact that the peptidoglycan precursor biosynthesis 

(UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-carboxyvinyltransferase) gene murAB which is also required for 

efficient spore engulfment79,149,150 synergizes strongly with SpoIIIL, we wondered whether the 

other Tn-seq hits discovered alongside murAB also synergizes strongly with SpoIIIL in 

sporulation. This is usually the validation step required to determine how essential these 

genes are during sporulation when combined with spoIIIL. The discovered Tn-seq hits to be 

assayed were spsD, which takes part in spore coat polysaccharide synthesis, and is required 

for spore crust assembly and legionaminic acid synthesis151; ctpB, a carboxy-terminal 

processing serine protease that cuts spoIVFA, resulting in processing of pro-SigK as well as the 

control of sigK25,84,135,136; mcsB, a protein arginine kinase that tags proteins for degradation by 

ClpC-ClpP and is involved in the control of CtsR-dependent repression152–154; thiD a gene 

involved in thiamine pyrophosphate biosynthesis155–157; pbpF, a class A penicillin-binding 
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protein and bifunctional glycosyltransferase/transpeptidase that participates in synthesis of 

spore peptidoglycan83,158,159; and ssdC (formerly ydcC), a MucB/RseB-like protein that binds 

lipopolysaccharide in diderm bacteria, influences spore shape and the assembly of the spore 

cortex in monoderm Bacillus subtilis 28,91. 

Hence, we made double mutants of spoIIIL with each of the discovered Tn-seq hits, and 

determined the average sporulation efficiency data for WT, and the following: ΔspoIIIL ΔspsD, 

ΔspoIIIL ΔmcsB, ΔspoIIIL ΔssdC, ΔspoIIIL ΔpbpF double mutant spores at T30 after the onset of 

sporulation. Sporulation efficiency assays were done as described in the materials and 

methods section of this work. 

According to our hypothesis, we expect each pair of the Tn-seq hits double mutants with 

spoIIIL to exhibit a cumulative synergistic effect on the spore that would not be observed in 

the Tn-seq hits single mutants alone. However, if the double mutants with spoIIIL do not show 

significant synergy, it will be confirmed that the genes aren’t really essential in sporulation 

under the spoIIIL single mutant background. 

Interestingly, the average sporulation efficiency data of ΔspoIIIL ΔpbpF (~4%), ΔspoIIIL ΔspsD 

(~5%), ΔspoIIIL ΔmcsB (~5%), ΔspoIIIL ΔctpB (~6%) were negligible compared to the average 

sporulation efficiency data of their corresponding single mutants ΔpbpF (~69%), ΔspsD (~30%), 

ΔmcsB (~76%), ΔctpB (~80%) respectively. While the average sporulation efficiency data for 

ΔspoIIIL ΔssdC was (~0.00004%) compared to its corresponding single mutant ΔssdC (~19%). 

Strikingly, the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores did not survive the heat kill or 

sporulation efficiency assay, ultimately yielding nil or dead spores compared to the ΔmurAB 

single mutant which had ~44% spores. Thus, all the double mutants assayed revealed no 

strong synergy except in the ΔspoIIIL ΔssdC and ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutants where 

sporulation was significantly impaired compared to what was observed separately for the 

spoIIIL or ydcC or murAB single mutants (Fig 4.2 C & Fig 4.4 B).  
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Fig 4.2  The other Tn-seq hits SpsD, McsB, SsdC, PbpF, discovered alongside MurAB, neither influences SpoIIIL 

localization nor synergizes strongly with SpoIIIL. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP in WT spores as well 

as in ΔsoIIIL ΔspsD, ΔsoIIIL ΔmcsB, ΔsoIIIL ΔssdC, ΔsoIIIL ΔpbpF double mutant spores at T3.5 when most 
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forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy 

SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B).  GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were 

visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 

2 μm. (C) Average sporulation efficiency data for WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔspsD, ΔmcsB, ΔssdC, ΔpbpF single mutant spores. 

Sporulation efficiency assays were done as written in the materials and methods section of this work. Error bars 

represent standard deviation of three biological replicates. 

Furthermore, we reasoned that although only ssdC and murAB showed strong synergy with 

spoIIIL in sporulation efficiency, it is also possible that via another genetic pathway, the 

discovered Tn-seq hits might be required for the localization of SpoIIIL. Recall, that it has 

already been reported that SsdC is most likely not a part of the developing forespore and is 

not enriched in the engulfing mother cell membrane even though it somehow affects spore 

shape91. 

To determine whether the Tn-seq hits are required for the characteristics localization 

phenotype of SpoIIIL, we expressed SpoIIIL-GFP as the sole source of SpoIIIL in the ΔspsD, 

ΔmcsB, ΔssdC, ΔpbpF, ΔctpB single mutant spores and imaged them at T3.5 when most 

forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization after the onset of sporulation. 

Surprisingly, the Tn-seq hits were not required for SpoIIIL localization since there was no 

change in the usual localization pattern of SpoIIIL in the Tn-seq mutants assayed. Therefore, 

the Tn-seq hits SpsD, McsB, PbpF, and CtpB discovered alongside MurAB, neither influences 

SpoIIIL localization nor synergizes strongly with SpoIIIL in sporulation efficiency (Fig 4.2 & Fig 

3.7). 

4.3.3 MurAB does not influence SpoIIIL localization and stability 

The data above (in section 4.3.2) indicated that the other Tn-seq genes discovered alongside 

murAB in the spoIIIL screen did not influence spoIIIL localization. Since murAB on the hand 

appears to synergize strongly with spoIIIL in sporulation, we expected that MurAB would also 

strongly influence SpoIIIL localization and stability. 

To determine whether MurAB is particularly required for the characteristics localization 

phenotype of SpoIIIL, we expressed SpoIIIL-GFP as the sole source of SpoIIIL in the ΔmurAB 

single mutant and imaged the spores at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-
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GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization 

after the onset of sporulation. 

Surprisingly, murAB was not required for SpoIIIL localization. Upon closer observation, there 

was no observable change in the usual localization pattern of SpoIIIL-GFP in the ΔmurAB single 

mutant when compared to WT. Therefore, MurAB does not influence SpoIIIL localization (Fig 

4.3). 

 
Fig 4.3 MurAB does not influence SpoIIIL localization and stability. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP in 

WT spores as well as in ΔmurAB single mutant spores at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B).  GFP signal is false-

coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane 

dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. (C) Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP 

in cell lysates of sporulating WT and ΔmurAB single mutant strains collected at T3.5 and T5.5. As controls, a cell 

lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-

GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of SpoIIIL-GFP and GFP are indicated. 
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Furthermore, we reasoned that murAB may impact the stability of spoIIIL, considering the 

strong synergy in sporulation efficiency observed in the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant (Fig 

4.4B) and the essentiality of the murAB gene observed in the spoIIIL Tn-seq screen (Fig 4.1). 

To further determine whether murAB is required for the stability of spoIIIL, we performed 

Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating WT cells as well as in cell 

lysates of the ΔmurAB single mutant strains at T3.5 and at T5.5. As controls, a cell lysate from 

sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. 

SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of SpoIIIL-GFP and 

GFP are indicated. 

Generally, in the WT immunoblot at T5.5 when counting downwards from higher molecular 

weight to lower molecular weight, four SpoIIIL-GFP bands are always present. Unexpectedly, 

in the ΔmurAB single mutant however, all four bands usually observed in WT condition were 

present in the ΔmurAB single mutant, and the intensity of the bands were similar to what was 

obtained for the WT, at all time points assayed.  

Summarily, these results indicates that MurAB is required neither for the proper localization 

nor the stability of SpoIIIL. The later suggesting that a direct protein-protein interaction 

between these two proteins is most unlikely. 

4.3.4 ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB forespores are severely impaired in cortex synthesis and 

sporogenesis 

Spore development is intimately coupled to the morphogenesis of the spore envelope and the 

spore envelope is mainly composed of the outermost crust, the outer coat, the inner cortex 

layer, and the innermost germ cell layer91. Previous data in (section 4.3.2, Fig 4.2 C, & Fig 4.4 

B) has shown that ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores are severely deficient in sporulation. 

Since spore shape determination is also dependent on a properly assembled cortex and its 

peptidoglycan composition, and the spore cortex is largely responsible for the heat resistance 

and sporulation efficiency of spores, we reasoned that the severe deficiency in sporulation 

observed in the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores may be linked to an under-developed 

or immature cortex. 

Proper cortex assembly results in a change in forespore refractivity, causing forespores to 

become phase bright as they mature91. An indirect technique involving the imaging of the 
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phase brightness of spores can be used to measure and analyse the level of development, 

maturity, and assembly of the spore cortex. 

To determine whether murAB is required for proper cortex assembly, we performed phase 

bright imaging of the WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔmurAB, and ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores at T4, 

T7, T9, and T30 after the onset of sporulation and quantified the spores showing the 

proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 2 biological replicates) with phase bright (blue) and phase dark 

(red) phenotype, per time-point, per strain (Fig 4.4 A & C). 

At T4, the results show that about ~25% of the WT spores have become either completely or 

partially phase bright while only less than ~1% of the ΔspoIIIL mutant spores are either 

completely or partially phase bright. 

At T7, about ~90% of WT spores have become either completely or partially phase bright, 

while around ~65% of the ΔspoIIIL mutant spores are either completely or partially phase 

bright. 

At T9 however, the percentage of WT spores that have become either completely or partially 

phase bright remained at ~90% while the percentage of ΔspoIIIL mutant spores that have 

become either completely or partially phase bright rose to ~80%. 

Furthermore, at T30, while the percentage of WT spores that have become either completely 

or partially phase bright remained at around ~92%, the percentage of ΔspoIIIL mutant spores 

that have become either completely or partially phase bright rose to ~92% suggesting that 

spores of the ΔspoIIIL single mutant undergoes a gradual and slower but eventual process of 

becoming phase bright compared to the WT. On the other hand, spores of the ΔmurAB single 

mutant appeared to mature slightly earlier than spores of the ΔspoIIIL single mutant but at a 

slower pace compared to the WT.  
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Fig 4.4    ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB impairs cortex synthesis. (A) Microscopic imaging of the phase bright phenotype of 

WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔmurAB, and ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores at T4, T7, T9, and T30 after the start of 

sporulation. Cell membranes were visualised with TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye. Scale bar = 2 μm. (B) 

Average sporulation efficiency data for WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔmurAB, and ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores. 

Sporulation efficiency assays were done as inscribed in the materials and methods section of this work. Error 

bars represent standard deviation of three biological replicates. (C) Quantification histogram showing proportion 

of cells (% ± STDEV, 2 biological replicates) with phase bright (blue) and phase dark (red) phenotype in WT, 

ΔspoIIIL, ΔmurAB, and ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant spores imaged at T4, T7, T9, and T30 after the onset of 

sporulation. n > 400 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. 
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Interestingly, cortex assembly (phase brightness) for the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant was 

slowest compared to WT or either of the ΔspoIIIL or ΔmurAB single mutants suggesting that a 

strong synergy exists between both single mutations in question. This is because the 

percentages of phase bright spores for the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant were ~0%,  ~1.7%,  

~1%,  and  ~0.8%   at  T4,   T7,   T9,   and   T30 for the double mutant respectively. Whereas, in 

comparison, the percentages of phase bright spores for the ΔspoIIIL single  mutant 

were,~0.6%,~65%,~80%, and ~92% at T4, T7, T9, and T30 respectively and the percentages of 

phase bright spores for the ΔmurAB single  mutant were, ~11%, ~68%, ~71%, and ~75% at T4, 

T7, T9, and T30 respectively (Fig 4.4 C). 

Strikingly, at T9, the spores of the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant in general, exhibited great 

signs of senescence which became very evident at T30 where literally almost every spore seen 

under the microscopic was no longer viable (ie. dead and or lysed). But, this was never the 

case for any of the other three strains assayed (Fig 4.4 A). Thus, consistent with the phase 

bright microscopy experiments described earlier, these data indicate that ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB 

double mutant is strongly impaired in cortex synthesis and assembly. 

4.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, building upon our hypothesis that SpoIIIL and MurAB are strongly required for 

cortex synthesis and sporogenesis, we found that the murAB which did not accept transposon 

insertions in the ΔspoIIIL mutant background as opposed to wild-type, also does not influence 

SpoIIIL localization and stability. 

Furthermore, heat kill assays showed that the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB forespores are severely 

impaired in spore generation suggesting that a combination of both mutation brings 

sporulation completely to its knees. Surprisingly, employing protein-protein interaction 

assays, we found that MurAB does not affect the stability of SpoIIIL, suggesting that a direct 

protein-protein interaction between these two proteins is most unlikely even though these 

two proteins generate a very strong synergy together. 

4.4.1 How does MurAB genetically Influence SpoIIIL? 

The previous chapter led to our hypothesis that SpoIIIL and MurAB contributes to cortex 

assembly, and sporogenesis. In this chapter, we tested this hypothesis by examining the 

sporulation efficiency and cortex deficiency in ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB forespores. 
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MurAB is a peptidoglycan precursor biosynthesis (UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-

carboxyvinyltransferase) gene that is also required for efficient spore engulfment79,149,150 and 

has been shown in this work to synergize strongly with SpoIIIL in Sporulation and in spore 

cortex assembly (Fig 4.4). Also, MurAB was found to be important only in situations where 

either the widely conserved and well-characterized DMP complex, consisting of SpoIID, 

SpoIIM, and SpoIIP which is required for forespore engulfment is compromised, or the widely 

conserved SpoIIIAH-SpoIIQ rachet-like mechanism which is required for engulfment efficiency 

is abolished79. In both scenario, forespore engulfment is the key process linking MurAB to the 

DMP and the A-Q complex. However, no similar connection has been reported to exist 

between SpoIIIL and either the DMP complex or the A-Q complex. Although it was previously 

thought that SpoIIIL is a component of the A-Q complex28, it has now been shown in this work 

that SpoIIIL is not a component of the A-Q complex since it neither localizes like the A-Q 

complex genes by following the engulfing membrane, nor synergizes with the A-Q complex 

genes in a similar manner (sections 3.3.2 & 3.3.3). It would have been logical to think that 

MurAB and SpoIIIL could interact indirectly via the A-Q complex’s participation in engulfment, 

had SpoIIIL been confirmed to be a component of the A-Q complex. Unfortunately, this is not 

the case. 

Peptidoglycan precursor synthesis is an important step towards successful engulfment and 

cortex assembly. MurAB catalyzes the synthesis of UDP-MurNAc (Uridine-diphosphate N-

acetylmuramic acid) from UDPGlcNAc (Uridine-diphosphate N-acetylglucosamine) and 

phosphoenolpyruvate which is the first devoted step during the biosynthesis of PG, an integral 

and essential component of the bacterial cell wall81,150. SpoIIIL on the other hand, has been 

shown in this work to be required for spore shape, cortex assembly, and the timing of σG 

activity (section 3.3.1). But, going by the fact that SpoIIIL is mainly enriched around the 

forespore membrane beginning at time-points T2.5 and reaching its peak enrichment at 

around T3.5 – T4.5, which overlaps with the time-point around engulfment completion (Fig 

3.3), one might be tempted to suspect that SpoIIIL may not be unconnected with engulfment 

after all.  

Furthermore, the DMP complex is required for engulfment while the SpoIIIAH-SpoIIQ 

interaction is believed to function like a zipper which stabilizes the engulfing membranes and 

helps the advancement of engulfment around the spore. Since MurAB becomes important in 
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the absence of either the DMP or the A-Q complex, and cortex assembly comes after 

engulfment79, it would be logical to suppose an indirect interaction between MurAB and 

SpoIIIL at the stage immediately after engulfment during cortex synthesis and assembly. This 

hypothesis could be backed up by the fact that the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant forespores 

are severely impaired in cortex synthesis and consequently sporogenesis (section 4.3.4) even 

though the molecular processes underlying such interaction remains elusive. 

Additionally, since recent studies have suggested that a combination of the ΔmurAB single 

mutant and mutants involved in engulfment enables the PG precursor synthesis role of MurAB 

which contributes to efficient engulfment, to become more prominent79, one could begin to 

see SpoIIIL in another light; possibly as a tentative factor in engulfment. 

Summarily, the exact direct or indirect mechanism by which spoIIIL interacts with murAB is yet 

to be elucidated but muropeptide analysis and more advanced protein-protein interaction 

analysis could assist future studies that seek to deconstruct the SpoIIIL-MurAB genetic 

interaction conundrum. 

4.4.2 Why does MurAB not influence SpoIIIL localization and stability? 

SpoIIIL is transcribed under the control of the initial forespore transcription factor σF 28 and 

has been shown to localize around the forespore membrane within the forespore cytoplasm, 

and SpoIIIL is also not surface exposed (results sections 3.3.3 & 3.3.4). MurAB on the other 

hand relies on the σK mediated upregulation for increased precursor synthesis in the mother 

cell compartment89. 

In light of this, one could easily arrive at the conclusion that SpoIIIL and MurAB are neither in 

the same cellular compartment nor in close vicinity within the cell to warrant or enable close 

genetic interactions or intracellular contact. Firstly, if both proteins in question are not in the 

same cellular compartment, it becomes tempting to rationalise that both proteins do not 

directly interact. Secondly, going by the cellular functions of MurAB being an enzyme with a 

known substrate (listed in section 4.4.1), SpoIIIL can also not be considered to be a substrate 

for MurAB and vice versa. Therefore, the supposed lack of direct interaction between MurAB 

and SpoIIIL, as well as the demarcation of both proteins by two membranes and an 

intermembrane space may contribute to the many possible reasons why MurAB does not 

influence the intracellular localization and stability of SpoIIIL. 
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Furthermore, several factors contribute to the stability of a protein invivo and in the case of 

SpoIIIL, these factors may not be limited to the influence of a single protein such as MurAB 

alone. Protein stability describes the potential of a particular pattern or patterns of a protein 

to survive over time and certain processes like protein unfolding, denaturation, degradation, 

conformational changes, enzymatic modifications and proteolytic cleavages may transform 

this ‘pattern’160. Also, post-translational modifications (PTMs) can happen on certain specific 

amino acid residues situated within regulatory domains of specific proteins which are 

responsible for the control of a protein's stability161. Our fluorescence microscopy and 

immunoblot data in the previous chapter (section 3.3.8) rather showed a direct interaction 

between SpoIIIL and the forespore protease SpoIVB. Such interaction could leave SpoIIIL with 

some post-translational modification which contributes to the sequestration of SpoIIIL further 

deep into the forespore cytoplasm at later time-points (T5.5) during sporulation driving it 

physically further away from the forespore membrane and from the reach of MurAB which is 

on the opposite side of the membrane in the mother cell compartment.  

In future works, several methods including but not limited to NMR, Raman microscopy, and 

more advanced fluorescence microscopy can be employed to investigate and follow protein 

structure, stability, synthesis and/or folding in cells including techniques, such as FReI (fast 

relaxation imaging) which allows for real-time assaying of a protein‘s thermal stability and 

folding kinetics within living cells with enhanced spatial resolution162. 

4.4.3 Why does SpoIIIL and MurAB double mutation significantly impact the cortex? 

Based on the strong synergy observed in the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant forespores as 

regards cortex assembly and sporogenesis (Fig 4.4), we speculated that it is possible that a 

product of MurAB’s enzymatic cascade or a vital process that MurAB is involved in during 

peptidoglycan precursor synthesis, could be strongly linked to SpoIIIL and SpoIIIL’s 

intracellular activities including during σG regulation at the least upon the start of cortex 

synthesis and assembly. We therefore propose that future work should investigate SpoIIIL’s 

σG regulation peak time-point which is between T3.5 and T4.5 after the onset of sporulation 

as well as any peptidoglycan precursor synthesis activity that occurs closest to the forespore 

membrane within the intermembrane space during this time-point.  

Furthermore, MurAB is a alternative form of the essential B. subtilis protein MurAA, which 

acts as a UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-carboxyvinyltransferase, catalyzing the initial devoted 
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step of peptidoglycan precursor synthesis; which consists of the conversion of UDP-N-

acetylglucosamine to UDP-N acetylglucosamine enolpyruvate that comes before the 

production of UDP-N-acetylmuramic acid79. It is possible that a different reaction pathway or 

product could be adopted or generated when either MurAA or MurAB (but not both) becomes 

the sole active paralog in the cell. We hypothesize that the data obtained for the ΔspoIIIL 

ΔmurAB double mutant forespores could be different when ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAA double mutant 

forespores are assayed instead. Either way, we are interested in discovering the exact 

convergence point for the activities of MurAB and SpoIIIL. 

To investigate the exact convergence point of the activities of MurAB and SpoIIIL, what cellular 

pathways are mostly affected, and find out what products of peptidoglycan precursor 

biosynthesis that become more or less abundant in the cell when either MurAA or MurAB is 

the sole available paralog in the cell, an alternative analysis could be conducting muropeptide 

analysis in a ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAA double mutant where MurAB is the sole available paralog, as 

well as in a ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant where MurAA is the sole available paralog in the 

cell. This experiment could reveal different possible pathways that the cell might adopt when 

MurAA or MurAB is the sole available paralog in the absence of SpoIIIL thereby providing 

indepth insight as to Why SpoIIIL and MurAB double mutation significantly impact the cortex. 

This leads us to the next result chapter where we see more of the cortex and coat proteins 

influencing SpoIIIL localization and stability. 
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5 Chapter Five  
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5.1 Disclaimer 

This is to acknowledge that the work and experiments contained in this chapter was solely 

conducted by Odika Chimezie Progress 
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5.2 Introduction to Results 

According to the data presented so far (in chapters 3 and 4 above), we have seen that the σF 

controlled forespore based protein SpoIIIL is either required for, or involved in σG regulation, 

forespore morphology, and undergoes proteolysis within the forespore. The data also 

elucidated the extent of cortex assembly and sporogenesis impairment incurred in cells of the 

ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant.  

In this chapter, knowing that the preservation of bacterial shape is linked to the organization, 

assembly and remodelling of the cell envelope91, we therefore bring into consideration the 

many vital proteins involved in spore shape determination via spore cortex or coat synthesis 

as well as their relationship with SpoIIIL. 

Hence, by employing several analytical and protein-protein interaction tools such as 

fluorescence microscopy, phase bright microscopy, heat kill assays, and western blots, we 

were able to deduce that the cortex and coat are required for the localization and or the 

stability of SpoIIIL.  

Furthermore, our data illustrated the significance of σK as the “middle man” in the relationship 

between the forespore protease SpoIVB, and the cortex synthases SpoVD and spoVE and how 

this dynamic impacts SpoIIIL. Finally the intercellular or inter-compartmental effects of the 

coat proteins SpoIVA, SpoVM, and SpoVID upon SpoIIIL regarding its stability and localization, 

in the pathway towards cortex and coat assembly during sporulation in B. subtilis was also 

expatiated. 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 SpoVD and SpoVE are required for SpoIIIL localization but not SpoIIIL stability 

We previously reported (in section 3.3.3) that SpoIIIL localizes uniformly around the spore 

membrane at early time-points around T3.5 and changes overtime to a non-uniform patchy 

phenotype at later time-points around T5.5. The relationship between SpoIIIL and the cortex 

synthases responsible for PG synthesis is still not clear and we were interested in knowing 

whether the cortex synthases contribute to the observed change in SpoIIIL localization from 

uniform localization to patchy localization. Two vital enzymes that are important in cortex 

peptidoglycan synthesis in B. subtilis are the transpeptidase (SpoVD) and the transglycosylase 

(SpoVE). SpoVD is a class B penicillin binding protein that is thought to be directly responsible 

for cross-linking the peptidoglycan strands of the cortex while the product of spoVE is part of 

the SEDS group of proteins that usually participate in cell shape determination89–91,163. 

To get a better understanding of the relationship between SpoIIIL and cortex assembly, we 

expressed SpoIIIL-GFP in the absence of SpoVD or SpoVE or both and imaged the resultant 

spores under a fluorescence microscope at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform 

SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization. We observed that the ΔspoVD, and ΔspoVE single mutants, as well as the ΔspoVD 

ΔspoVE double mutant seemed to have much less typical patches/clumps compared to the 

otherwise wild-type indicating that cortex assembly is required for the localization of SpoIIIL 

(Fig 5.1 A & B). Reciprocally, we also investigated whether SpoIIIL contributed to the 

localization of the cortex synthases by fusing either SpoVD or SpoVE to a fluorescent protein 

and imaging the cells under a fluorescent microscope at T3.5 and T5.5. The results obtained 

revealed that SpoIIIL is neither required for, nor involved in the localization of the cortex 

synthases (Appendix II, Figure S5.1). 

During cortex assembly, the activities of SpoVD and SpoVE are interdependent meaning that 

either proteins cannot carry out their function in the absence of the other. Whereas the 

localization of SpoVD depends on SpoVE, SpoVD in turn protects SpoVE from in vivo 

proteolysis89–91. Therefore any phenotype observed in the absence of only one of the 

synthases is the same as the phenotype observed either in the absence of the other synthase 

or in the absence of both synthases. Hence, to more thoroughly characterize the impact of the 

cortex on the localization of SpoIIIL, we quantified the proportion of cells with uniform (blue) 
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and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP localization in wild-type or ΔspoVE cells at T3.5 when most 

forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization after the onset of sporulation (Fig 5.1 C). 

 

Fig 5.1  SpoVD and SpoVE influences SpoIIIL localization but not its stability. Fluorescence localization of 

SpoIIIL-GFP in WT cells as well as in the ΔspoVD, ΔspoVE single mutants, and the ΔspoVD ΔspoVE double mutant 

at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B).  GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell 

membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged 
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images. Scale bar = 2 μm. C) Quantification histogram showing proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 3 biological 

replicates) with uniform (blue) and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP localization in WT or ΔspoVE cells at T3.5 and T5.5 

after the onset of sporulation. n > 300 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. (D) SpoVD and SpoVE do not 

influence SpoIIIL stability. Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating ΔspoVE single mutant 

strains collected every hour between T2.5 and T5.5. As control, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at 

T2.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP 

antibodies. The position of SpoIIIL-GFP four bands is indicated. 

In contrast to wild-type forespores where ~83% were patchy and ~17% were uniform at T5.5, 

quantification of the number of forespores with uniform and patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization 

in the ΔspoVE single mutant revealed that ~32% were patchy and ~68% were uniform at T5.5 

(Fig 5.1 C).  

To further investigate whether the cortex or the cortex synthases contributes to the stability 

of SpoIIIL, we conducted an immunoblot assay of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating 

ΔspoVE single mutant, at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization 

and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (Fig 5.1 D). As 

control, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not 

contain GFP was included. 

Interestingly, consistent with the result previously obtained for the wild-type condition where 

SpoIIIL-GFP was the only source of GFP in the cell (Fig. 3.3 D & F), Immunoblot data obtained 

for the ΔspoVE single mutant (Fig 5.1 D) was similar to the immunoblot data obtained for the 

wild-type (Fig. 3.3 D & F). The immunoblot data which would always show four bands in WT 

scenario at T5.5, also showed four bands for the ΔspoVE single mutant at T5.5.   

Generally, in the WT condition where SpoIIIL-GFP was the only source of GFP in the cell, when 

counting downwards from higher molecular weight to lower molecular weight, four bands 

corresponding to the size of SpoIIIL-sfGFP (~36.9 kDa) were usually detected, and there 

appears to always be an increase in the intensity of the second, the third, and the fourth 

SpoIIIL-GFP protein bands over time, while the intensity of the first or top most SpoIIIL-GFP 

band decreases over time. This similar pattern was also observed in the ΔspoVE single mutant.    

All together, these results suggest that the cortex synthases are required for the characteristic 

localization pattern but not the stability of SpoIIIL. 
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5.3.2 SpoIVA and SpoVM are required for SpoIIIL localization and stability 

We have shown that SpoIIIL is required for spore shape (section 3.3.1) and cortex assembly 

(section 4.3.4). Since spore shape as well as proper cortex assembly also depends on the 

basement layer proteins SpoIVA and SpoVM, the encasement protein SpoIVD, as well as the 

inner coat protein SafA91, we investigated the relationship between these proteins and SpoIIIL. 

Firstly, we wondered whether SpoIVA, SpoVM, SpoIVD, SafA and CotE (an outer coat protein) 

are required for the localization of SpoIIIL. 

To test whether SpoIVA, SpoVM, SpoIVD, SafA, and CotE are required for SpoIIIL localization, 

we expressed SpoIIIL-GFP in the absence of these coat proteins and imaged the resultant 

spores under a fluorescence microscope at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform 

SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization.  

We noticed that the non-uniform patchy localization phenotype usually observed in the 

otherwise wild-type cells at T5.5 after the onset of sporulation (Fig 3.3) was absent in the 

ΔspoIVA, and ΔspoVM single mutants indicating that the basement layer proteins SpoIVA and 

SpoVM are required for the localization of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.2 A & B). Reciprocally, we also 

investigated whether SpoIIIL contributed to the localization of these coat proteins in question 

by fusing each of the coat proteins to a fluorescent protein and imaging the cells under a 

fluorescent microscope at T4, T5 and T6. The results obtained revealed that SpoIIIL is not 

required for the localization of the coat proteins SpoIVA, SpoVM, SpoIVD, SafA, and CotE 

(Appendix II, Figure S5.2 A, B, & C).  

Since SpoIVA and SpoVM are both basement layer proteins and cells lacking either SpoIVA or 

SpoVM do not assemble the cortex91, we decided to thoroughly characterize the impact of the 

ΔspoIVA single mutation on the localization of SpoIIIL by quantifying the proportion of cells 

with uniform (blue) and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP localization in wild-type or ΔspoIVA single 

mutant cells at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at 

T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization after the onset of 

sporulation. 

In contrast to wild-type forespores where ~83% had patchy SpoIIIL-GFP phenotype and ~17% 

had uniform SpoIIIL-GFP phenotype at T5.5, quantification of the number of forespores with 
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uniform and patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization in the ΔspoIVA single mutant revealed that ~6% 

had patchy SpoIIIL-GFP phenotype whereas ~94% had uniform SpoIIIL-GFP phenotype at T5.5 

(Fig 5.2 C). 

To further investigate whether the basement layer proteins SpoIVA or SpoVM, as well as the 

encasement protein SpoIVD contribute to the stability of SpoIIIL, we conducted an 

immunoblot assay of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVM, ΔspoVID 

single mutants, at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at 

T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (Fig 5.2 D). As controls, a 

cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP 

was included, as well as a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T3.5 and T5.5 from a 

WT strain expressing SpoIIIL-GFP from an ectopic locus as its only source of GFP.  

Interestingly, inconsistent with the result previously obtained for the wild-type strain where 

SpoIIIL-GFP was the only source of GFP in the cell (Fig. 3.3 D & F), Immunoblot data obtained 

for the ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVM, and ΔspoVID single mutants was dissimilar to the immunoblot data 

obtained for the wild-type (Fig 5.2 D). The immunoblot data which would always show four 

SpoIIIL-GFP bands in wild-type scenario at T5.5, only showed three SpoIIIL-GFP bands for the 

ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVM, and ΔspoVID single mutants at T5.5 wherein the 3rd SpoIIIL-GFP band was 

absent.    

Generally, in the WT condition where SpoIIIL-GFP was the only source of GFP in the cell, when 

counting downwards from higher molecular weight to lower molecular weight, four bands 

corresponding to the size of SpoIIIL-sfGFP (~36.9 kDa) were usually detected, and there 

appears to always be an increase in the intensity of the second, the third, and the fourth 

SpoIIIL-GFP protein bands over time, while the intensity of the first or top most SpoIIIL-GFP 

band decreases over time. This similar pattern was also observed in the ΔspoVE single mutant.  

In the ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVM, and ΔspoVID single mutants at T5.5, the 3rd SpoIIIL-GFP band was 

however absent. 

All together, these results suggest that the basement layer proteins SpoIVA and SpoVM only 

are required for the characteristic localization pattern of SpoIIIL, while the basement layer 

proteins SpoIVA and SpoVM, as well as the encasement protein SpoVID are required for the 

stability of SpoIIIL.   
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Fig 5.2  SpoIVA and SpoVM influences SpoIIIL localization and stability. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-

GFP in WT cells as well as in the ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVID, ΔsafA, ΔcotE, and ΔspoVM single mutants at T3.5 when most 
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forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy 

SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B).  GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were 

visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in merged images. Scale bar = 

2 μm. (C) Quantification histogram presenting the proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 3 biological replicates) with 

uniform (blue) and patchy (red) SpoIIIL-GFP localization in WT or ΔspoIVA cells at T3.5 and T5.5 after the onset 

of sporulation. n > 300 per replicate, per time-point, per strain. (D) SpoIVA, SpoVID, and SpoVM are required for 

SpoIIIL stability. Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVID, and ΔspoVM 

single mutant strains collected at T3.5 and T5.5. As control, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 

from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP 

antibodies. 

5.3.3 CwlD and PdaA are not required for SpoIIIL localization 

Since SpoIIIL localization depends on the peptidoglycan synthases SpoVD and SpoVE, we 

hypothesized that it is also possible for the localization of SpoIIIL to be dependent on the spore 

peptidoglycan modifying hydrolase enzymes CwlD and PdaA. CwlD (N-acetylmuramoyl-L-

alanine amidase) as well as PdaA (N-acetylmuramic acid deacetylase gene) are required for 

the modification of the spore peptidoglycan after it is synthesized by the PG synthases 

enzymes SpoVD and SpoVE. CwlD and PdaA function in the production of muramic δ-lactam 

as well as the reduction in PG peptide cross links although the Loss of PdaA or CwlD has no 

effect on spore heat resistance but culminates in reduced germination efficiency88,91,164–166. 

Thus, if our hypothesis is correct, then we might see a change in the localization of SpoIIIL in 

the ΔcwlD or ΔpdaA single mutant.  

To test whether the ΔcwlD or ΔpdaA single mutant is required for SpoIIIL localization, we 

expressed SpoIIIL-GFP in the absence of cwlD or pdaA and imaged the resultant spores under 

a fluorescence microscope at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (Fig 

5.3).  
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Fig 5.3 CwlD and PdaA do not influence SpoIIIL localization. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP in WT 

cells as well as in the ΔcwlD, and ΔpdaA single mutants at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-

GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B).  GFP signal is 

false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 

Surprisingly, cells of the ΔcwlD or ΔpdaA single mutant, had similar uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization phenotype as is usually observed in the otherwise wild-type cells at T3.5 after the 

onset of sporulation as well as similar patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization phenotype as is usually 

observed in the otherwise wild-type cells at T5.5 after the onset of sporulation. Thus indicating 

that the PG modifying enzymes CwlD and PdaA are not required for the localization of SpoIIIL 

(Fig 5.3 A & B). 

5.3.4 ΔcwlD ΔpdaA double mutation does not contribute to spore phase brightness in the 

ΔspoIIIL mutant 

We have shown that in the absence of SpoIIIL there is delayed and reduced σG activity (Fig 3.1 

D). Also, in the otherwise wild-type strain, the σG activity usually peaks at around T3.5, stays 

relatively at the same level before falling at around T4.5. Whereas, in the ΔspoIIIL single 

mutant, σG activity stays on for longer and rather peaks approximately one hour later at T4.5 

before hesitantly commencing its fall (Fig 3.1 D). We have also seen that cortex assembly in 

the ΔspoIIIL single mutant is delayed compared to wild-type (Fig 4.4 C). It is reported that the 

spore peptidoglycan modifying enzymes CwlD and PdaA are both σG controlled and that the 
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cwlD mutant produces bright spores while the pdaA-deficient spores were bright by phase-

contrast microscopy89,166,167. 

Since the hydrolases CwlD and PdaA which form muramic δ-lactam & reduce PG peptide cross 

links are σG controlled, and σG activity stays on for longer in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant, we 

hypothesized that this extended σG activity in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant, could cause an 

increased and extended activity window for CwlD & PdaA resulting in an excessive production 

of muramic δ-lactam as well as an excessive reduction or degradation of PG peptide cross 

links. A resultant effect which could be detrimental to the cortex, thereby completely 

disrupting or delaying cortex assembly in general. Recall that proper cortex assembly results 

in a change in forespore refractivity, causing forespores to become phase bright as they 

mature91. If our hypothesis is true, then cortex assembly which is envisaged as a measure of 

the phase brightness of spores would be adversely affected. 

To determine whether the hypothesized excessive production of muramic δ-lactam and 

excessive degradation of PG peptide cross links supposedly elicited by cwlD and pdaA in the 

ΔspoIIIL single mutant is detrimental to proper cortex assembly, we performed phase bright 

imaging of the WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔcwlD ΔpdaA double mutant, and ΔspoIIIL ΔcwlD ΔpdaA tripple 

mutant spores at T4, T7, T9, and T30 after the onset of sporulation and quantified the spores 

showing the proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 2 biological replicates) with phase bright (blue) 

and phase dark (red) phenotype, per time-point, per strain (Fig 5.4 A & B).  

The results suggest that at T4, ~25% of the WT spores have become either completely or 

partially phase bright while only less than 1% of the ΔspoIIIL mutant spores are either 

completely or partially phase bright. At T7 ~90% of WT spores have become either completely 

or partially phase bright while ~65% of the ΔspoIIIL mutant spores are either completely or 

partially phase bright. At T9 however, the percentage of WT spores that have become either 

completely or partially phase bright remained at ~90% while the percentage of ΔspoIIIL 

mutant spores that have become either completely or partially phase bright rose to ~80%. 

Furthermore, at T30, while the percentage of WT spores that have become either completely 

or partially phase bright remained at around ~90%, the percentage of ΔspoIIIL mutant spores 

that have become either completely or partially phase bright rose to ~90%. Altogether, the 
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results suggests that spores of the ΔspoIIIL mutant undergo a gradual and slower but eventual 

process of becoming phase bright compared to the WT. 

Summarily, the percentages of phase bright spores for the otherwise wild-type cells were, 

~25%, ~87%, ~88%, and ~93% at T4, T7, T9, and T30 respectively while the percentages of 

phase bright spores for the ΔspoIIIL single mutant cells were, ~1%, ~65%, ~80%, and ~92% at 

T4, T7, T9, and T30 respectively. Also, the percentages of phase bright spores for the ΔcwlD 

ΔpdaA double mutant cells were ~18%,  ~88%,  ~90%,  and  ~90%   at  T4,   T7,   T9,   and   T30 

respectively, whereas, in comparison, the percentages of phase bright spores for the ΔspoIIIL 

ΔcwlD ΔpdaA tripple mutant were,~1%,~67%,~86%, and ~88% at T4, T7, T9, and T30 

respectively.  

Interestingly, the results obtained for the ΔcwlD ΔpdaA double mutant was equivalent to what 

was obtained for the otherwise wild-type cells while the results obtained for the ΔspoIIIL 

ΔcwlD ΔpdaA tripple mutant was equivalent to what was obtained for the ΔspoIIIL single 

mutant alone suggesting that the ΔcwlD ΔpdaA double mutation does not contribute to the 

observed phase bright phenotype. Therefore, both the phase bright imaging data and the 

corresponding quantification data suggests that the hypothesized excessive production of 

muramic δ-lactam and the hypothesized excessive degradation of PG peptide cross links 

supposedly elicited by cwlD and pdaA in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant does not contribute to the 

observed phase bright phenotype. 
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Fig 5.4 CwlD and PdaA do not influence cortex maturation. (A) Microscopic imaging of the phase bright 

phenotype of WT, ΔspoIIIL, ΔcwlD ΔpdaA double mutant, and ΔspoIIIL ΔcwlD ΔpdaA triple mutant spores at T4, 

T7, T9, and T30 after the start of sporulation. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye. Scale bar = 2 μm. (B) Quantification histogram presenting the proportion of cells (% ± STDEV, 2 

biological replicates) with phase bright (blue) and phase dark (red) phenotype in wild-type (WT), ΔspoIIIL single 

mutant, ΔcwlD ΔpdaA double mutant, and ΔspoIIIL ΔcwlD ΔpdaA triple mutant spores imaged at T4, T7, T9, and 

T30 after the onset of sporulation. n > 400 per replicate, per time-point, per strain 

5.3.5 PbpF & PbpG are both required for SpoIIIL localization 

PbpF and PbpG are two forespore produced functionally redundant class A penicillin- binding 

proteins (PBPs), which produce a thin layer of spore PG known as the germ cell layer73,83 and 

the germ cell layer is produced during engulfment79,89. Sporulating cells lacking either pbpF or 

pbpG produce nearly similar levels of spores as wild-type, but cells devoid of both genes are 

severely impaired in sporulation73,83. SpoIIIL localizes around the forespore membrane and 

the germ cell layer overlays the forespore membrane surface from the intermembrane space. 

Since SpoIIIL localization also depends on the cortex peptidoglycan synthases SpoVD and 

SpoVE (section 5.3.1), we hypothesized that it is also possible for the localization of SpoIIIL to 

be dependent on the functionally redundant germ cell layer generating enzymes PbpF and 

PbpG. Thus, if our hypothesis is correct, then we might see a change in SpoIIIL localization in 

the ΔpbpF ΔpbpG double mutant. 

To test whether the ΔpbpF ΔpbpG double mutation will result in a change in SpoIIIL 

localization, we expressed SpoIIIL-GFP in the absence of pbpF or pbpG or both and imaged the 

resultant spores under a fluorescence microscope at T3.5 when most forespores harbour 

uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-

GFP localization (Fig 5.5). 
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Fig 5.5 The germ cell layer PbpF & PbpG are both required for SpoIIIL localization. Fluorescence localization 

of SpoIIIL-GFP in WT spores as well as in ΔpbpF, and ΔpbpG single mutant spores at T3.5 when most forespores 

harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization (B).  GFP signal is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using 

TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 

Interestingly, and consistent with literature, we observed that the uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization phenotype as is usually observed in the otherwise wild-type cells at T3.5 after the 

onset of sporulation as well as the patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization phenotype that is usually 

observed in the otherwise wild-type cells at T5.5 after the onset of sporulation were present 

both in the wild-type and in the ΔpbpF single mutant. 

However, as hypothesized, the ΔpbpF ΔpbpG double mutant had the uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization phenotype which is usually observed in otherwise wild-type cells at T3.5 after the 

onset of sporulation but did not exactly have the patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization phenotype 

that is usually observed in the otherwise wild-type cells at T5.5 after the onset of sporulation 

Thus indicating that the germ cell layer or the germ cell layer generating duo PbpF and PbpG, 

are required for the localization of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.5 A & B). 

5.3.6 SigK (SpoIVCB) is required for SpoIIIL localization and stability 

We have shown that the forespore protease SpoIVB which sits upstream of σK activation 

cascade is required for the localization and stability of SpoIIIL (section 3.3.8). We have also 
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shown that the cortex peptidoglycan synthases SpoVD and SpoVE whose activities sit 

downstream of σK activation are also required for SpoIIIL localization but not SpoIIIL stability 

(section 5.3.1). Our data also elucidates how the peptidoglycan precursor synthesis gene 

murAB synergizes strongly with spoIIIL both in cortex assembly and in sporogenesis (section 

4-3.4). Recall that SpoIIIL also ensures the timely downregulation of σG at around T4.5 which 

is also around the time-point for active cortex PG synthesis (Section 3.3.1). 

Since σK activation is required for the synthesis of peptidoglycan precursors during the latter 

stages of sporulation and the timing of spore PG synthesis coincides with the timing of 

precursor synthesis89, we wondered whether taking σK out of this dynamic relationship 

between SpoIIIL, the forespore protease SpoIVB, the cortex synthases SpoVD & SpoVE, as well 

as the peptidoglycan precursor biosynthesis, would influence the localization and stability of 

SpoIIIL. 

To test whether SigK is required for SpoIIIL localization, we expressed SpoIIIL-GFP in a ΔsigK 

mutant and imaged the resultant spores under a fluorescence microscope at T3.5 when most 

forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most forespores 

harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (Fig 5.6).  

Interestingly, the localization of SpoIIIL in cells of the ΔsigK mutant appeared similar to that 

observed in otherwise wild-type cells at T3.5. That is, at T3.5, the uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization phenotype usually observed in the otherwise wild-type cells after the onset of 

sporulation was also observed in cells of the ΔsigK mutant. However, at T5.5, both the 

localization of SpoIIIL in the ΔsigK mutant, as well as the cells of the ΔsigK mutant in general, 

did not appear exactly the same as they are in the otherwise wild-type cells. Firstly, cells of 

the ΔsigK single mutant generally appeared more slender & elongated than cells of the wild-

type. Secondly, there was a difference in the appearance of the patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization 

phenotype usually observed in the otherwise wild-type cells at T5.5, in the ΔsigK mutant. 
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Fig 5.6 SigK (SpoIVCB) is required for SpoIIIL localization and stability. Fluorescence localization of SpoIIIL-GFP 

in WT spores as well as in ΔsigK single mutant spores at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP 

localization (A) and at T5.5 when most forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (B).  GFP signal is false-

coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent membrane 

dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. (C) Large area view of SpoIIIL-GFP 
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localization in WT spores, as well as in ΔsigK single mutant spores at T5.5 after the onset of sporulation. 

Fluorescence signals are false-coloured as in (A) & (B). Scale bar = 2 μm. (D) Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP 

in cell lysates of ΔsigK (ΔspoICVB) & ΔspoIIQ single mutant strains collected at T3.5 and T5.5. As controls, cell 

lysates of sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP, as well as from a WT 

strain wherein SpoIIIL-GFP is integrated at an ectopic locus as the sole source of SpoIIL, was included. SpoIIIL-GFP 

was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of SpoIIIL-GFP four bands is indicated. 

We do not know whether the slender elongated phenotype of the ΔsigK single mutant could 

be influencing the spatial configuration of the contents of the forespore including its proteins 

and consequently SpoIIIL. But what we do know is that, the above data suggests that σK is 

required for the proper localization of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.6 A, B, & C). 

To further investigate whether σK is required for the stability of SpoIIIL, we conducted an 

immunoblot assay of SpoIIIL-GFP in cell lysates of sporulating ΔsigK (ΔspoIVCB) single mutant, 

at T3.5 when most forespores harbour uniform SpoIIIL-GFP localization and at T5.5 when most 

forespores harbour patchy SpoIIIL-GFP localization (Fig 5.6 D). As controls, a cell lysate from 

sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain GFP was included, 

as well cell lysates from sporulating cells collected at T3.5 and T5.5 from a WT strain expressing 

SpoIIIL-GFP from an ectopic locus as its only source of GFP. 

Interestingly, inconsistent with the result obtained for the wild-type cells where SpoIIIL-GFP 

was the only source of GFP in the cell, Immunoblot data obtained for the ΔsigK (ΔspoIVCB) 

single mutant was dissimilar to the immunoblot data obtained for the wild-type (Fig 5.6 D). 

The immunoblot data which would always show four SpoIIIL-GFP bands in wild-type scenario 

at T5.5 when counting downwards from higher molecular weight to lower molecular weight, 

only showed three SpoIIIL-GFP bands for the ΔsigK (ΔspoIVCB) single mutant at T5.5 as the 3rd 

SpoIIIL-GFP band was absent.    

All together, these results suggest that σK (SigK or SpoIVCB) is required both for the 

characteristic localization pattern of SpoIIIL, as well as for the stability of SpoIIIL.   

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Why does the cortex and coat influence SpoIIIL localization and stability? 

In the previous chapter, we saw how the ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB double mutant forespores became 

severely deficient in sporogenesis and cortex assembly. In the chapter before that we also saw 

that SpoIIIL was required for σG regulation, forespore morphology, and undergoes a SpoIVB 
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mediated proteolysis within the forespore. Both chapters led us to probe more in-depth the 

involvement of SpoIIIL in spore shape determination by investigating SpoIIIL’s relationship 

between the various factors involved in shape determination. 

There are certain coat proteins that form the bedrock for the interaction between the coat 

and the cortex. SpoIVA, SpoVM, and SpoVID are some of the most important proteins in such 

interactions. While the enzymes responsible for synthesizing the cortex SpoVD and SpoVE 

contributed to the localization of SpoIIIL, it was surprising to discover that the stability of 

SpoIIIL was not dependent on the cortex synthesizing enzymes (Fig 5.1). Why the cortex 

synthases did not influence SpoIIIL stability but contributed immensely to its proper 

localization was not clear. However, we suspected that SpoIIIL could be interacting with the 

cortex via multiple possible pathways. 

Furthermore, it is reported that the basement layer of the coat is required for the localization 

of all coat proteins and that cells lacking the coat basement layer proteins SpoIVA and SpoVM 

do not assemble the cortex91. While SpoVM is required for proper localization of SpoIVA to 

the outer membrane of the maturing forespore, mutations in spoIVA caused defects in cortex 

synthesis89,168. Thus, the attachment of the coat to the surface of the spore as well as the 

synthesis of the cortex both relies on the spore protein SpoIVA168. 

In our data, we saw that SpoIVA and SpoVM contributed both to the localization as well as the 

stability of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.2). This was a unique finding for us because it clearly meant that 

SpoIIIL which rather localized around the forespore membrane within the forespore 

cytoplasm and was not membrane exposed, was largely dependent on the coat for its proper 

localization and stability. How and why this was the case remains to be discovered.  

Additionally, the encasement protein SpoIVD which is required by some coat proteins like SafA 

for their localization91 also contributed to the stability of SpoIIIL but not its localization (Fig 

5.2). This was an interesting result for us because SpoIVD which is an important coat protein 

could only but contribute to the stability of SpoIIIL and not its localization. Altogether, our data 

seems to notify us of the possibility that SpoIIIL interacts with the cortex and the coat via 

multiple pathways. It is possible that one of this pathway influences both the localization and 

stability of SpoIIIL, while the second pathway could be influencing either just the localization 

of SpoIIIL alone or the stability of SpoIIIL alone. But, the third pathway may not be influencing 
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either the localization of SpoIIIL or its stability but could be synergizing strongly with SpoIIIL in 

cortex assembly as in the case of the peptidoglycan precursor synthesis enzyme MurAB 

(section 4.3.3 & 4.3.4). However, consistent with literature where the loss of the PG modifying 

hydrolase enzymes CwlD and PdaA do not affect heat resistance91, we observed also that CwlD 

and PdaA do not contribute to SpoIIIL’s cortex assembly defect (Fig 5.4). 

Bacterial shape and overall morphology is ultimately determined by the netlike PG sacculus. 

Whereas some morphological determinants can behave like a cytoskeleton to direct 

biosynthetic complexes spatiotemporally, various other major determinants of bacterial cell 

shape includes the spatiotemporal regulation of enzymes which modify the sacculus or PG 

after biosynthesis169,170. We are not certain whether to place SpoIIIL in the PG sacculus 

modifying category or in the cytoskeleton category but certain that our data has hinted that 

SpoIIIL is likely involved in more than one genetic pathway that culminates in spore envelope 

assembly.  

5.4.2 How does SigK influence SpoIIIL stability and localization? 

The forespore protease SpoIVB brings about the activation of σK 84and contributes to the 

proper localization and stability of SpoIIIL (section 3.3.8) as well.  The time point around which 

spore PG synthesis occurs coincides with the timepoint around which engulfment is 

completed by the mother cell membranes and the regulation of genes around this particular 

stage of sporulation is reliant upon σG activation in the forespore as well as the subsequent 

induction of σK activity in the larger mother cell compartment89,171. Thus, significant cortex 

synthesis begins only after engulfment is completed, bringing about the activation of σG in the 

forespore, and later the activation of σK in the larger mother cell89,171. Interestingly, this might 

explain the link between SpoIIIL, σG and σK seeing that SpoIIIL was already shown to ensure 

timely activation and down regulation of σG (Fig 3.1) around similar time-points T3.5 - T4.5 

even though SpoIIIL has not been shown to be directly involved in σK regulation. 

Importantly, a reduction in PG precursor biosynthesis around early sporulation stages, 

accompanied by a renewed precursor biosynthesis upon the activation of σK, functions as an 

instrument to regulate the timing of the synthesis of the spore cortex89. Recall that cortex 

synthases SpoVD and SpoVE influences SpoIIIL localization (Fig 5.1), while in the absence of 

both spoIIIL and the PG precursor biosynthesis enzyme murAB, cortex synthesis and spore 
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generation is greatly impaired or completely blocked (Fig 4.4). This indicates that SpoIIIL is 

actively involved around this same time-point in this stage of sporulation. Since σK activation 

at this stage of sporulation is required in order to activate the cortex synthesis enzymes SpoVD 

and SpoVE and to upregulate the precursor synthesis enzymes, we can therefore deduce that 

σK influences SpoIIIL stability and localization indirectly via its regulation of PG synthesis and 

PG synthesis enzymes although the exact molecular mechanism by which σK influences SpoIIIL 

is not completely clear. The significant proof of this remains that cells lacking both SpoIIIL and 

MurAB are blocked in σK mediated cortex assembly and consequently sporogenesis (Fig 4.4). 

This leads us to the next chapter where we attempt to illustrate the molecular mechanism and 

pathways that connect SpoIIIL, SpoIVB, SigG, SigK, SpoVD & SpoVE, MurAB, and cortex 

synthesis.  
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6 Chapter Six  
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6.1 Overview 

The process of spore formation involves several morphological changes, as well as dedicated 

genetic programs that have been investigated for more than 50 years and represent one of 

the most elaborately characterized developmental pathways in modern day molecular 

microbiology14. Cell differentiation however, is an elementary biological process and spore 

formation by B. subtilis is a very old system of cell differentiation that has now become an 

archetype for the investigation of cell differentiation in prokaryotes82. Most recently, 24 

additional genes which had previously not been associated with spore formation were 

discovered14, including SpoIIIL, a 59 amino acids protein, transcribed in the forespore under 

σF control, reported to take part in the activation of the late forespore specific sigma factor 

σG, and is believed to be an A-Q complex protein28. Reading further, one would see how we 

have been able to uncover a specialized role for SpoIIIL during Spore development and how 

SpoIIIL is involved in cortex assembly regulation and signalling. 

At the beginning of this project, not much was known about SpoIIIL, so our aims included 

defining the extent to which SpoIIIL functions in the A-Q complex; Identifying, validating and 

characterizing genes that may function with SpoIIIL in sporulation; defining the localization, 

topology and important domains / conserved residues of SpoIIIL; as well as Identifying SpoIIIL 

protein-protein interaction partners. This would eventually enable us to reveal connections 

between SpoIIIL and other processes occurring during sporulation, and consequently, nascent 

weaknesses in the sporulation program that may aid in developing ways to prevent 

sporulation in disease-causing spore-formers would be discovered. 

Whether SpoIIIL was really an A-Q complex protein was elusive at the start of this project. 

However, during the course of this thesis, it was discovered that SpoIIIL is not an A-Q complex 

protein. While the A-Q complex proteins are enriched in, and follow the engulfing membrane, 

SpoIIIL was not observed to behave in a similar manner. Instead, SpoIIIL was observed to 

localize uniformly around the forespore membrane at a time point that coincides with the 

completion of engulfment and changes its localization later during spore development to look 

like intriguing patchy-like structures in the forespore cytoplasm (Fig 3.3 A & B). Our results 

also suggested that whilst spoIIIL is required for the proper timing of σG activity, it is not 

required for maintaining σG activity late into development (Fig 3.1 D). Additionally, the 

roundness defect, sporulation in-efficiency, and the σG activity defects were all much more 
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severe in the well-known A-Q complex proteins assayed compared to SpoIIIL (Fig 3.1 & Fig 

3.2).  

This work combines a multitude of evidence generated via several analytical approaches to 

confirm that SpoIIIL which localizes uniformly around the forespore inner membrane and 

changes over time to look like intriguing patchy-like structures in the forespore cytoplasm (Fig 

3.3), is not surface exposed (Fig 3.4), and that a forespore resident protease known as SpoIVB 

as well as the SpoIVB catalytic site are both required for the observed change in localization 

and stability of SpoIIIL (Fig 3.8). Furthermore, we saw that the absence of both SpoIIIL and 

MurAB, a protein wherein during Tn-seq experiments (section 4.3.1), transposon insertions 

were largely underrepresented in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant especially at the murAB foci 

compared to WT, severely impairs cortex synthesis and assembly (Fig 4.4). However, MurAB 

is required neither for the proper localization nor the stability of SpoIIIL (Fig 4.3). 

Cortex assembly is required for the localization of SpoIIIL because the localization pattern of 

SpoIIIL is altered in the absence of the cortex synthases SpoVD and SpoVE. There is also no 

reported direct interaction between SpoIIIL and either proteins, and neither SpoVD nor SpoVE 

is required for the stability of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.1). Also, our data revealed that the basement layer 

proteins SpoIVA and SpoVM without which cells do not assemble the cortex, are required for 

both the localization and the stability of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.2), while the encasement protein SpoVID 

is required for the stability of SpoIIIL but not the localization of SpoIIIL (Fig 5.2). Finally, our 

data illustrated that σK (SigK or SpoIVCB) which is activated by the forespore protease SpoIVB 

is required both for the characteristic localization pattern of SpoIIIL, as well as for the stability 

of SpoIIIL.  Accumulatively, the data generated in this thesis have brought a broader 

understanding of the mid-stages of spore development which can be summarized in a simple 

schematics called the “SpoIIIL-Cortex Assembly Signaling” (Figure 6.1). 

6.2 The SpoIIIL-spore encasement relationship 

Spore encasement transpires within two concentric shells namely: an outer proteinaceous 

‘‘coat’’ and an inner peptidoglycan ‘‘cortex,’’ demarcated by a membrane. The proper 

assembly of the cortex is initiated only after the commencement of coat assembly, and an 

impaired induction of coat assembly prevents the assembly of the cortex. Successful binding 

and formation of the coat’s basement layer is also required to warrant cortex assembly87,164. 
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As revealed in this thesis, we have seen that the proper localization of SpoIIIL depends on 

SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, SpoVD, and SpoVE while the stability of SpoIIIL depends only on 

SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, as well as SpoVID (see Table 6.1). The common cellular event that 

occurs in the absence of SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, SpoVD, and SpoVE is that the cortex is not 

assembled (see Fig 6.1). We believe that the change in localization of SpoIIIL from uniform 

localization at early time-points after the onset of sporulation to intriguing patchy-like 

localization at later time-points after the onset of sporulation indicates the assembly of the 

cortex. 

Table 6.1  SpoIIIL localization and stability determinants: showing the conditions wherein the localization and 

stability of SpoIIIL changes in relation to wild-type, as well as the cellular events that occur in such conditions.  

Mutants 
(condition) 

σK 
activation 

Precursor 
synthesis 

Cortex 
Assembly 

Basement 
layer (coat 
assembly) 

SpoVID-LysM-
GlcNAc 
sequestration 
in mother cell 

SpoVD/E 
activation 

SpoIIIL localization determinants (localization different from wild-type) 
wild-type yes yes yes yes no yes 
ΔspoIVB no no no yes no no 
ΔspoIVA yes yes no no yes yes 
ΔspoVM yes yes no no yes yes 
ΔspoVD/E yes yes no yes no no 

SpoIIIL stability determinants/ direct interaction partners (no 3rd band) 
wild-type yes yes yes yes no yes 
ΔspoIVB no no no yes no no 
ΔspoIVA yes yes no no yes yes 
ΔspoVM yes yes no no yes yes 
ΔspoVID yes yes Yes Yes 

(defective) 
no yes 

 

However, since cortex assembly is reliant upon the successful initiation of the assembly of the 

coat, and a direct genetic interaction between SpoIIIL and the cortex synthases SpoVD and 

SpoVE is yet to be established, we propose that SpoIIIL interacts with the coat (or a component 

of the coat) in the coordination of cortex assembly and or in functioning as an indicator of 

spore encasement. Although, future work should test the possibility of a direct interaction 

between SpoIIIL and the spore cortex synthases SpoVD and SpoVE via approaches like the 

bacterial two-hybrid (see Future work section 6.3). 
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Fig 6.1 SpoIIIL- Cortex Assembly Signalling: showing the signal route from σF at early time-points after the 

onset of sporulation through σK at later time-points after the onset of sporulation and finally to cortex synthesis 

resulting in the proteolysis and precipitation of SpoIIIL into the forespore cytoplasm. SpoVID-LysM domain can 

prevent cortex synthesis if coat assembly is not properly initiated and it does this by binding to and sequestering 

N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) present in lipid II and peptidoglycan preventing Lipid II flipping into the 

intermembrane space. Both SpoVE and SpoVB proteins are suspected flippases. The presence of Lipid II and the 

action of cortex synthases SpoVE and SpoVD in the intermembrane space ensures the commencement of cortex 

assembly. SpoIIIL precipitation into the forespore cytoplasm at later time-points supposedly after proteolysis by 

SpoIVB, indicates cortex assembly. SpoIVB-mediated pro-σK processing and σK activation resulting in the 

upregulation of the Mur genes (including MurAB and MraY) responsible for increased precursor biosynthesis and 

activation of the cortex synthases enzymes is also shown.  

We make this proposal because of a very interesting discovery of this work which is that, in 

the absence of SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, and SpoVID, a particular SpoIIIL protein band (third 

band counting from the top in SpoIIIL immunoblot assay) always disappear or goes missing. In 

otherwise wild-type scenario, SpoIIIL usually shows 4 bands in the immunoblot assay. 

However, the disappearance of the third band reduces the number of bands observable in the 

SpoIIIL immunoblot assay to three. It is not completely clear why this particular band 

disappears in the ΔspoIVB, ΔspoIVA, ΔspoVM, and ΔspoVID single mutants as opposed to the 

wild-type, whereas the same third protein band is always present in the ΔspoVD or ΔspoVE 

single mutant, or even in the ΔspoVD ΔspoVE double mutant (see Appendix III, Figure S6.1) 
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just as in wild-type. So, we suspect that this third SpoIIIL protein band is intimately involved in 

a direct or indirect SpoVID-mediated SpoIIIL-encasement-signaling. Recall that the proper 

localization of SpoIIIL depends on SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, SpoVD, and SpoVE but not on 

SpoVID.  

To buttress this point further, recently, SpoVID was shown to contain a functional intracellular 

LysM domain that could sequester lipid II and prevent cortex assembly when coat assembly is 

improperly initiated, and strikingly, cortex assembly is still possible in the absence of SpoVID87. 

We therefore hypothesized that the encasement protein SpoVID may be functioning more 

specifically with SpoIIIL. To support this hypothesis, we gathered that whereas the LysM 

domain inherent in the C-terminal of SpoVID is well known for binding N-acetylglucosamine 

(GlcNAc) abundant in the cell walls of plants, fungi, and bacteria (chitin or peptidoglycan for 

instance)87, the precursor biosynthesis enzyme MurAB on the other hand utilizes UDP-GlcNAc 

and phosphoenolpyruvate to synthesize UDP-MurNAc during spore peptidoglycan synthesis 

which is a vital process in cortex assembly and consequently, spore formation.  

Additionally, our Tn-seq data showed that MurAB is very important for spore formation in the 

absence of SpoIIIL, and cortex assembly is severely impaired if not completely blocked in the 

double mutant of ΔspoIIIL ΔmurAB. We therefore propose that SpoIIIL on the forespore side 

functions whether directly or indirectly with MurAB and SpoVID on the mother cell side to 

monitor and or regulate proper cortex assembly and encasement. We also suggest that the 

strong sporulation and cortex assembly synergy observed between SpoIIIL and MurAB is 

probably via SpoVID since SpoVID can bind to either UDP-GlcNAc (the substrate of MurAB) or 

Lipid II which is present in peptidoglycan, or cortex peptidoglycan directly via its LysM domain. 

Interestingly, to sum it all up, SpoIIIL is transcribed under the transcription factor σF, and 

according to our results, ensures the timely activation of σG. We think that SpoIIIL ensures this 

timely activation of σG probably because SpoIIIL itself is also involved in cortex assembly and 

therefore is intimately linked in ensuring that σG is activated in time so that all the necessary 

σG-dependent resources required for the normal process of cortex assembly such as SpoIVB 

activation, pro-σK processing, activation of the cortex PG synthases SpoVD/E, upregulation of 

the Mur genes as well as increased precursor synthesis will occur or be supplied right on time, 

to avoid any cortex assembly anomaly. Strikingly, the precipitation of SpoIIIL from the 

forespore inner membrane where it is uniformly localized prior to the commencement of 
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cortex assembly, into the forespore cytoplasm presenting as intriguing patchy-like structures 

as a result of proteolysis by SpoIVB, apparently becomes the prime indicator and signal of 

cortex assembly. We therefore propose using Fig 6.1 and Table 6.1 that this is supposedly how 

the 59 amino acid, 9.6kDa protein SpoIIIL, is involved in cortex assembly regulation and 

signalling. 

6.3 Future Work 

This thesis has demonstrated that a small protein such as SpoIIIL could actually be so 

intricately involved in complex processes like cortex assembly and even play vital roles such 

as ensuring that important factors responsible for various stages of such a process are properly 

regulated. Collectively, the accumulated evidence from this work has provided a significant 

leap in our understanding of spore development through the mid-stages to the later stages of 

sporulation in spore forming bacteria. 

One important aspect of this work that remains unresolved is whether or not SpoIIIL maintains 

a direct genetic interaction with the cortex synthases, as well as the peptidoglycan precursor 

biosynthesis enzyme, MurAB. However future work can probe this new found relationship trio 

between SpoIIIL, SpoVID and MurAB via more sophisticated protein-protein interaction 

studies like bacterial two-hybrid assays. Since the role of SpoVID in linking the coordination 

between coat and cortex assembly during encasement was only recently discovered, and 

SpoVID directly binds to the substrate utilized by MurAB for precursor synthesis, it would be 

fascinating to unravel the nature of this relationship between MurAB and SpoVID, as well. 

Also, the SpoIIIL immunoblot assay, reveals four similar sized protein bands that are usually 

observed in otherwise wild-type scenario. A particular SpoIIIL protein band (third band 

counting from the top in SpoIIIL immunoblot assay) which always disappear in the absence of 

SpoIVB, SpoIVA, SpoVM, and SpoVID could be analysed using state of the art chromatographic 

and NMR spectroscopy techniques to ascertain its amino acid composition and sequence in 

relation to the other three bands on the immunoblot. It would actually be interesting to 

ascertain the exact nature of each protein band observed in SpoIIIL immunoblot because it is 

not common to come across a small 9.6kDa protein like SpoIIIL which displays four different 

bands on an immunoblot. So may be the chromatographic analysis of the four SpoIIIL bands 

could reveal cleavage information surrounding the proteolysis of SpoIIIL since we already 
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know that the forespore protease SpoIVB as well as the SpoIVB catalytic site are both required 

for the proteolytic event that results in the precipitation of SpoIIIL into the forespore 

cytoplasm at later time-points after the onset of sporulation. With this in mind, one could 

easily be tempted to speculate that the four SpoIIIL bands are likely different active forms or 

versions of SpoIIIL. 

Finally, a high point of this study which is of striking medical significance is the data in chapter 

4 of this thesis which demonstrates that in the absence of both SpoIIIL and MurAB, cortex 

assembly is abolished and spore formation in Bacillus subtilis is rendered next to impossible. 

This is a discovery worth targeting and deserving of further investigation. Because, if spore 

formation can be totally eliminated as is the case in this study, and the recurrence and 

transmission of infections by pathogenic spore forming bacteria completely prevented, then 

we have achieved a milestone in the study of cell differentiation in prokaryotes. 

6.4 Concluding Remarks 

Summarily, this thesis has moved a step further in advancing the knowledge of how bacteria 

differentiate into spores. The cortex assembly regulatory and signalling pathways as well as 

the genetic interactions involved has been illustrated in a new light. Coordination of coat and 

cortex synthesis has long been an incompletely defined vital process during sporulation. Now 

SpoIIIL could probably be used as a signal for cortex assembly when further studies are being 

undertaken regarding the coat and cortex synthesis.  
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Appendix I 

Supplementary figures 

 

 

Figure S3.1:  Complementation graph of SpoIIIL(IIIL). showing A) WT, ΔspoIIIL, and complementation strains of 

three C-terminus tagged ΔspoIIIL mutants expressing SpoIIIL from an ectopic locus under its native promoter. 

Sporulation efficiency assays and the microscopic image analysis were done as described in the materials and 

methods section of this work. Error bars represent standard error of the mean from at least two biological 

replicates. B) ΔspoIIIL, and complementation strain of an N-terminus tagged ΔspoIIIL mutant expressing SpoIIIL 

from an ectopic locus under its native promoter. WT value is automatically set at 100%. Sporulation efficiency 

assays and the microscopic image analysis were done as stated in the materials and methods section of this work. 

Error bars represent standard error of the mean from at least two biological replicates. 
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Figure S3.2: Synergistic defects of the ΔspoIIIL ΔspoIIIAH double mutant in σG activity, forespore shape 

(roundness), and sporulation efficiency. Representative images are wild type, ΔspoIIIL,  ΔspoIIIAH and ΔspoIIIL 

ΔspoIIIAH at hour 4 (A) showing the roundness defects (B), σG activity at hour 3.5 (c), and the population data at 

hour 3.5 for roundness plotted against σG activity (D). Sporulation efficiency assays and the microscopic image 

analysis were done as described in the materials and methods section of this work. Scale bars are 3 µm. 
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Figure S3.3: Synergistic defects of the ΔspoIIIL ΔgerM double mutant in σG activity, forespore shape (roundness), 

and sporulation efficiency. Representative images are wild type, ΔspoIIIL,  ΔgerM and ΔspoIIIL ΔgerM at hour 4 

(A) showing the roundness defects (B), σG activity at hour 3.5 (c), and the population data at hour 3.5 for 

roundness plotted against σG activity (D). Sporulation efficiency assays and the microscopic image analysis were 

done as described in the materials and methods section of this work. Scale bars are 3 µm. 
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Figure S3.4: Synergistic defects of the ΔspoIIIL ΔspoIIIAG-K223E double mutant in σG activity, forespore shape 

(roundness), and sporulation efficiency. Representative images are wild-type, ΔspoIIIL, ΔspoIIIAG-K223E, and 

ΔspoIIIL ΔspoIIIAG-K223E double mutant at hour 4 (A) showing the roundness defects (B), σG activity at hour 3.5 

(c), and the population data at hour 3.5 for roundness plotted against σG activity (D). Sporulation efficiency assays 

and the microscopic image analysis were done as described in the materials and methods section of this work. 

Scale bars are 3 µm.  
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Figure S3.5: SpoIIIL-GFP is not surface-exposed and thus is not accessible to digestion by trypsin. Immunoblot 

analysis of protoplasted sporulating cells using anti-GFP antibodies. Cells expressed SpoIIIL-GFP as the sole source 

of SpoIIIL in strain ΔspoIIQ ΔspoIIIL (bPO85) respectively. Cells were treated with trypsin in the presence and 

absence of the detergent Triton X-100. Consistent with the prediction that SpoIIIL is not likely membrane-

anchored but might contain some transmembrane segments, it was not susceptible to trypsin digestion in the 

absence of Triton X-100. As controls, the immunoblot was performed for a membrane protein housing an 

extracellular domain (SpoIIIAG) as well as for the cytoplasmic protein (FtsZ).  
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Figure S5.1:  SpoIIIL does not influences the localization of SpoVE: Fluorescence localization of SpoVE-mYPET in 

otherwise WT cells (A), as well as in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant (B) at T3.5, T4.5, and at T5.5.  Fluorescence signal 

is false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 
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Figure S5.2:  SpoIIIL does not influences the localization of the coat proteins: Fluorescence localization of the 

coat proteins in otherwise wild-type cells as well as in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant at T4 (A).  Fluorescence signal is 

false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 
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Figure S5.2:  SpoIIIL does not influences the localization of the coat proteins: Fluorescence localization of the 

coat proteins in otherwise wild-type cells as well as in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant at T5 (B).  Fluorescence signal is 

false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 
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Figure S5.2:  SpoIIIL does not influences the localization of the coat proteins: Fluorescence localization of the 

coat proteins in otherwise wild-type cells as well as in the ΔspoIIIL single mutant at T6 (C).  Fluorescence signal is 

false-coloured green in the merged images. Cell membranes were visualised using TMA-DPH fluorescent 

membrane dye and are false-coloured red in the merged images. Scale bar = 2 μm. 
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Figure S6.1  SpoVD and SpoVE do not influence SpoIIIL stability. Showing Immunoblot analysis of SpoIIIL-GFP in 

cell lysates of sporulating ΔspoIVB, ΔspoIVB(s378A), ΔspoVE, ΔspoVD, ΔspoIVA single mutants, and ΔspoVD 

ΔspoVE double mutant strains collected at T3.5 when SpoIIIL localizes uniformly around the forespore inner 

membrane, and at T5.5 when SpoIIIL localizes non-uniformly like intriguing patchy-like structures in the forespore 

cytoplasm. As controls, a cell lysate from sporulating cells collected at T5.5 from a WT strain that does not contain 

GFP, and an otherwise wild-type strain containing SpoIIIL-GFP at an ectopic locus as its only source of GFP, were 

included. SpoIIIL-GFP was immunodetected using anti-GFP antibodies. The position of SpoIIIL-GFP is indicated. 

 

 

Figure S6.2 Result of SpoIIIL Phobius Analysis. Showing the prediction of transmembrane topology from the 

amino acid sequence of SpoIIIL. 
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Figure S6.3 Result of SpoIIIL ClustalW Multiple Alignment. Showing the conserved amino acid residues. Red 

arrow indicates the amino acid sequence for the wild-type Bacillus subtilis strain used in this thesis. 
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